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ABSTRACT.
The problem o f variable illumination for object constancy has been largely 
neglected by "edge-based" theories o f object recognition. However, there is evidence 
that edge-based schemes may not be sufficient for face processing and that shading 
information may be necessary (Bruce. 1988). Changes in lighting affect the pattern 
o f shading on any three-dimensional object and the aim o f this thesis was to 
investigate the effects o f lighting on tasks involving face perception.
Effects o f lighting are first reported on the perception of the hollow face 
illusion (Gregory, 1973). The impression o f a convex face was found to be stronger 
when light appeared to be from above, con.sistent with the importance o f shape-from- 
shading which is thought to incorporate a light-from-above assumption. There was 
an independent main effect o f  orientation with the illusion stronger when the face was 
upright. This confirmed that object knowledge was important in generating the 
illusion, a conclusion which was confirmed by comparison with a "hollow potato" 
illusion. There was an effect o f light on the inverted face suggesting that the direction 
o f  light may generally affect the interpretation o f surfaces as convex or concave. It 
was also argued that there appears to be a general preference for convex 
interpretations o f patterns o f shading. The illusion was also found to be stronger 
when viewed monocularly and this effect was also independent o f orientation. This 
was consistent with the processing o f shape information by independent modules 
with object knowledge acting as a further constraint on the final interpretation.
Effects o f lighting were next reported on the recognition o f shaded 
representations o f facial surfaces, with top lighting facilitating processing. The 
adverse effects o f bottom lighting on the interpretation o f facial shape appear to affect 
within category os well os between category discriminations. Photographic negation 
was also found to affect recognition performance and it was suggested that its effects
may be complimentary to those o f bottom lighting in some respects. These effects 
were reported to be dependent on view.
The last set o f experiments investigated the effects o f lighting and view on a 
simultaneous face matching task using the same surface representations which 
required subjects to decide i f  two images were o f the same or different people. 
Subjects were found to be as much affected by a change in lighting as a change in 
view, which seems inconsistent with edge-based accounts. Top lighting was also 
found to facilitate matches across changes in view. When the stimuli were inverted 
matches across changes in both view and light were poorer, although image 
differences were the same. In other experiments subjects were found to match better 
across changes between two directions o f top lighting than between directions o f 
bottom lighting, although the extent o f the changes were the same, suggesting the 
importance o f top lighting for lighting as well as view invariance. Inverting the 
stimuli, which also inverts the lighting relative to the observer, disrupted matching 
across directions o f top lighting but facilitated matching between levels o f bottom 
lighting, consistent with the use of shading information. Changes in size were not 
found to affect matching showing that the effect o f lighting was not only because it 
changes image properties. The effect o f lighting was also found to transfer to 
digitised photographs showing that it was not an artifact o f the materials. Lastly 
effects o f lighting were reported when images were presented sequentially showing 
that the effect was not an artifact o f simultaneous presentation.
In the rinal section the effects reported were considered within the framework 
o f theories o f object recognition and argued to be inconsistent with invariant features, 
edge-based or alignment approaches. An alternative scheme employing surface-based 
primitives derived from shape-from-shuding was developed to account for the pattern 
o f effects and contrasted with an image-based account
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1. CHAPTER 1: V ISU AL A SPECTS OP PACE PROCESSING
11 INTRODUCTION
Faces are the bumpy front surfaces o f heads. They contain the input channels 
for air, water, food and several modalities o f sense data. They also serve as both 
input and output channels for many types o f communication; verbal and non-verbal. 
From their appearance alone we derive information about their owner's identity, age, 
sex , "race", emotional state and attractiveness. Some o f these abilities including the 
recovery o f identity, recognition, may only have evolved because o f the high visual 
salience o f faces due to their primary role in communication.
This thesis will be primarily concerned with the visual processes underlying 
perception o f a face as a face and which allow recovery o f some o f these different 
types o f information from faces. In particular the recovery o f identity specific visual 
information from faces despite changes in viewing conditions, particularly in lighting, 
will be considered. Such changes introduce variation into the retinal image projected 
by a face from which information that reliably identifies the individual must be 
derived. The problem o f the recovery o f visual information despite variations in 
viewing conditions is common to all face processing tasks and tasks involving other 
classes o f objects. The input is the retinal image(s) but the output depends on the 
particular task, different tasks requiring different information. For example, the 
recovery o f identity from the face requires information that is unique to that face while 
the appreciation o f expression requires that equivalent information be recovered from
different faces. Previous research about visual aspects o f face and object processing
»
will be reviewed in this chapter, while other chapters will report experimental 
evidence about the effects o f variable viewing conditions including illumination.
1.2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Research into face processing has been conducted in diverse areas including 
psychology, neuropsychology, anatomy, neurophysiology, computing and 
engineering. In psychology there has been a lot o f work on memory for faces as well 
as some into expression perception, eye gaze {»rception and lip-reading. The 
evidence from these different sources has been integrated into functional models o f 
the processes involved which provide a theoretical framework for the interpretation o f 
experimental results (eg. Hay & Young, 1982; Bruce &  Young, 1986). Such 
models are based on evidence from "normal" subjects and brain damaged patients, 
and draw on reports o f clinical conditions and everyday errors as well as the results 
o f experimental investigations. A  complete review o f the large and expanding 
psychological literature concerning all aspects o f face processing will not be attempted 
here. Instead the review w ill be limited to aspects o f the models and evidence 
relevant to understanding visual aspects of the processing o f faces.
Many early psychological studies investigated recognition memory for 
previously unfamiliar faces, probably because o f the relevance o f this task to 
eyewitness testimony. Recognition memory is a specific task also used in the study 
o f word recognition. Subjects are first shown a set o f unfamiliar faces during the 
learning phase which are subsequently presented along with unfamiliar faces which 
have not been learnt in the test phase. The subject's task is to distinguish between the 
faces they have seen once before and the faces seen for the first time at lest.
Measures o f both hits, correct recognition o f faces seen previously in the learning 
phase, and false positives, mistaken "recognition" o f faces never seen before, are 
normally used and subjects typically perform at a high level, often over 95% correct. 
However, many such experiments are confounded by using identical pictures at study 
and test This means that the task could be performed by recognising details o f the 
particular pictures used rather than o f the faces themselves. Some aspects o f picture 
recognition may be shared with face recognition, for example early stages o f visual 
proce.ssing, but in general knowledge about picture recognition will not inform about
face recognition as faces are rarely, i f  ever, seen under and identical conditions and in 
the same context twice.
Real faces are three-dimensional objects, not fixed flat patterns o f intensities 
like photographs, and project different retinal images depending on the angle o f  view, 
the viewing distance and the lighting conditions. Further, real faces undergo a 
number o f natural transformations in structure such as those that characterise different 
expressions, for example, or the changes associated with aging. Everyday face 
processing must recover the information necessary for particular tasks despite such 
changes. Empirically this means that in order to demonstrate that face, as opposed to 
picture, processing is involved it is necessary to transform pictures between study 
and test in recognition memory or other experimental paradigms (Bruce, 1982). 
Realisation o f possible differences between face and picture processing did lead to 
more detailed consideration of the visual processing o f faces, including consideration 
o f what information is used for what tasks and how this information might be 
derived.
1.3 STRUCTURAL ENCODING
Any particular picture o f a face will be dependent on the viewing conditions, 
including lighting, as well as on the structure o f the face itself. For most tasks 
involving faces it is not the details o f the particular viewing conditions that are 
relevant, but aspects o f the structure o f the face itself. The processes by which 
information about the structure o f  the face, as opposed to aspects o f the viewing 
conditions, is derived from the retinal image for particular tasks have been referred to 
as "structural encoding" (Bruce &  Young, 1986). The products o f structural 
encoding would be structural codes, descriptions o f those aspects o f the structure o f 
the face necessary for particular tasks. For example, recognising a familiar face 
would require information sufficient to distinguish that face from other faces. 
Structural codes can he contra.sted with pictorial codes, descriptions o f a particular
visual stimulus which specify details o f the viewing conditions as well as o f the 
object viewed. It is argued that the task involved in the experiments described in the 
last section could be done on the basis o f pictorial codes, but that these would not be 
sufficient for everyday face recognition where faces have to be processed under a 
wide variety o f conditions (Bruce, 1982).
The nature o f the structural codes for faces is as yet unknown, as is the nature 
o f the structural encoding processes, and this was one o f the main reasons for doing 
the work reported in this thesis. Different tasks require different information and 
therefore would probably be supported by different structural codes. For example 
"configurai" information, that is information about the spatial relationships between 
"features", is known to be important for many tasks including recognition (Sergent, 
1984; Young, Hellawell &  Hay, 1987) and so would be expected to be contained in 
the structural code(s) used for those tasks. An understanding o f structural encoding 
would require that the processes that allowed the recovery o f the configuration of a 
face be specified, as well as the form that the description takes.
As well as being different for different tasks, structural codes for the 
recognition o f familiar and unfamiliar faces might be different. As new faces become 
familiar those aspects that are less variable, and thus more reliable signals o f identity, 
appear to become more important For example there is evidence, that the internal 
features o f faces are more salient for familiar faces and external features for unfamiliar 
faces, and that this is a property o f structural, not pictorial, codes (Ellis, Shepherd & 
Davies, 1979; Endo, Takahashi & Maruyama, 1984; Young, 1984; Young, Hay, 
McWeeny, Flude & Ellis, 1985).
In summary, the piecise nature o f structural codes is not known but they are 
thought to represent a more abstract, derived level o f description o f the stimulus than 
that o f pictorial codes, describing details o f the structure of the face, for example, 
rather than the particular pattern o f image intensities. Different levels o f description 
may be needed for different tasks including perhaps object-centred codes for 
recognition, a de.scription o f  the face within iu  own coordinate system which is
completely independent o f the viewer and viewing conditions (Marr &  Nishihara, 
1978). The work reported in this thesis sought to investigate how structural encoding 
processes are affected by lighting conditions and also whether the structural codes 
themselves contain lighting dependent information. However, the nature o f  structural 
codes and structural encoding processes is likely to depend on what information is 
important for particular tasks and evidence about this will be reviewed next.
1.4 CONFIGURATIONS vs FEATURES
Faces can be thought o f as being composed o f the set o f features or parts for 
which we have linguistic handles; eyes, eyebrows, ears, nose, mouth, cheeks, chin 
and forehead for example. It is possible that facial processing is based on the 
independent processing of these features, and this was the assumption that underlay 
the development o f the photofit facial reconstruction system (Penry, 1971). People 
could, for example, be recognised on the basis o f one or two distinctive features, 
without reference to other aspects o f their face that are shared with many other 
people. However, there is evidence that features are not processed independently but 
rather that faces are processed holistically, as gestalts, with the relationships between 
features being as important as the individual features themselves (Sergent, 1984; 
Young, Hellawell &  Hay, 1987). O f particular importance appears to be 'second 
order relational' information, that is information about the spatial relations between 
features within a shared configuration (Diamond & Carey, 1986).
Good evidence for the importance o f configural information is the 
demonstration that halves o f familiar faces ore more difflcult to recognise when they 
are presented os mismatched pairs aligned so as to form new, composite faces than 
when the same halves are presented misaligned (Young et al., 1987). The features 
depicted in each case are the same, but when they are seen within the context o f a 
plausible face the new conflgural information generated appears to interfere with the 
proces.sing of individual features independently. This finding seems to be
independent o f the way that the face is divided in half as it has been demonstrated 
with faces divided into top and bottom halves or into internal and external features. 
Either o f these divisions will preserve some o f the local spatial relationships but the 
interference demonstrated when the face is shown as a whole suggests that there are 
aspects of the face seen as a whole that are important It is interesting to note that 
turning the stimuli upside-down, a transformation known to disrupt face processing 
(Yin, 1969), actually facilitates the recognition o f the individual halves o f composite 
faces. This manipulation, often referred to as figural inversion and discussed in detail 
below, is thought to disrupt the encoding o f conflgural information (Diamond & 
Carey, 1986) but seems in this case to facilitate the processing o f features 
independently. Other evidence for the importance of processing faces as wholes 
rather than parts is the 'face superiority effect’ (Homa, Haver &  Schwartz, 1976) 
which shows that the processing o f individual features may actually be enhanced if 
they are part o f a facial configuration with a nose, for example, being better 
remembered when it is learnt as part o f a face.
The precise nature o f configural information, like that o f the hypothesized 
structural codes, is not establi.shed. Even what constitutes a facial feature is not 
known, as the features for which we have words are not necessarily the ones that are 
important for visual processing. The first experiments reported investigated effects o f 
viewing conditions on the perception o f the hollow face illusion (Gregory, 1973; see 
also figures 2.2 & 2.2) as a face, that is as a globally convex whole with local convex 
and concave features. The possible role o f lighting and viewpoint in highlighting 
particular features in a way that affects identification is considered in Chapters 3 and 
4. Figural inversion is used to investigate the relationship between viewing 
conditions and configural information.
1.5 OBJECT CONSTANCY
The general problem for the structural encoding o f both faces and other 
classes o f objects is that o f object constancy, the recovery o f the constant structure o f 
the object under variable viewing conditions. Objects with different structures will 
give rise to different retinal images but so too will any one object seen under different 
viewing conditions. Recognising and encoding aspects o f structure that distinguish 
an object despite differences that arise because o f variable viewing conditions is the 
problem o f object constancy. With faces, as with some other classes o f object with 
moveable parts, this is further complicated by variations in the structure o f the objects 
themselves.
It is normally a.ssumed that the recognition of an object involves the matching 
o f a description derived from the input image to a stored description o f the object. 
This raises questions about the derivation o f descriptions from the image, questions 
general to vision research, and also about the form o f the stored representations, 
questions that overlap with memory research. A  common problem for object 
constancy is the recovery of three-dimensional object shape despite variations in the 
two-dimensional image resulting from changes in viewpoint. Most three-dimensional 
objects, including faces, project different images depending on the angle o f view, the 
image variation itself being a function o f the structure o f the object
A  straightforward but computationally expensive solution to this problem 
would be to represent all objects from oil viewpoints from which they could be seen. 
In this vein, instance-based models o f memory that could be applied to object 
recognition have been proposed (eg. Hintzman, 1986; Nosofsky, 1986), where a 
trace would be stored for each "instance" o f on object This approach has been 
further developed through the use o f  neural networks which can be trained to learn 
different instances o f a particular object recognition o f which then generalizes to 
novel instances. Different methods o f storing and accessing traces lead to different 
patterns o f performance, but seemingly abstractive properties like prototype learning 
have been demonstrated. Particular types o f connectionist network solve learning and
8recognition problems in different ways, though their performance is often describable 
statistically. For example the auto associator network which stores instances in that it 
associates a particular pattern with itself, can be set up so that it effectively performs 
principal components analysis on the input - a popular solution to the problem o f 
variability o f input images (eg. Turk & Pentland, 1991).
Other "invariant features" schemes o f object recognition attempt to find view 
invariant features in the image that provide sufficient information for recognition. 
Taking the example o f faces certain characteristics o f the hair, like colour and texture, 
might serve as invariant features. These properties are view  invariant in that they are 
recoverable from any orientation where the hair can be seen. Consistent with this, 
hair is known to be important to memory for faces, particularly previously unfamiliar 
ones (Shepherd, Davies &  Ellis, 1981). However hair is highly variable in other 
respects - it can be cut, bmshed, dyed and it also grows, falls out and changes colour 
- and so would not always be a reliable cue for distinguishing between faces.
Other schemes suggest, using arguments similar to those applied to structural 
codes, that the stored representation for a familiar object w ill characterise that object 
without reference to particular instances. For example a single three-dimensional 
object centred model o f the object could be stored (Marr &  Nishihara, 1978). Such 
representations are charucteri.sed by object centred coordinate systems, derivable from 
a two-dimensional image, and by being composed of parts at different scales arranged 
in an hierarchical way. I f  such stored three-dimensional models exist then the 
problem o f matching the input image to a particular representation can be shown to be 
over constrained provided that at least three non-colinear features can be found in 
common between the input image and the model (Lowe, 1987). The question 
remains as to how the three-dimensional stored model is derived in the first place 
(Poggio &  Edelman, 1990). However, an object centred coordinate system at least 
appears plausible for faces, with perhaps a vertical axis given by symmetry and a 
horizontal axis defined by the eyes.
Most such schemes represent the object in terms o f component parts and are 
therefore referred to as object decomposition methods (UUman, 1989). Objects are 
decomposed into a limited set o f generic parts, for example generalized cones, 
volumes produced by sweeping a cross-section o f constant shape but varying size 
along an axis (Binford, 1971), or geons, another set o f  volumetric primitives 
(Biederman, 1987). Such parts can be defined in terms o f image properties such as 
occluding contours or edges. Some image properties, including colinearity, 
curvilinearity, cotermination, parallelism and symmetry, bear non-accidental 
relationships to properties o f the three-dimensional world and thus could be used to 
define the three-dimensional parts present from the information in the two- 
dimensional image (Lowe, 1984). Geons and generalized cones were both designed 
to describe objects composed of clearly separated and often articulated parts and are 
not necessarily appropriate for faces. An alternative set of component parts that have 
been proposed specifically for faces are eight primitive surface types (Bmce, 
Coombes &  Richards, 1993). These are defined according to their mean and 
Gaussian curvatures (Koenderink.l990), though how these would be recovered from 
the two-dimensional image has not yet been specified. It is claimed that such parts 
capture psychologically relevant dimensions o f facial variation.
Object decomposition and invariant features methods are not mutually 
exclusive. The parts recovered from object decomposition, or their relationships, 
may themselves constitute invariant features. Both the three-dimensional model 
representation (Marr & Nishihara, 1978) and the recognition by components 
(Bicderman, 1987) scheme make use o f relationships between parts that are likely to 
remain invariant over a large range o f views in which those objects are likely to be 
encountered. Most object decomposition .schemes are models o f between class 
distinctions and it is not clear how within class distinctions would be made. For 
example, (almost) all faces would decompose into the same parts having the same 
approximate relationships making it unclear on what basis different examples within 
the class o f faces would be distinguished.
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Another solution to the problem o f object constancy for recognition is the 
alignment approach (eg. Ullman, 1989). Again single models o f each object are 
stored. The difference from object decomposition models is that rather than 
decomposing the input image into parts for matching, the model is transformed as a 
whole so that it is aligned to the image. For example the catalogue o f models might 
be transformed so that their appearance as seen from the same viewpoint as the input 
image would be made explicit Axes of symmetry and labelling o f the top and bottom 
o f objects might help such a task. Such prior alignment simplifies the second stage of 
recognition, the matching o f input to the correct stored model, as all the objects have 
to be checked but only as they appear from the appropriate view. Matching can then 
be accomplished by directly matching view dependent object features without the 
necessity o f deriving view independent parts or other features. Transformations 
could also allow for other sources o f variation in input, such as size or even 
constrained object variability such as that allowed by the articulation o f parts. This is 
the part o f the power o f the approach but begs the question as to how the models and 
transformations are acquired.
The experiments reported in this thesis, investigated the plausibility of such 
alternative systems as explanations o f the workings o f the human visual system by 
exploring the effects o f variations in input image. These effects can reveal clues 
about the nature o f stored models and also the processes applied to the input which 
allow access o f such models.
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1.6 FACES vs OBJECTS
Faces are three-dimensional objects and as such pose many o f the same 
problems for any recognition system as other classes o f three-dimensional object 
However, there are also problems more or less specific to face recognition which may 
be reflected in their visual processing and in the recognition strategies used and these 
possibilities are considered next The neuropsychological evidence about possible 
impairments to the human brain suggests that object and face recognition are clinically 
dissociable from each other and from word recognition.
Many o f the differences between objects and faces are a result o f the different 
functions they support For example, the need to make within category distinctions 
within the highly homogeneous class o f faces may impose particular demands on any 
system for face recognition and lead to particular solutions (Hay & Young, 1982). 
Faces all share the same parts or features arranged in much the same way - eyes 
above nose above mouth etc. - and so the.se properties will not be sufficient to 
distinguish between individuals. This problem is further complicated by the 
variability in the structure o f faces required for their communicative functions. The 
mouth is a good example o f a highly deformable facial feature important for 
communication. For the purposes o f recognition what distinguished any particular 
mouth would need to be recovered while for lip-reading or expression properties o f 
changes common to all mouths would be the important information. These seemingly 
contradictory requirements will have shaped both the structure o f the face and the 
systems evolved for pr(x;e.ssing it  I f the communicative functions are primary this 
will have led to .selective pre.s.sure for equivalence or homogeneity within the class o f 
faces, making the problem o f recognition more difficult and error prone.
As well as differences in function the structure o f faces may also differ in 
important ways from that o f other objects. As was noted in the section on object 
constancy, faces are not readily decomposable into parts separated by clearly defmed 
contours. Such edges play an important part in many theories o f object recognition 
(eg Biederman, 1987; Mart & Nishihara, 1978) hut may not be applicable to faces.
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Consistent with this there is evidence that faces are not as well recognised from line 
drawings as are objects and that for faces but not objects there is an advantage for 
photographs over line drawings (Davies, Ellis &  Shepherd, 1978; Biederman, 1987).
An alternative to edge detection specifically developed for encoding faces and 
hands is valledge detection (Pearson & Robinson, 1985). Following woiic which 
had shown that the application o f edge detectors to facial images produced cluttered 
representations o f the internal facial features (Pearson & Six, 1982; Pearson, 1983) 
an alternative operator was developed sensitive to luminance valleys in the image. 
These luminance valleys occur in regions o f the image corresponding to areas o f the 
surface o f the object or face where the surface slopes sharply away from the line o f 
sight. This operator is also sensitive to large edges, hence reference to it as a valledge 
detector. When combined with a thresholding operation which adds "mass" to the 
images produced the "cartoons" produced have been found to be nearly as well 
recognised as full grey level images (Bruce, Hanna, Dench, Healey & Burton, 1992). 
It has even been speculated that the system is effective because it mimics the operation 
o f the early visual system; the cartoon o f a cartoon is itself and it may be that the 
cartoon and full grey level image produce the same neuronal response. The features 
extracted by the composite operator could be u.sed for economical representation and 
storage, fulfilling many o f the functions required by the object recognition schemes 
discussed above. The thresholding component o f the composite detector is necessary 
for good recognition o f faces probably because it provides the sort o f information 
normally provided by shading or shadow. Faces are composed o f the sort o f 
relatively smooth featureless surfaces for which other sources o f shape information, 
especially shading (Watt, 1991), may be as important as edges. Shading information 
will be considered in more detail in the next section.
Thus the functions and structure o f faces may pose problems for their 
processing that are not shared with other cla.sses o f object and empirical fíndings may 
not generalize. However, it is al.so possible that once the ability to make the fine
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distinctions in structure necessary for distinguishing faces had evolved, the same 
system could be adapted for other purposes including general object recognition.
1.7 SHAPE-FRQM-SHAPING
Shading is the spatial variation o f intensity as a function o f illumination, 
surface orientation and viewing angle and shape-from-shading is the process by 
which three-dimensional shape is recovered from this information. The recognition 
o f faces from line drawings compared to photographs, along with the importance o f 
lighting and make-up and the existence o f the hollow face illusion, have all been cited 
as evidence that shading information is important for face perception (Bruce, 1988). 
This section will outline what is known about shading information and its use and 
will consider why it might be important for face perception.
The optics o f image irradiance are well understood including the relationship 
between changes in surface orientation and changes in image irradiance (Horn,
1977). However the human visual system has to recover scene structure from image 
irradiance, the reverse problem. Image intensities are available but they are 
determined not only by the shapes o f surfaces present in the scene but also by 
properties o f the source o f illumination, the position o f the viewer and the reflectance 
o f the surface. As all these are initially unknown the problem is effectively under 
constrained and its solution is likely to require the use o f simplifying assumptions. 
Specification o f possible assumptions and investigation o f the assumptions that the 
human vi.sual system actually employs has been one goal o f shape-from-shading 
research.
Shading may not be as effective a cue to shape as motion or stereopsis 
(Cavanagh & Leclerc, 1989). However the fact that we can interpret static two- 
dimensional images containing little else than shading information (eg. photographs 
o f sculptures) together with the widespread exploitation o f shading in represenutional 
art suggests that the human visual system has evolved to make use o f this source o f
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information. Indeed the apparent advantage in providing camouflage o f counter 
shading, the use o f pigment changes to cancel out the revealing effects o f shading, in 
many species suggests that shading may be a widely used and primitive source of 
shape information.
The use o f shading by the human visual system has been studied 
psychophysically (Pentland, 1982; Todd &  Mingola, 1983; Mingola &  Todd, 1986; 
Todd & Reichel, 1989; Johnston, Passmore & Morgan, 1991; Erens, Kapf>ers & 
Koenderink, 1993) however the conclusions drawn seem contradictory or very task 
dependent. These studies do suggest that the visual system does not invert the image 
formation process at each point in the image. For example lighting direction is an 
important determinate o f point intensities but does not seem to be recovered prior to 
the interpretation o f shape (Mingola & Todd, 1986). Where the studies differ is in 
how accurately they conclude that surface shape can be specifled by shading. Studies 
which measure subjects' impressions o f local surface orientation show high levels o f 
errors (eg. Mingola & Todd, 1986). However when the task is to judge relative 
curvature subjects can perform quite accurately (Johnston, Passmore & Morgan, 
1991). While curvature is the derivative o f  orientation, it may be that it is recovered 
directly from .shading and used as a metric for quantifying surface shape. So it seems 
possible that humans can recover surface shape from shading, and that shape 
information may be coded in terms o f curvature.
As well as testing the ability o f humans to make use o f shading information 
there has been other work on the relationship between shading and shape (Horn,
1977; Koenderink & van Doom, 1980). These approaches seek to specify how shape 
might be recovered from shading and what assumptions would be required. One o f 
these appmaches has attempted to solve the inverse optics problem by making 
assumptions about the illumination and surface reflectance and shape (Horn, 1977). 
Psychological validity is not claimed for this approach and there is no evidence that 
the human visual .sy.stem requires the same prior knowledge or makes the same 
assumptions. Another approach is to relate global properties o f the image intensities
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to surface shape. For example, it has been shown that the positions o f luminance 
singularities and the topography o f isoluminance contours are lawfully related to 
object structure (Koenderink &  van Doom. 1980). In this case the constraints 
required are global rather than local. The effects o f stimulus manipulations on human 
performance can be used to test the psychological validity o f the assumptions invoked 
by such approaches.
For example another set o f experimental studies have used variants on the 
crater illusion to investigate the assumptions and processes the visual system uses to 
interpret shape-from-shading (Ramachandran, 1988a &  1988b). The basic stimulus 
used, the crater illusion, is a circular pattern o f shading that can be interpreted as a 
convex bump or a concave dent (See figure 1.1). The different interpretations o f the 
stimuli entail different lighting directions and it is sometimes possible to change one's 
perceived interpretation by mentally shifting the light source. The tendency to 
perceive the interpretation consistent with light being from above is cited as evidence 
that a light-from-above assumption is employed by the human visual system in the 
interpretation o f shape-from-shading. Indeed, when the image o f a top lit bump is 
rotated by 180° it is seen as a dent lit from above, rather than as a bump lit from 
below, again consistent with a light-from-above assumption.
Another demonstration shows that the interpretation o f displays consisting of 
two configurations o f such stimuli that are 180° rotations o f  each other, are mutually 
constrained - one type are seen as bumps and the other as dents. The two 
configurations would imply two opposite lighting directions i f  they were perceived as 
the same shape, but interpreting one type as bumps and one as dents allows an 
inteipivtation consistent with a single lighting direction for the entire image. This is 
interpreted as evidence that shape-from-shading is a global operation incorporating a 
single light source assumption. Other demonstrations show that such stimuli, when 
interpreted as three-dimensional surfaces, can also support grouping, segregation and 
apparent motion phenomena implying that their three-dimensional interpretations can 
act as elementary features or primitives for subsequent processes.
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Figure 1.1: Examples o f the type o f stimuli used in the experiments reported by 
Ramachandran (1988a & 1988b). (See text for di.scus.sion.)
Experimental evidence that shape-from-shading is particularly important for 
face proce.ssing has come indirectly from the effect of photographic negation 
(Phillip.s, 1972). This manipulation, like figural inversion, affects visual information 
in a clearly defined way - it reverses intensity values about the mean. Negation 
impairs performance on many tasks involving face perception (Galper, 1970;
Phillips, 1972; Luria &  Strauss, 1978; Kemp, McManus & Pigott, 1990). This may 
be largely due to the effects o f negation on the appearance of pigmented areas - eg. 
light hair becomes dark and vi.sa versa. However negation may also disrupt the 
interpretation o f shading and shadows (Cavanagh & Leclerc, 1989). Taking the 
negative o f a photographic image o f a face in effect results in a set of image intensities 
that are incompatible with any illuminated three-dimensional object and this may be 
partly why negatives are difficult to process (Horn, 1990). Interestingly there is
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other information that negation does not affect, like the position of isoluminance 
contours. The adverse effects o f negation do not seem consistent with accounts o f 
face processing based solely on such features. Negation is also interesting in that it 
effects low spatial frequencies more than high spatial frequencies, consistent with the 
importance o f the former for face perception (Hayes, Morrone & Burr, 1986).
Another interesting and important feature about research on shape-from- 
shading concerns how information from this source is combined with other sources 
o f shape information like contours, specularities and texture (Bulthoff &  Mallot, 
1987). For example information from occluding contours has been used in 
computational approaches to provide boundary conditions for the differential 
equations to be solved (Ikeuchi & Horn, 1981). The same information has also been 
shown to affect human interpretation of patterns o f shading (Ramachandran, 1988a & 
1988b).
The work reported in this thesis both investigated the ability o f humans to 
make use o f .shading information under different conditions and also the relationship 
o f shading information to other sources o f information. One stimulus condition that 
was varied in many o f  the experiments reported was lighting and this will be 
considered next.
1.8 LIGHTING
The retinal image projected by any object is affected by the number, properties 
and arrangement o f the light sources illuminating that object. The discussion o f 
lighting in this section and in the thesis in general will be limited to the effects o f 
changing the direction o f a single light source. The physics o f illumination is well 
enough understood to allow the effects o f multiple light sources to be modelled 
including the effects o f  mutual illumination, the illumination o f one surface by light 
reflected o ff another. However, it appears that the human visual system normally 
assumes a single light .source, at least in the interpretation o f shape-from-shading
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(Ramachandran, 1988a & 1988b). Studying the effects o f variation introduced in the 
relatively simple case o f one light source varying in direction may generalize to 
predict the effects o f other sources o f variation. For example i f  lighting invariant 
features are used these would remain invariant whatever the number and arrangement 
o f light sources.
The basic problem for processing faces under conditions o f variable lighting 
is that o f object constancy, the same problem as has already been discussed in the 
context o f variable viewpoint Changing the direction o f a single light source affects 
the retinal image projected by an object just as changing the viewpoint does. 
Changing lighting direction determines which surfaces receive direct illumination and 
which are in shadow in the same way as changing viewing direction determines 
which surfaces are visible and which hidden. Indeed the information provided by a 
particular lighting direction is in some ways analogous to that provided by a different 
viewing direction - the shadow areas correspond to what would be hidden surfaces 
and the shadow boundaries to what would be occluding contours i f  the object were 
viewed from the position o f the light source. In the particular case where light source 
and viewer are in the same position no shadows will be visible as the overlap with 
hidden surfaces will be preci.se.
Like changes in viewing direction, changes in lighting direction do not change 
the underlying structure o f the face or object viewed but both do change the retinal 
projections o f all objects including faces. For most face processing tasks it is aspects 
o f the structure o f the face that needs to be recovered from the retinal image, not the 
particulars o f illumination or viewing direction. The variability introduced by variable 
viewing conditions can often be considered as a source o f noise in the recovery o f the 
su-ucture o f the object, the signal. However, any retinal projection has an associated 
viewpoint and lighting direction and these determine the surfaces visible and the 
particular pattern o f shadows, shading and contours that provide cues to shape. So, 
while precise details o f a particular image may be accidents o f the viewing condition 
those details also reflect properties o f the underlying structure. How well human
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performance is predicted by details o f particular images or whether it seems 
dependent on derived properties is an important question in this thesis as well as how 
information about structuie might actually he derived from image properties.
Many o f the problems and solutions that have been discussed in the context o f 
variable viewing direction also apply to variable lighting direction. In particular the 
relationship o f the lighting dependent retinal image to the stored representations 
thought to be required for recognition must be considered.
All objects, including faces, could be stored under all lighting conditions 
within an instance based account, although this additional source o f variability 
emphasises the possible computational expense in terms o f  memory required by such 
a solution. An instance based store could contain traces for instances with different 
directions o f lighting and some o f the.se might he sufficiently similar to a novel retinal 
image, as lit from a particular direction, to allow matching for recognition (ie. 
generalization across lighting conditions might emerge from an instance based 
model). Alternatively lighting invariant features, such as high contrast pigment 
differences, might be used for recognition. However, such information may be 
relatively spar.se and iLself variable under other changes in viewing condition (eg. 
occluding contours are lighting independent but change with changes in viewpoint). 
The parts u.sed by object decomposition schemes (eg. Marr &  Nishihara, 1978; 
Biederman, 1987) may be lighting independent once recovered. Indeed the problem 
o f lighting has not been widely considered in the object recognition literature because 
mo.st object recognition schemes are based on edges, edge detection being insensitive 
to most changes in lighting (Poggio & Edelman, 1990). Many edges, including 
occluding contours and high contrast borders between areas o f different reflectance, 
are lighting invariant features and may be sufficient to support matching. However 
faces are not composed o f parts separated by clear contours and edges may not be 
sufficient for face perception. Instead other aspects o f the image, for example 
shading information, may be necessary to support face processing. This information.
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its processing and even the derived descriptions may be lighting dependent in a way 
that edges are not
Previous research into the effects o f lighting on face perception has included 
reported effects o f lighting on the recognisability o f photographs o f faces (Johnston, 
H ill & Carman, 1992) and on the recognition o f facial surfaces portrayed by shading 
with no information about pigmentation (Bruce, Healey, Burton, Doyle, Coombes & 
Liiiney, 1991). The recognition o f photographs has been shown to be disrupted by 
lighting faces from below the horizontal meridian, bottom lighting (Rock, 1973; 
Johnston et al, 1992). This effect may be a.ssociated with difficulties in recovering 
shape-from-shading which may incorporate a lighl-from-above assumption 
(Ramachandran, 1988a & 1988b). When images o f faces lit from below are turned 
upside-down the light .source appears to he from above relative to the observer and 
this appears to offset some o f the difficulties in their recognition resulting from the 
face being upside-down (Johnston et al, 1992). Interestingly the valledge detector 
mentioned earlier (Pear.son & Rob.son, 1985) also breaks down under conditions of 
bottom lighting as luminance valleys can become luminance ridges. Despite the 
apparent difficulties normally as.sociated with bottom lighting, this direction was 
found to facilitate the recognition o f shaded repre.sentatioas o f facial surfaces, "laser 
heads" of the type u.sed in many o f the experiments reported here (Bruce et al, 1991). 
This apparently anomalous result may have been an artifact o f the task used, 
matching, perhaps the result o f bottom lighting highlighting more informative 
surfaces or surface details in these particular representations. This previous work did 
highlight the importance o f the preci.se form o f illumination used and it was a major 
aim o f the work reported in this thesis to systematically investigate such effects on 
both matching and recognition tasks as outlined in the overview below. Laser heads 
themselves will be more fully described in chapter 3, the first experimental chapter in 
which they were used.
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19 OVERVIEW OF EXPERIM ENTAL W ORK
Experiments are reported on the effects o f lighting direction on the perception 
o f the hollow face illusion (Gregory, 1973; see also figure 2.1), and on the matching 
and recognition o f laser heads (cf. Bruce et al, 1991).
The woilc on the hollow-face illusion is reported in Chapter 2. Perception o f 
this illusion may involve some o f the same processes that are involved in perception 
o f a face as a face, that is as a globally convex object with appropriate local concave 
and convex features. The illusion reflects the ambiguity o f shading which, as has 
already been discussed, is always consistent with two possible interpretations o f 
surface geometry, convex or concave, with their opposite associated lighting 
directions. Indeed the illusion has been cited as evidence o f the importance of 
shading for face perception (Bruce, 1988) as it appears to be the shading that defines 
the face as a face. Differences between lighting the illusion from above or below are 
tested, in order to establish the role o f a light-from-above assumption in the 
interpretation o f shape-from-shading. The integration o f shape-from-shading with 
other sources o f depth information, particularly stereopsis (experiment 4), is also 
considered. The possible importance o f object specific knowledge in generating the 
illusion is al.so investigated, especially whether such knowledge is dependent on 
lighting, through comparison o f the illusion upright and inverted and comparison 
with the hollow potato illusion (experiments 1, 2 & 3).
The other experiments reported in the thesis investigated effects o f lighting on 
the recognition and matching o f laser heads (cf. Bruce et al. 1991; see also figure 
3.1). Laser heads are shaded representations o f faceted facial surfaces and so 
especially appropriate for investigating the effects o f lighting. Differences between 
lighting the face from above or below on the recognition o f laser heads are tested and 
the relationship o f the effects o f lighting and viewpoint (experiments 5 &  6). 
Experiment 6 also included a manipulation o f photographic polarity, the effect o f 
which is also thought to be related to shadow and shading information (Phillips,
1972; see also section 1.6). The use o f laser heads allowed investigation o f the
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effects o f  polarity on the perception o f shape without its confounding effects on the 
perception of pigmentation. '
The experiments reported in Chapter 4 (experiments 7 -12 )  examined 
subjects' abilities to match heads shown under different viewing conditions. How 
common stmcture is recovered from differing images was o f particular concern. 
Differences between top and bottom lighting were again tested with upright 
(experiment 7) and inverted faces (experiment 8), together with the effects o f less 
extreme changes in lighting that were either both from above (experiments 9 & 10) or 
both from below the face(experiments 11 &^2). The matching task allowed 
investigation o f perceptual effects independently from the effects o f memory. In 
Chapter 5 control experiments are reported that were intended to test the 
generalizability o f the effects o f lighting found (experiments 13 - 15).
The final chapter attempts to integrate the results o f the different sets of 
experiments and to summarise and explain the effects o f lighting found. Image and 
edge based explanations are considered but an explanation within a surface based 




2 CHAPTER 2: EFFECTS OP LIG H TING ON THE H O LLO W  PACE
ILLUSION
2.1 GENERAL IN TR O D U C nO N
The work reported in this chapter is concerned with possible effects o f 
lighting on the perception o f a face as a face, a basic level category decision (Rosch, 
1978). This is the type o f decision modelled by most o f the object recognition 
schemes discussed in Chapter 1. I f  categorisation can be achieved on the basis of 
simple outline or edge information, as many such schemes suggest, there would be 
no reason to expect effects o f lighting. However, if  shading information is more 
important for faces than for other classes o f objects, as suggested in Chapter 1, this 
might be reflected by effects o f lighting at the level o f perceiving a face as a face. This 
was investigated using the hollow face illusion, where a hollow mask is wrongly 
seen as a convex face when viewed from beyond a certain distance (Gregory, 1973; 
see also figures 2.1 &  2.2). The illusion will be described more fully next followed 
by a description o f the method used to assess its strength under different viewing 
conditions.
The illusion is an example o f depth reversal occurring with a real object under 
dynamic, biniKular viewing conditions. A  ma.sk or mold o f a face appears as a 
normal convex hemispherical face with appropriate local convex and concave surface 
features when viewed from beyond a certain distance. It has been argued that it is the 
overall pattern of  shading, a so-called pictorial cue, that helps reveal the face in such a 
mask (Bmce, 1988). The mask presents the observer with "a visual conflict between 
different sources o f depth information” (Georgeson, 1979) and the experiments 
reported .sought to provide cues as to how such conflicts are resolved. A ll the normal 
sources o f depth information, including shading, motion, stereoscopic disparities and 




now commonly thought that such alternative sources of information are analysed by 
separate modules (eg. Marr, 1982) and investigation o f the illusion may give clues as 
to the operation o f separate modules as well as how information from the different 
sources is integrated to give a unitary percept
The hollow face has been categorised as an illusion generated by ambiguity 
(Gregory, 1973). Shading itself is ambiguous because there are always two possible 
interpretations for a given pattern o f shading, a convex surface apparently lit from one 
direction or a concave surface apparently lit from the opposite direction (Horn, 1977). 
In the case of the hollow face illusion, the pattern o f shading is produced by a mask 
lit from the actual direction o f the light source but could also be produced by a convex 
face apparently lit from the opposite direction.
The novel method that was developed to assess the strength o f the illusion 
was based on the observation that at close distances the mask can be seen to be 
concave, but at greater distances the illusory percept is o f a convex face. At some 
distance in between perception must change between the two solutions and the novel 
measure was the distance at which this change took place. On each trial subjects 
either approached or retreated from the mask, judging when their percept changed 
from the convex to the concave solution or vice versa respectively. This distance was 
assumed to be invcnsely related to the strength o f the illusion; the larger the distance 
the weaker the illusion and vice verse. At close distances many cues to the actual 
concavity o f the mask would become more pronounced, for example retinal 
disparities, so maintenance o f the illusory convex percept at these short distances is 
consistent with a stronger illusion.
One aim o f the First two experiments reported was to establish why it is that 
the concave mask is perceived as a convex face when viewed from beyond a certain 
distance, despite the availability o f depth cues to the contrary. One explanation is that 
alternative pereeptual hypotheses have associated probabilities, and that it is the 
familiarity or high probability o f faces as convex objects that favours this as the 
interpretation o f the ambiguous data (Gregory, 1973). An alternative explanation, not
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requiring reference lo such object specific knowledge (cf. Marr, 1982), would be 
that the illusion results from a general preference for convexity in the interpretation o f 
shading information. The existence o f a "hollow potato" illusion where an irregular, 
unfamiliar, smooth, potato-shaped mould is seen as convex when viewed from 
beyond a certain distance, is consistent with this explanation (Johnston, Hill &  
Carman, 1992). Experiment 3 involved a direct comparison between the strengths of 
the hollow face and hollow potato illusions to determine what, i f  any, is the 
contribution o f the familiarity o f faces as convex objects to the strength o f the 
illusion.
TTie two possible solutions o f shape-from-shading, convex or concave, entail 
opposite lighting directions (Horn, 1977). When the concave mask is lit from in 
front and below the illu.sory percept is o f a convex face lit from in front and above. 
However, if a row of bumps, convexities, lit from above are rotated 180° in the image 
plane which would normally also involve a rotation o f apparent lighting direction, 
they are perceived as a row o f dents, concavities, still lit from above rather than as 
bumps lit from below (Ramachandran, 1988a & 1988b; See also fig. 1.1). This is 
interpreted as evidence for a "light-from-above assumption” but seems at odds with a 
preference for convexity. It does .suggests that the hollow face illusion would be 
stronger when the convex face appears to be lit from above rather than below. This 
was tested in experiments 1 & 2. That the illusion is still seen as a convex face even 
when this entails it appearing to be lit from below suggests that in this case, unlike the 
bumps, a convex interpretation can "win" over a light-from-above assumption.
If the illusion were solely the result o f a general preference for convexity then 
no effect o f the orientation o f the ma.sk would be expected. Changing orientation 
only affects the perception o f the ma.sk as a face, not convexity or concavity.
However, if the illusion is dependent upon the nature o f  "the face" as familiar object 
(Gregory, 1973), then inversion might be expected to reduce the strength o f the 
illusion, or eliminate it altogether, as upside-down faces are much less familiar 






o f face processing (Yin, 1969; Valentine. 1988), probably because it disrupts 
configurai encoding (Young et al, 1987; see Chapter 1). One would not expect any 
effect o f orientation on the "hollow potato" illusion, a prediction that is directly tested 
in experiment 3.
I f the fact that the object seen is an upright face is critical, an interaction 
between the effects o f lighting and orientation might also be expected; there might be 
different effects o f lighting when the face was upright from when it was upside- 
down. The object specific hypotheses that have been invoked to explain the hollow 
face illusion should hold "with any lighting" (Gregory, 1973), and should mean little 
or no effect o f lighting direction. When the mask is upside-down a "light-from-above 
assumption" might be predicted to give an effect o f lighting direction, with the 
illusion stronger when lighting appears to be from above. Previous research 
investigating effects of orientation and lighting on the hollow face illusion by Sakurai, 
Endo and Maruyama (1985) reports that highest "depth reversibility", their evidence 
for a weak illusion, was obtained for upside-down faces apparently illuminated from 
below the chin. This is consistent with an advantage for upright faces but not what 
would be expected from a light-from-above assumption as, in this condition, the 
lighting would be from above relative to the observer. Their experiments confounded 
the effects o f lighting and orientation by including them as a single factor, stimulus 
category, making the individual effects o f lighting and orientation and any interaction 
between them unrecoverable. The design used here allowed the effects o f lighting 
and orientation, including any interactions, to be assessed independently using a 
clearer method than that o f Sakurai et al (1985). The presentation o f the mask as a 
real three-dimensional object also allows investigation o f the illusion in a situation 
where all the non-pictorial cues to depth are also available.
As already mentioned, the novel measure we used to assess the strength o f the 
illusion was the distance from the ma.sk at which the subjects' perceptions changed 
between convex and concave. Subjects .started by seeing the mask as a face and then 
approached it until they could see it as a ma.sk, or started by seeing the mask and
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retreated until they could see the illusory face. All movement was perpendicular to 
the mask. It was predicted that subjects would tend to maintain whatever initial 
perceptual interpretation they made (ie. concavity when retreating from the mask and 
convexity when approaching it) with the result that the distance at which the change in 
perception occurred should be greater when retreating than when approaching the 
mask whatever the other conditions. In general the strength of the illusion in any 
condition was taken to be inversely related to the distance from the mask at which the 
change between convex and concave occurred; short distances implying a strong 
illusion and long distances a weak illusion. The smaller the distance, the stronger 
other cues like stereopsis and the effects o f motion are (retinal disparities are larger 
and effects o f movement greater), but perception of the illusion implies that the 
convex interpretation of shading is still dominating these other, unambiguous, cues to 
shape. This method was used to assess the strength of the illusion under different 
conditions which are described in the inu-oductions to the individual experiments.
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2.2 EXPERIMENTS 1 & 2
INTRODUCTION.
In the first two experiments the effects o f orientation and lighting direction on 
the strength o f the illusion, as measured by the novel method, were investigated. The 
illusion was presented either upright or inverted and lit from above or below. As 
explained more fully in the introduction, it was predicted that the illusion would be 
strongest when presented upright, due the familiarity o f upright faces, and also that it 
would be stronger when the illusory convex interpretation was consistent with light 
appearing to be from above relative to the observer, consistent with a light-from- 
above assumption. However, if the illusion is the result o f an object specific 
hypothesis "which holds with any lighting" (Gregory, 1973), then no effect o f 
lighting would be expected at lea.st when the face was upright. It was expected on the 
basis o f the importance o f  object specific knowledge and on the basis o f previous 
work, which reported the weakest illusion with the face inverted and lit from above 
(Sakurai et al, 1985), that he effect o f inverting the illusion would be greater than the 
effect o f changing lighting direction. Therefore the upright illusion lit from below 
was expected to be stronger than the inverted illusion even when this was lit from 
above.
Experiments 1 and 2 differed in that for experiment 1 light was from behind 
and through the .semi-translucent ma.sk (see materials section for a full description of 
the mask), while for experiment 2 it was from in front o f the mask. When lit from 
behind, the illusion involves perceptual reversal o f the apparent direction o f lighting, 
from behind to in front - but actual top lighting still appears to come from above the 
head. When lit from in front the illusion involves a reversal from actual top to 
apparent bottom lighting and versa. It is when light appears to be from above 
relative to the ob.server, whatever its actual direction, that it was expected that the 




Tw o sets o f twenty-four subjects recruited by advertisement took part in 
experiments 1 and 2. A ll subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and were 
tested to ensure that they had functioning stereoscopic ability (see procedure section). 
Subjects were paid one pound for their participation in an experiment which lasted 
approximately ten minutes.
Materials.
The hollow mask used for all experiments was made o f semi-translucent 
monochrome plastic and was hou.sed in a wooden cabinet with a glass front and back 
(Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The light source was an angle-poise lamp with a sixty watt 
bulb directed from above or below the ma.sk. Distances were measured with a tape 
mea.sure. Both experiments took place in a long windowle.ss room with no lighting 
other than the angle poise illuminating the illusion.
A  random dot stereogram of a spiral was u.sed for testing stereopsis, taken 
from Frisby "Seeing" (1979, p. 81). Red/green spectacles were used to view it
Design.
Experiments 1 & 2 were both 2(Orientation) x 2(Lighting) x 2(Movement) 
within subjects designs. The factors were the Orientation o f the mask 
(Upright/Upside-down), the Lighting direction (Top/Bottom) and the subject's 
direction o f Movement with re.spect to the ma.sk (Approaching/Retreating). There 
was one trial in each cell giving a total o f eight trials for each subject. For experiment 
1 lighting was from behind (and therefore through) the mask while for experiment 2  it 
was from in front o f the mask (through the glass). The dependent variable used was 
the distance away from the ma.sk at which the subjects judged their perception to have 
changed between convex and concave.
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Procedure.
Subjects were first tested to ensure that they had stereopsis. the ability to 
perceive depth via the fusion o f disparate retinal images. Subjects were told that 
viewing the 17 x 18 cm image (Frisby, 1979) at a distance o f approximately 0.5 with 
the red-green spectacles should enable them to see a three-dimensional spiral. They 
were asked to report whether the centre o f the spiral appeared to be in front o f or 
behind the page. Potential subjects who failed to report seeing the expected three- 
dimensional percept took no further part in the experiments. Remaining subjects 
were then shown the hollow face display in a room lit only by the angle-poise lamp 
u.sed to illuminate the illusion and their task explained to them. They were told that 
the mask would be presented to them under various conditions and that for each 
condition two mea.surcs would be made; one where they would start by seeing the 
illusion, that is the hollow-mask as a convex face with the nose pointing towards 
them, and then approach it until they saw it as concave, and another where they 
would start by .seeing the concave mask and retreat until they saw the convex face. 
They were asked to stop when this change had taken place so that their distance from 
the mask could be measured. Subjects were asked to be consistent across conditions 
in tbe subjective criterion they u.sed forjudging when the change between the convex 
and concave interpretations had taken place. It was further explained and 
demonsu-aled that the illusory percept o f the face, but not the verdical percept o f the 
mask, would appear to fo llow  them when they moved from side to side and they 
were asked to u.se this as a check for when the change had occurred. It was reque,sted 
that all other movement should be directly towards or away from the mask, that is 
perpendicular to it, though movement was not constrained.
The measure of the strength of the illusion was then token under the different 
conditioas which were presented in a different random order for each .subject.
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RESULTS.
Experiment 1: Back Lighting.
The mean distances, in centimetres, at which subjects judged their percept to 
have changed are shown for each condition in table 2 .1  and, averaged across 
direction o f approach, in figure 2.3. As explained in the introduction to this chapter, 
the larger the distance the weaker the illusion.
Analysis o f variance was conducted on the results. With lighting behind the 
mask there were main effects o f Orientation (Fi.23=57.3, p «0 .0 5 ).  Lighting 
(F i ,2.3=1 1 .(),p «().0 5 ) and direction o f Movement (Fj,2.3=56.9,p«().05) with no 
significant interactions (A ll p's >().l). Upright, top lit and approaching trials all gave 
smaller distances than their counterparts, upside-down, bottom lit and retreating 
trials.
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MOVEMENT App. Ret. App. Ret.
Top
LIGHTING
71 127 140 230
Bottom 96 172 163 236
App. - Approaching; Ret. - Retreating.
Experiment 2: Front lighting.
The corre.sponding means for experiment 2 are shown in table 2.2 and figure 
2.4. The overall mean for experiment 2. with the light source in front o f the mask 
was 22.1 ems, higher than the equivalent mean for experiment 1. 154 cms. This 
suggests that the illusion was more effective when lit from behind.
An A N O V A  gave a main effect for Orientation (F|.23=92. l ,p « ( ) .0 5 ) and an 
interaction between Lighting and direction o f Movement (Fi.23=8.3.p<0.05). The 
interaction between Orientation and direction o f Movement just missed significance 
(P i .23=-^ -5, p=<).075). Upright and approaching trials both again gave smaller 
distances than upside-down and retreating trials. Apparently top lit trials, though 
actually bottom lit, resulted in smaller distances than apparently bottom lit trials, 
though analysis ol simple main effects showed this difference was significant only 
when subjects were retreating (Fi_4ft=7 .3 , p<().()5). The interaction between lighting 
and movement reflects the absence o f any effect o f lighting for approaching trials. It 
is not clear why this should he.
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The significant interaction between lighting and movement does not have a 
obvious explanation, nor did it have a parallel in experiment 1. The other interaction 
between orientation and movement, which was not quite significant, may have been 
an anifact o f scaling as in more familiar configurations o f the mask distances are 
smaller and there is less room for approaching and retreating trials to differ. Neither 
o f the interactions involving both lighting and orientation approached significance 
(F s  < 1).









Orientation Mask Lit From In Front.
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Table 2.2.Mean Distances. Experiment 2.
Mean Distance ORIENTATION
(ems) Upright Inverted
MOVEMENT App. Ret App. Ret.
Top 116 209 245 378
LIGHTING
Bottom 1 1 0 167 242 318
DISCUSSION.
In both experiments 1 and 2 there were independent effects o f orientation and 
o f lighting. The illusion was stronger when the face appeared upright and lit from the 
top. consistent with a light-from-above assumption and the importance o f knowledge 
o f upright faces.
If the familiarity o f faces was the only factor, the illusion might not have 
worked when the mask was upside-down. That it did. although less effectively, 
suggests that the availability o f an object specific hypothesis is not essential for the 
illusion (cf. Gregory, 1973). It is possible that the hypothesis o f an upside-down 
face would be sufficient, a possibility further investigated in the next experiment 
There an unfamiliar object, the "hollow potato" (Johnston et al, 1992), is used for 
which there would be no available object specific hypothesis. However, the 
consistent effect o f orientation in both experiments, with the illusion less strong when 
the mask was inverted, suggests that the familiarity o f upright faces is an important 
factor in determining the strength o f the illusion and may be important in explaining 
its existence.
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The existence o f the illusion when the mask is upside-down is consistent with 
a general preference for convexity as a solution to shape-from-shading. However, a 
convexity preference alone would not be consistent with the effect o f orientation 
reported as it would apply equally to the upright and inverted orientation. When 
images o f bumps lit from the top are inverted they are seen as dents also lit from the 
top (Ramachandran, 1988a &  1988b), reflecting a light-from-above assumption but 
apparently violating any convexity preference. However, the inverted hollow face 
looks convex even when it also appears lit from below. Thus whether a convexity 
preference or light-from-above a.ssumption 'wins’ when they are in conflict appears 
to depend on the situation and perhaps the stimulus type and neither are absolute.
Object specific hypotheses were also thought to be lighting independent but 
there were effects o f lighting both when the mask was upright and when it was 
upside-down. If a lighting independent object specific hypothesis was the sole cause 
o f the illusion (Gregory, 1973) no effect o f lighting on the upright illusion would 
have been expected. The finding suggests that the knowledge o f faces, or access to 
that knowledge, is lighting dependent, being disrupted by bottom lighting. The result 
is consistent with a "light-from-above" assumption being used in the interpretation o f 
shape-from-shading (Ramachandran, 1988a & 1988b) and shading information being 
critical to the generation of the illusion. The lop lit advantage for the inverted 
condition is inconsistent with the result reported by Sakurai et al (1985) who found 
highest reversibility, implying a weak illusion, with upside-down stimuli lit from the 
chin, that is lit from above relative to the oKserver. It should also be noted that in 
experiment 2 , when lighting was from the front, apparent lighting direction is 
opposite to actual lighting direction and it was when lighting appeared to be from 
above that the illusion was stronger, even though it was actually from below.
With both experiments the effect o f direction o f movement o f the observer 
relative to the ma.sk was as expected. The di.stance at which perception changed was 
significantly higher when retreating from the ma.sk than when approaching it  This is 
consistent with a subject's initial perceptual interpretation having some stability. The
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results imply a range o f distances from the mask for each condition over which both 
o f the two interpretations, convex and concave, are made, depending on the direction 
o f movement This is an hysteresis like effect. Within this range the image formed at 
the retina must be the same whether the subject is 'seeing' the concave mask or the 
convex face. A  similar hysteresis like effect is also found with stereopsis (Fender 
and Julesz,1967) and here as there it could be the result o f a cooperative algorithm or 
o f the operation o f a short term memory buffer (Marr, 1982). A t a different level o f 
explanation the effect would be consistent with a hypothesis testing model o f vision 
with whatever hypothesis was initially accepted having a certain stability.
In experiment 2 the direction o f movement factor was not completely 
independent o f the other two factors. There was a significant interaction o f direction 
o f movement with orientation and a marginal interaction of direction of movement 
with lighting. Reasons for these interactions are not clear. What is more important is 
that there were no interactions involving both lighting and orientation.
Overall the patterns o f results between experiments 1 and 2 are consistent, 
with the exception o f the marginal interactions just mentioned. The overall mean for 
experiment 1 (154 ems) was lower than that for experiment 2 (223 cms). With the 
mask and lighting used, the illusion was more effective when lit from the back than 
when lit from the front. The ma.sk available was hou.sed in a display cabinet with a 
gla.ss front and the specular effects this introduced may have interfered with the 
illusion. Specular effects are known to be important to the visual system's 
interpretation o f surface orientation (Todd & Mingóla, 1983) and specular highlights 
can force an ambiguous convex/concave figure to change state (Bloke and Bulthoff, 
1990). When a concave surface is lit from the front, there are also greater 
possibilities for cast .shadows and the effects o f mutual illumination to disambiguate 
depth as convex. The.se may he the reasons why the illusion was less effective when 
the mask was lit from the front compared to when it was lit from the bock and may 
also account for the interactions with direction o f movement found only in experiment 




This experiment involved a direct comparison between the hollow face 
illusion (see fig. 2.5) and a "hollow potato” illusion (see figs. 2.6 &  2.7) in order to 
further investigate the role o f face specific knowledge in generating the illusion. The 
effect o f orientation reported for the previous experiments suggests that the familiarity 
o f faces as upright convex objects can make the illusion stronger but that even the 
inverted mask is seen as a face from beyond a certain distance. However, even 
inverted faces are clearly faces and this knowledge may he contributing to the 
generation o f the illusion under the.se circumstances.
Alternatively, the possibility o f a general convexity preference in the 
interpretation o f shape-from-shading may account for the inverted illusion. Evidence 
for this includes the existence o f a "hollow potato" illusion, where a unfamiliar, 
smooth, concave surface with k)cal humps and dents (which is not actually a potato!) 
can appear convex when photographed or viewed from beyond a certain distance 
(Johnston et al, 1992). For such an object there would be no object specific 
knowledge about its shape available and the simplest explanation o f the illusion 
therefore .seems to he a general bias to perceiving objects defined by .shading as 
convex.
This experiment sought to a.s.sess the role o f object specific knowledge by 
comparing a situation where such knowledge was readily available, the hollow face, 
with one where there was no such knowledge, the hollow potato. The orientation 
effect found on the previous experiments suggests that such knowledge does 
strengthen the illasion, and therefore that the hollow potato illusion should be less 
strong than the hollow face illusion. I f  inverting the face disrupts important aspects 
o f face processing (Carey & Diamond, 1977; Young, Hellawell &  Hay, 1987) then 
the hollow potato illusion might be expected to be as strong as the inverted hollow 





The inverted hollow face and hollow potato should also produce equivalent effects o f 
movement. It was further predicted that, as the "upright" and "inverted" hollow 
potato are equally unfamiliar, the hollow potato should show no effects o f 
orientation.
Finally, in this experiment two trials were included per cell. This served as 
test for order effects if, for example, the increasing familiarity o f the potato affected 
the illusion and as a general test o f the reliability o f the measure. The experiment was 
also conducted at a different university and with a different mask and lighting thus 
testing the generalizability o f the method. In particular the mask was made o f 
different, non translucent material, and had to be lit from in front though it had no 
glass front. The.se differences are described more fully in the methods section.
METHOD.
.Subjects.
Twelve subjects were recruited from around the University o f Stirling and 
were paid one pound for their participation. A ll sub jects had normal or corrected to 
normal vision and were tested for stereopsis in the manner de.scribed for experiments 
1 and 2 .
Materials.
The hollow face and the hollow potato itsed for the experiment were made at 
the University o f Stirling for the purposes o f the experiment (see figures 2.5, 2.6 and 
2.7). The hollow face was produced by taking a mold o f a mask using molding 
plaster. The .same plaster and casting method was used for the hollow potato, the 
"potato" itself having been made from plaster and newspaper. The potato was no 
specific .shape but a convex hemispheie o f the same size as the face. It had arbitrarily 
distributed concave and convex features of approximately the .some depths and 
heights os features found on the face. This was to ensure that the degree o f depth
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reversal required to see the illusory percept was as great for the hollow potato as for 
the hollow face. One orientation o f the potato was labelled upright as a few people 
reported perceiving a "potato face" in that orientation. This accidental face like 
configuration was not intentional and reflects the general tendency to perceive face 
like structures in many smooth objects including clouds and rocks. Any signiflcant 
effect o f this apparent faceness would be reflected by an effect o f orientation on the 
hollow potato illusion.
All other details o f the illusion were made as similar as possible. Both were 
painted matte white when completed and housed in boxes with black surrounds.
Both were presented at approximately head height and both were lit by the light from 
a slide projector directed from slightly below and to the right o f the illusion. Due to 
the reversal o f apparent lighting direction the illusory percepts appeared lit from above 
and to the left. The light source was approximately 2.5 m from the mask.
Design and Procedure.
Testing took place in a long room with windows blocked out by dark blinds. 
Other details o f the procedure were the same as for previous experiments.
The experiment was a 2(Illusion) x 2(Orientation) x 2(Movement) repeated 
measures design. The levels o f Orientation and direction of Movement were the same 
as for the other expieriments. The factor Illusion refers to which illusion was used in 
the condition, the hollow potato or the hollow face. Other details o f the design were 
the same as for previous experiments, except that each cell contained two trials. The 
order o f trials, including whether it was the first or second measure in any particular 
cell, was randomised for each subject. Whether each measure was the first or second 
in any particular condition was recorded so that it could be included as a factor.
Order, with two levels, first or second, in an initial analysis. This allowed the 
reliability o f the measuring method to be a.ssessed but was not included as part o f the 




As can be seen from figure 2.8, which shows the mean distances collapsed 
across the Movement and order factors, the upright hollow face gave the strongest 
illusion with inverted hollow face and either orientation o f hollow potato equivalent in 
strength. Table 2.3 presents means distances for all conditions. There was clearly the 
expected effect o f Movement, with retreating measures greater than approaching 
measures.
Initially results were analysed with the order factor included but, as there were 
no significant effects o f this factor or any interactions involving it (all p's > 0 .1), this 
analysis is not reported.
The 2(Illusion) x 2(Orientation) x 2(Movement) analysis gave a significant 
three-way interaction (F, ,,=  12.0, p «0 .()5 ). This seems largely due to the effect o f 
Movement being suppres.sed for the upright face condition, perhaps because 
performance was approaching ceiling - distances were small so there was less room 
for approaching and retreating measures to differ. Analysis o f  simple interactions 
showed a Movement x Orientation interaction for the face (F j 22= 17.8, p «0 .0 5 ) but 
not for the potato (p>(). 1). Consistent with the explanation offered for the three-way 
interaction there were simple simple main effects o f Movement for the inverted face 
(F , 44= 39.7, p « ( ) . ( )5 ),  the upright pouto (F, 44= 59.7, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  and the inverted 
potato (F, 44= 50.5, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  but not for the upright face (F , 44=3 .5 , p=0.068).
There were simple simple main effects o f Orientation for both approaching 
(F i ,44= 28.3, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  and retreating (Fj u= 101,7, p «0 .0 5 )  measures for the 
hollow face, consi.stent with the effect o f orientation found on the previous 
experiments using the hollow face. There was no simple simple main effect o f 
orientation for the hollow potato in either approaching or retreating conditions
(p> 0 . 1).
In order to test whether the hollow potato in either orientation was equivalent 
to the inverted face a further analysis was carried out with just these three conditions. 
The three conditions were included as a single three level factor. Type, together with
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the Movement factor. The analysis showed a main effect o f Movement (F, ,,=  61.8, 
p «0 .( )5 ) but no effect o f Type or any interaction involving this factor (p's >0.1). 
This confirmed that the hollow potato produced equivalent effects to the inverted 
hollow face.










Table 2..'^ : Mean Distances For Experiment .3.
Mean Distance ORIENTATION
(ems) Upright Inverted
M f)VEM ENT App. Ret. App. Ret.
Face 145 176 254 383
TYPE
Potato 256 414 258 414
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DISCUSSION.
The results showed that the upright hollow face gave a stronger illusion than 
either the inverted hollow face or either orientation o f the hollow potato. This is again 
consistent with face specific knowledge contributing to the strength o f the illusion. 
The hollow potato illusion was found to behave like the inverted hollow face, 
confirming the use o f the latter as the control condition for the effects o f object 
specific knowledge in the previous experiments. An effect o f orientation was only 
found for the hollow face illusion, consistent with object specific knowledge 
strengthening the illusion but only being available when it appears as an upright face. 
The parallel between the hollow potato and inverted hollow face suggests that both 
would show the same effects o f lighting direction as reported for the inverted face, 
although this remains to he tested.
The existence o f the hollow potato illusion is cited as evidence for a convexity 
preference in the interpretation o f ,shape-from-.shading (John.ston et al, 1992). There 
seems no other reason the hollow potato should appear convex, particularly as other 
sorts o f information including stereopsis are unambiguously consistent with the 
concave interpretation. Shading information makes available the convex 
interpretation, due to its inherent ambiguity (.see Chapter 1, section 1.7), and the 
perception of the potato as convex suggests there may be a bias towards the convex 
interpretation. The illusion again suggests the general importance o f shading as a 
source o f shape information, and how it can override other sources o f such 
information.
This experiment also showed that the method developed in the other 
experiments transferred to new materials and a new population o f subjects. Two 
measures were al.so made in each condition for this experiment and an analysis 
showed that there were no differences between the first measure and the second. A  
single measure, as used in the previous experiments, seems sufficient to give reliable 
differences between conditioas. A  po.ssibIe problem with the method, one that may 
al.so have been reflected in the re.sults o f experiment 2 , was that in conditions where
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the illusion is su-ong differences may be suppressed as the lower limit on distances 
begins to be important
2 4 KXPRR1MFNT4
INTRODUCTION.
The fourth experiment sought to assess the role o f stereoscopic depth 
information in the perception of the mask. The "visual conflict between different 
sources of depth information" (Georgeson 1979) is between so-called pictorial cues, 
which are often depth reversible, and other cues including binocular stereoscopic 
depth information. The nature o f stereopsis means that the disparities between the 
observer's two retinal images are not ambiguous and, in this case, are only consistent 
with the concave solution; yet the ma.sk is seen as convex except at very close 
distances. The role o f stereoscopic depth information in perception o f the mask was 
investigated by comparing monocular viewing, where no stereoscopic information 
would be available, to binocular viewing. This experiment was carried out at 
Nottingham University with the .same hollow face as u.sed for experiments 1 and 2.
The preci.se role o f stereoscopic depth information in perception o f the ma.sk is 
unclear. It has been demonstrated that the perception o f the hollow face illusion 
cannot be explained by the complete lo.ss o f stereoscopic depth information nor by the 
pseudo.scopic combination o f retinal disparities with their signs reversed (Yellot & 
Kaiwa, 1979). It is known that inlormation from both eyes is used because when an 
ob.server is facing the illusion the nose on the illusory face points .straight ahead and 
not towards one eye, as it would if the information from only one eye were being 
used. A  remaining po.ssible interpretation is that o f  “ fusion without stereopsis”  , that 
is that the images from the two eyes can be combined into a unitary percept but 
without the depth implied by the magnitude of their di.sparitie.s (Yellott and Kaiwa, 
1979).
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The point at which stereoscopic depth information 'wins' over the pictorial 
cues might still be dependent upon the magnitudes o f the disparities between the 
retinal images reaching a threshold beyond which they can no longer be fused without 
their depth implications being realised. I f  this is so then one would expect subjects to 
see the mask as concave over a shorter range when viewing monocularly, as 
stereoscopic depth information is not available to disambiguate the illusion. Other 
cues, perhaps motion parallax, self occlusion or mutual illumination, must fulfil this 
role.
As well as comparing monocular to binocular viewing, upright and upside- 
down orientations were again included. These two orientations differ trivially in 
terms o f stereoscopic depth information and so any effect o f orientation would be 
expected to be independent o f viewing condition. A  replication of the effect o f 
direction o f movement was also predicted.
METHOD.
Twelve subjects were run in this experiment using the same method as for 
experiment 1 and 2 except for the following details. All lighting was from above and 
behind the cabinet as this had previously been found to give the strongest illusion. 
The lighting variable was replaced by a new factor, called Eyes with levels monocular 
(mono) or binocular (bino). The design was therefore a 2(Orientation) x 2(Eyes) x 
2(Movement) within subjects design with the levels o f the other factors as for 




The mean distances for experiment 4 appear in Table 2.4, and figure 2.9 
shows means collapsed over direction o f movement.
Analysis o f variance on these distances gave independent main effects of 
Orienution (Fi,u=19.1, p «0 .0 5 ). Eyes (Fi.n=14.7, p «0 .0 5 ) and direction of 
Movement (Fi,n=7.8, p<0.05). The illusion was stronger for monocular and 
upright conditions and distances were again smaller when subjects were approaching 
than when they were retreating.
There were no significant interactions though Orientation x Movement was 
close (F i.11=4 .1, p=().()67). As with experiment 2 this non significant interaction 
was probably an artifact o f scaling. A ll other Fs were less than 1.
Fig. 2.9; M ean  Distances F o r  Experim ent 4.
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MOVEMENT App. Ret. App. Ret.
Mono
EYES
49 87 84 161
Bino 101 140 159 2 2 1
DISCUSSION.
The effects o f oríentation and direction o f movement shown in experiment 4 
were consistent with those obtained in experiments I and 2 and the explanations 
offered there apply. In addition, experiment 4 gave an independent effect o f viewing 
condition with the illusion stronger when viewed monocularly than when viewed 
bintKularly.
This difference between monocular and binocular viewing suggests that 
stereo.scopic depth information is important in resolving the illusion at close 
di.stances. In the monocular condition, when no di.sparity information was available, 
monocular motion cues, the effects of mutual illumination or pictorial cues must have 
served this function. The effect o f viewing condition suggests that stereoscopic depth 
information, when available, is the most effective cue to concavity as a solution at 
short distances.
When the illusion is viewed binocularly information from both eyes is 
incorporated but the magnitudes of disparities are not used to determine perceived 
depth, or el.se it would appear concave. The results reported are consistent with the 
.suggestion that the ma.sk may be perceived as convex until the retinal disparities, as
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determined by the distance from the illusion, reach a threshold o f magnitude beyond 
which they can no longer be fused without their depth implications being realised.
The effect o f monocular compared to binocular viewing reported here further 
justifies the use o f real rather than screen based presentation o f the illusion (c f Sakurai 
et al 1985). Screen based presentation restricts one to investigation o f the effects o f 
pictorial depth cues. The demonstration, in experiment 4, o f the importance o f 
stereoscopic depth information highlights this limitation.
2 ^  GENERAL DISCIJ.SSION
The experiments reported have shown effects o f orientation, lighting 
direction, number of eyes used and direction o f observer movement on the strength o f 
the hollow face illusion as mea.sured by the distance from the mask at which its 
appearance changed between the convex and concave interpretations. The effects of 
lighting and orientation were found to be independent o f each other in experiments 1 
and 2  as were the effects o f orientation and viewing condition in experiment 4 . 
Experiment 3 showed that the hollow potato behaved in the same manner as the 
inverted hollow face, suggesting that in neither ca.se was object specific knowledge 
contributing to the illusion.
These re.sults provide clues about the visual .system's interpretation o f shape- 
from-shading and the relationship o f shape-from-shading to other depth cues in 
determining the perceived depth and orientation o f surfaces and objects. These issues 
are discu.s.sed within the framework o f the two-and-a-half dimensional (2 1/2-D) 
sketch, a de.scription hypothesized as representing the orientations and distances of 
visible surfaces relative to the viewer (Marr, 1982). The proposed inputs to the 2 
1/2-D sketch are the outputs o f independent visual processing modules including 
shape-from-shading, stereopsis, motion, texture and contour analysis. Such a 
repre.sentation would be the last stage o f pure data-driven perception before a final
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stage o f perceptual interpretation which might involve accessing knowledge of 
objects.
In general the independence of the effects o f lighting and viewing condition is 
consistent with a view that posits independent parallel modular processing o f the 
information encoded at the retina without reference to object specific knowledge. The 
effect o f lighting would be on a shape-from-shading module, while viewing condition 
(binocular/monocular) would affect the recovery o f shape-from-stereopsis. The 
effect o f lighting is consistent with a light-from-above assumption in the interpretation 
o f shape-from-shading. However, the hollow face illusion, in either orientation, can 
still be perceived as a convex surface even when this entails it appearing to be lit from 
below suggesting such an assumption is not absolute. The existence o f the hollow 
potato and inverted face illusions also suggests that there is a convexity preference or 
bias in the interpretation o f shape-from-shading.
Independence o f processing by different modules like shape-from-shading 
ret]uires consideration of the problem o f how such modules are combined to give a 
percept o f the world that incorporates all the information available. The complicated 
nature o f this combination o f cues is evidenced by the way in which the output of 
shape-from-shading appears to be able to provide the input for apparent motion 
(Ramachandran, 1988a & 1988b). Alternating the po.sitions o f a sphere and a hollow 
defined by shading o f the type shown in figure 1.1 can give rise to apparent 
movement o f the sphere. With the hollow face changes in shading due to sideways 
movement relative to the mask results in apparent movement o f the illusory face; the 
face appears to follow the observer as they move to the left or right. The illusion 
ari.ses out o f a conflict between different sources o f information (Georgeson, 1979), 
perhaps as proces.sed by different modules. In order to give rise to a consistent 
unitary percept including all the different available informaüon the different modules 
must constrain each other’s solutions (Barrow & Tenenbaum, 1981). The effects 
produced by lighting and the number o f eyes used further suggest that the interaction
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between modules is not fixed but can vary according to the availability and associated 
uncertainty o f the outputs o f the parallel modules.
The effect o f direction o f observer movement, whereby the initial perceptual 
interpretation made by subjects seems to be maintained, must also be affected by the 
way in which the different sources o f  orientation and depth information are 
combined. Information consistent with the initial percept may be used to maintain the 
initial solution. When a change between the convex and concave interpretations 
occurs, with its implications for perceived distance, it may be reflecting a new 
solution to the combination o f different modules becoming the most probable.
The independent effects o f orientation reported and the comparison between 
the hollow face and the hollow potato in experiment 3  is consistent with face specific 
or top-down information acting as another constraint on the solution. This would 
explain why the convex .solution is maintained at closer distances when the 
appearance is of an upright face. The familiarity o f upright faces may also act to 
produce a bias towards this as the initial interpretation. Once any particular initial 
interpretation o f the illusion has been accessed, it may feed back to constrain the 
solutions o f the processing modules, consistent with the effect o f direction o f 
ob.server movement.
The results o f experiment 3 that the hollow potato produces an illusion o f the 
same strength as the inverted hollow face is consistent with no object specific 
knowledge being available in either case. Both also showed the same effect o f 
ob.server movement. This apparent equivalence suggests that the hollow potato 
would show the .same effects o f lighting and monocular or binocular viewing 
condition as have been shown for the inverted hollow face.
Finally the results suggest a convexity preference which can dominate the 
light-from-above a.ssumption, as the face mask appears convex even when this 
requires it to appear to he illuminated from below, and even when the mask is 
inverted. However, evidence from flat patterns o f shading that are interpreted as 
dents when this is consistent with light appearing to be from above (Ramachandran.
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1988a & 1988b) shows that any convexity preference is also not absolute and can 
'lose' to a light-from-above assumption in some circumstances. The result here does 
suggest that Ramachandran's (1988a & 1988b) stimuli might be most effective when 
perceived as bumps illuminated from above above compared to when they appear as 
dents or as illuminated from below. This prediction could be tested using computer 
based displays o f the type used by Ramachandran i f  methods were developed to 
measure their degree o f depth reversibility (c f Sakurai et al 1985).
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that whether the illusory face appeared lit from 
above or below was important in determining the strength o f the illusion. This effect 
probably rellects the importance o f shape-lrom-shading for face perception and the 
use o f a light-from-above assumption in the interpretaUon o f  this informaUon. I f  
seeing the illusory face entails lighting appearing to be from below, the face 
interpretation appears to become less likely. The work in the next chapter 
investigated whether this effect o f lighting on seeing the face as a face generalizes to 
the ability to distinguish between faces. 11 bottom lighting disrupts the interpretation 
o f shape-from-shading and this information is important for distinguishing between 
faces, it would be expected to aflect the ability to distinguish faces lit from below.
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3  ^CHAPTER EFFECTS OF LIGHTINQ ON THE RECO G N IT IQ N  OF LASER
HEADS
3.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter a clear difference between top and bottom lighting on the 
perception of the hollow face illusion was shown. This suggested that lighting may 
be important to the processes involved in seeing a face as a face. A  similar difference 
between these lighting directions has been reported on the recognition o f photographs 
(Johnston, Hill & Carman. 1992) suggesting that lighting can also affect the ability to 
recognise particular, familiar, faces. In this chapter experiments are reported on the 
recognition o f "laser heads" (eg. see figure 3.1) under conditions o f top and bottom 
lighting to investigate the basis o f this difference.
La.ser heads are shaded representations ba.sed on a database o f  three- 
dimensional coordinate points derived by laser scanning the surface o f  a head as 
described more fully in the general methods section below. For laser heads, as with 
the hollow face, much o f the information about their shape is only apparent from the 
overall pattern o f shading. Tlie perception o f both types of stimuli may inform about 
a.spects o f the visual processing of faces, including the possible importance and use 
of lighting dependent shading information. Laser heads derived from different 
individuals, unlike the hollow face, contain individuating information about the 
person from whom they were derived (.see Appendices B & C). This allowed the 
effects o f lighting on the visual processes involved in within category distinctions, 
recognising individual faces, to be investigated as reported here.
Recognition requires that laser heads be distinguished from each other, rather 
than just all .seen as convex, despite changes in lighting and viewpoint. I f lighting, in 
particular, affects shading information this may be used to distinguish between 
individual faces as well as for conveying the overall shape o f the face. A  previous 
study using laser heads showed that laser heads can be recogni,sed at levels that are 
above chance but far from perfect (Bruce, Healey, Burton, Doyle, Coomhes &
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Linney, 1991). Laser heads do contain information other than shading, for example 
they preserve two- and one-dimensional metric information like lengths and aspect 
ratios, and it may be this information that supports their recognition. Laser heads 
also provide contour cues to shape when presented as shaded representations. 
However, an effect o f the resolution with which laser heads were portrayed has been 
interpreted as evidence that information about surface structure, that might be 
conveyed by shading, is important (Bruce et al, 1991). Effects o f other image 
manipulations, like lighting and polarity reversal, known to affect shading but not 
many of the alternative sources o f information are used to investigate the use o f 
shading information. Other useful sources of information are absent from laser 
heads, for example pigment differences and texture (see Appendix D), and this 
allowed the role o f shading to he examined in relative isolation. A  comparison 
between laser heads and black and white (grey!) photographs o f people with eyes 
closed and hair covered has shown that photographs are better recognised, suggesting 
that any problems associated with the recognition o f laser heads are not solely the 
result o f the aKsence o f those particular facial features. The comparison suggests that 
the texture and pigment ba.sed information aKsent from laser heads is useful and there 
apptear to be particular problems with the recognition o f female targets from their laser 
heads for rea.sons which were not clear. The recognition of females from laser heads 
was investigated in the first experiment reported here (see also Appendix C).
The major aim o f the work reported was systematic investigation of the effects 
o f lighting and viewpoint, two variables which laser heads allow to be controlled 
more accurately and ea.sily than is pos.sihle with natural images. Previous research 
has shown the importance o f these variables for performance o f tasks involving laser 
heads (Bruce ct ul. 1991) and they are also known to be important for tasks involving 
photographic stimuli (eg. Bruce. Valenune & Baddeley. 1987; Johnston et al. 1992). 
For example full-face and three-quarter views are generally found to produce more 
accurate recognition than profile views, and top lighting to be better than bottom 
lighting, at lea.st when photographs are u.sed. However, with la.scr heads some
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anomalous results have been reported such as advantages for bottom lighting and 
profile views (Bruce et al, 1991). It may be that these were a function o f the 
information absent from laser heads; for example the absence o f eyes and lip 
colouring may have reduced the importance o f the full-face view and heightened the 
importance o f contour information derivable from the profile view. The apparent 
advantage for bottom lighting was explained in terms o f the highlighting o f more 
useful surface features and this effect of lighting has to be considered alongside its 
effect on shading. The experiments reported here sought to test i f  these anomalous 
effects were reliable and therefore evidence for important differences between laser 
heads and photographic stimuli. This raises the issue o f the generalizablity of 
findings using la.ser heads as stimuli, but knowledge of the effects o f view and 
lighting on laser heads may anyway be u.selul for their applications although it was 
hoped that the results would be generalizable.
In the second experiment reported, experiment 6. the well known adverse 
effects o f photographic negation were investigated using laser heads as stimuli.
These effects have been attributed to the effect of negation on the interpretation o f 
shape-from-shading and shadows (Phillips, 1972; Pearson. Hanna & Martinez,
1990; Cavanagh & Leclerc, 1991; .see aLso chapter 1) although negation also 
importantly affects informaUon about pigment differences. The use o f laser heads 
allowed investigation of the former in the absence o f the latter. The effects of 
negation on shading may not be independent o f the effects o f  changing lighting 
direction; negatives look similar to bottom lit faces in some ways because both 
reverse the bnghtne.ss o f light and dark areas such as, for example, the forehead, the 
eye sockets and the bridge and nostril area o f the nose at least for full-face views 
(Johnston et al. 1992; see also figs. 3.2d & 3.5a). Thus some o f the effects o f 
negation and bottom lighting may be complimentary and taking the negative o f a 
bottom lit face, like taking the negative o f a negative, results in a stimulus that is 
similar in .some respects, including apparent lighUng direction, to a positive o f a face 
lit from above (.see figures 3.2a & 3.5d). However, a previous study failed to show
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anomalous results have been reported such as advantages for bottom lighting and 
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that top lit positives and bottom lit negatives are equivalent stimuli for recognition 
(Johnston et al, 1992), although this is likely to have been largely due to differences 
in the effects o f negation and lighting on factors other than shading, particularly the 
brightnesses o f pigmented areas o f the kind absent from laser heads. Experiment 6 
used laser heads to test whether the effects o f lighting and negation on shading were 
equivalent in the absence o f these other factors.
The methods common to the two experiments reported in this chapter, some 
o f which are also relevant to the experiments on matching reported in the next, will be 
outlined next followed by the experiments themselves.
3.2 GENERAL METHODS
Materials.
A ll but one o f the remaining experiments reported in this thesis made use o f 
surface representations, "la.ser heads" (see figures 3.1, 3.2 &  3.5 and Appendices B 
& C), and the technique by which these were produced will be described here. Laser 
heads allowed the effects o f direction o f lighting on a simple shading model to be 
investigated in isolation from many other sources o f information. La.ser heads also 
allow lighung and viewpoint to be controlled and changed independenUy as is 
described below.
La.ser heads were developed as accurate representations o f the geometry o f 
facial surfaces for u.se in planning facial surgery (Linney, 1992). The subject o f the 
scan, wearing a stocking to conceal their hair and with their eyes closed, is seated in a 
rotating chair in front o f the scanning device. This was designed and built at 
University CoUege London Department o f Medical Physics and this is where 
scanning took place (Moss, Linney, Grindrod, Arridge & Clifton, 1987). The laser 
source projects a line onto the surface o f the face which follows the contours o f the 
profile o f the face. This is apparent when the line is viewed from an oblique angle by
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although this determines which surfaces are visible. Lambertian shading would be 
only one factor determining the intensity o f a point under ordinary conditions o f 
illumination, but it does provide a strong cue to the three-dimensional structure of the 
surface of the face and is probably always an important cue when available (see 
chapter 1). Phong shading does not, for example, implement ray tracing and so the 
effects of mutual illumination, which may be important naturally, are absent The 
position o f the light source and viewing direction are specified relative to the centre o f 
the head prior to shading as described next
The available Sun software was adapted to displaying laser heads to allow 
both viewing and lighting directions to be defined within a head centred world 
coordinate system. The origin for this coordinate system is in the centre of the head. 
The x-axis runs from left to right, from ear to ear, the y-axis top to bottom, crown to 
neck, and the z-axis from front to back. Three viewpoints were used for the 
recognition experiments reported in Chapter 3, full-face, left three-quarter and left 
profile. These had viewing directions as defined by coordinates (0, 0, -z), (-x, 0, -z) 
and ( -X, 0, 0) re.spectively. Values o f x, y and z were chosen so that images were o f 
uniform size. To produce a particular view o f a head under different lighting 
conditions exactly the same viewing positions were u.sed to ensure only the lighting 
changed. For matching experimenLs only three-quarter and profile views were used, 
with viewing positions defined in the same way. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show one head 
used in the first recognition experiment, experiment 5, in all three views under top 
and bottom lighting re.spectively.
The alternative light source positions were specified within a normalised 
device coordinate system. The z-axis corresponded to the viewing direction, the y- 
axis was vertical and perpendicular to this and the x-axis was orthogonal to both 
these. The basic "Top" and "Bottom" lighting directions used in both recognition and 
matching experiments were from 45“ above or below the viewing direction, that is as 
defined by lighting coordinates (0. 1. -1) and (0, -1,-1) re.spectively. Figure 3.2 
shows examples o f the.se two directions o f lighting. With these lighting directions a
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change in viewing direction involved rotation o f the head within a constant light field. 
Both light source and viewing position coordinate systems were developed in 
accordance with ACM  core (Status Report o f  the Graphics Standards Planning 
Committee. Computer Graphics. Volume 13, Number 3. August 1979).
The images produced on the Sun were saved from the screen as raster files 
and transferred to a Macintosh Ilex computer. Here they were converted to PICT 
files and "tidied up" using an image processing package. This involved trimming 
excess areas o f neck and also removing noise that was produced by reflection o f the 
laser at the top o f the head.
3.3 EXPERIMENT S
INTRODUCTION
Experiment 5 investigated the recognition of the laser heads o f people familiar 
to the subjects as seen from different views and with different directions o f lighting. 
Three views were used, full-face, three-quarter or profile and two directions o f 
lighung, from above or from below (see figure 3.2). This allowed differences 
between top and bottom lighting to be tested for on the recognition o f laser heads.
An effect o f viewpoint was expected in this task as faces, at least when 
photographed, are normally found to be better recognised in full-face and three- 
quarter than in profile. There is also some evidence for a general three-quarter view 
advantage (Bruce et al, 1987). Previous work with laser heads has also shown 
effects o f viewpoint (Bruce et al, 1991). However, as mentioned in the general 
introduction, there was an unexpected advantage associated with profile views, at 
least for matching to a line-up, in that woik perhaps reflecting the more limited 
sources o f information available from laser heads. This experiment was intended as a 




As well as varying viewpoint, lighting was also varied with faces in each 
view lit from above or below. In the last chapter subjects appeared more likely to 
a face as a face when it appeared lit from above and previous work with photographs 
has shown that faces are better recognise when lit from above (Johnston et al, 1992). 
However, again an anomalous result has been reported with laser heads with an 
advantage for bottom lighung when matching to a photographic line-up (Bruce et al. 
1991). This experiment was intended to systematically investigate the effects of 
lighting on the recognition o f laser heads. It was not known what the relationship 
between the effects o f lighting and viewpoint would be. though as both combine in 
highlighting certain surfaces and not others, their effects might be expected to 
interact.
Male and female la.ser heads were u.sed in this experiment although Oiere 
appears to be particular problems with the recognition o f female faces from laser 
heads (Bruce et al. 1991). The main mea.sure o f performance used was recognition 
accuracy but a second measure was included, a rating o f "likeness" obtained in the 
second pha.se o f the experiment after subjects had been informed whom each laser 
head was actually of.
METHOD
Subjects
Twelve .subjects took part in the experiment, all members o f the same 
department as the petiple whose heads were used as sUmuli. All potential subjects 
were shown a list o f names o f people who might appear in the experiment to ensure 
that they were familiar with the target heads and knew their names. All subjects had 
normal or corrected to normal vision.
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Material.«;
The laser scans o f eight members of staff from the University o f Nottingham 
Psychology Department were used as stimuli. Four were male and four female. For 
full details o f the laser scanning technique and the computer graphics used to display 
them, please see the general methods section. For this experiment three views of 
each head were used; full face, left three-quarter and left profile. Lighting was from 
either 45° above or below the viewer’s line o f sight, that is directions "top" and 
"bottom" (see general methods section). Different views of the head were in effect 
rotations within a uniform light field which itself was .symmetrical about the line of 
sight. This arrangement maximi.ses shading information by maximising the amount 
o f visible surface area receiving direct illumination.
Stimuli were presented on a Macintosh Ilex computer using a program written 
in Supercard. All images included a "button" which provided a stimulus number. 
Stimulus numbers were assigned randomly and provided no clues to identity. 
Responses were made on respon.se sheets which included spaces for the stimulus
number as di.splayed on the button, the name o f the person portrayed and the likeness 
rating.
Dt-’sign.
A  within .subjecLs .l(View) x 2(Light) x 2{Sex) design was used. The levels 
o f view were ’full-face’, ’three-quarters’ and ’profile’, o f lighting ’top’ and ’bottom’ 
and o f sex male’ and ’female’. Eight faces were u.sed under all conditions o f view 
and light, thus each face was pre.sented a total o f six times. Four o f the face used 
were male and four female. This gave a total o f 8 x 3 x 2 = 48 trials for each subject. 
The order o f tnals was randomi.sed for each subject. Subjects were provided with a 
list o f fourteen names, seven male and seven female, which was used to ensure that 
they knew all the target stimuli. They were al.««) encouraged to guess from the list of 
names for any .stimulus they were not sure of. giving a chance rate o f 1/14. 7%.
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Two measures o f performance were used, percentage correct on the naming 
task and the likeness ratings given in the second phase o f the experiment.
Procedure,
The experiment took place in a small windowless room lit by a single 
fluorescent bulb. An Apple Macintosh 1 lex computer was used to present the 
stimuli. Subjects were first shown a list o f 14 members o f the department, including 
the 8 used as stimuli, to ensure that they knew the people used as target faces. 
Subjects were then shown the stimulus faces in a random order and asked to name 
each face on the response sheet next to the appropriate stimulus number. Subjects 
were asked to guess i f  they were not sure from the 14 names given on the list. The 
provision o f a list of po.ssible names together with the use o f accuracy rather than 
re.spon.se latency as a measure o f performance was thought to circumvent most o f the 
problems normally as.sociated with the use o f naming as a task, namely that the face 
may be recognised without the name being acces.sed and that naming takes longer 
than actual recognition.
After subjects had attempted to put a name to all the images the stimuli were 
all presented a second time. In this phase subjects were told who the image was 
derived from and a.sked to rate its likene.ss to that individual. Independence o f this 
judgement from their previous attempt to recognise the stimulus was stressed.
Subjects were asked to rale likeness on a .scale o f 1 to 5 with 1 indicating 'not at all 
like' and 5 indicating 'very like'.
Etfsults
The percentage correct recognition scores for male and female items arc 
shown in figures .^ .3 a) and 3.3 b) rc.spectively and figures 3.4 a) and 3.4 b) show 
the likeness ratings. As can be seen both naming accuracy and likeness ratings werc 
much lower for female than male stimuli. The averages percent correct werc 75% for 
males and 41% for females and the average likene.ss ratings 3.6 and 2.3 respectively. 
For the male stimuli, figure 3.3 a), then: was a clear interaction between the effects o f
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view and light; there was most effect o f light for full-face views, then three-quarters 
and none for profiles. For female stimuli there are few clear differences and 
performance may be have been close to floor.
Due to the clear differences in performance analysis o f variance was 
performed separately on male and female items. Analysis of variance on percentage 
correct recognitions for male items gave a view x light interaction (p2.22= 7 2, 
p «0 .0 5 ). Analysis o f the simple main effects o f light showed effects o f  light for 
full-face (F i ,33= 18.9, p «0 .0 5 ) and three-quarter views (Fi.33= 6.4, p<0.05) but 
not for profiles (p>0.1). There was a simple main effect o f view for top lit stimuli 
(F2.4= 9.1, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  but not for bottom lit stimuli (p>().l). Planned t-tests showed 
that for top lit stimuli full-face and three-quarter views produced more accurate 
naming than profiles. With the equivalent analysis for female items there were no 
significant differences (A ll p's>0.1).
The pattern o f ratings data .shown in figures 3.4 a) and 3.4 b) was similar to 
that for naming accuracy. Male items were rated better likenesses, average 3.6, than 
female items, average 2.3. For male items there was an interaction view x light 
(^2.22= 19.3, p « (). ( )5 ). Again there were simple main effects o f light for full-face 
(F,.33= 47.7, p «0 . ( )5 ) and three-quarter views (F ,.,3= 43.9, p «0 .0 5 ).  but not for 
profiles (F<1, ns). For female items there was a main effects o f light (F j u= 10.3, 
p «0 .()5 ), with top lit faces rated better likenesses than bottom lit faces. There was 
al.so a main effect o f view (F2,22= 5.7, p<().05), with planned comparisons showing 
three-quarters to be rated better likene.s.ses than either full-face or profile views.
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theoretical implications for the question o f how sex judgements are made (Bruce, 
Burton, Hanna, Healey, Mason, Coombes, Fright & Linney,1993; Burton, Bruce & 
Dench, 1993) and because o f the applied uses o f laser heads. One possibility is that 
shape information as derived from shading is just less useful for distinguishing 
female heads than male heads, perhaps because other sources o f information are more 
variable and thus more informative for female heads. Rather than try to determine the 
reason for the poor recognition of laser heads o f females only male heads were used 
in the remaining experiments reported in this thesis.
For male items in this experiment the effects o f view and light were found to 
interact. This appears to be mainly due to advantages for top lit full-face and three- 
quarter views. Recognition accuracies for these views were around 90% suggesting 
these are the best conditions for recognition o f laser heads. The previous advantage 
o f bottom lighting for three-quarter views (Bruce et al, 1991) was not replicated in 
this experiment and may have been an artifact o f the task previously used. The 
advantage for top lighting found here can, as with the previous work using 
photographs (Johnston et al, 1992) and the hollow face illusion (see Chapter 2), be 
explained in terms o f the importance o f shape-from-shading for face perception. 
Shape-from-shading may be less important for more angled views like profiles 
because the shape o f the internal features in this view are specified by the shape o f the 
occluding contour rather than shading. That the occluding contour projected by a face 
is lighUng invariant may explain the lack o f an effect o f lighting in this view.
An alternative explanation for the advantage o f top lighting would be that it 
highlights more salient features for recognition. This is the same argument as was 
u.sed to explain the advantage found for bottom lighting in a previous study! In 
general top and bottom lighting highlight the same proportion o f the total facial 
surface, just different areas which may be more or less useful (the proportion o f 
lighted surface is only reduced when the lighting direction is at a very different angle 
from the viewing direction). In general, arguments in terms o f feature saliency are 
likely to have .some validity in that different features am differenUally useful for
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different tasks (eg. Shepherd. Davies & Ellis, 1981; Haig, 1986; Fraser &  Parker. 
1986). However what features are useful appears to vary from face to face (Haig. 
1986) and even task to task (Roberts &  Bruce. 1988) and is not clearly established. 
This makes such explanations liable to circularity in that feature salience is used to 
explain data at the same time as the data is being used as evidence o f feature salience. 
It is not clear how any feature salience argument would explain the effect o f lighting 
dinection on the perception o f the hollow face illusion. The shape-from-shading 
explanation o f the advantage for top lighting would be supported if an advantage 
could be shown for the bottom lit condition when the stimuli were presented upside- 
down. Such presentation entails a rotation of the apparent direction o f lighting so that 
the "bottom" lit condition now satisfies the light-from-above assumption. This has 
been shown to reduce or eliminate the adverse effect o f figural inversion on 
recognition o f photographs (Johnston et al. 1992). However, recognition 
performance with laser heads is generally lower than with photographs and inverting 
laser heads might reduce performance to floor causing any such reversal o f the 
advantages as.sociated with top and bottom lighting to be masked. Experiments using 
inverted la.scr heads are reported in Chapter 4 which provide some evidence o f the 
effect o f reversal o f lighting direction with inversion that would be predicted by an 
account in terms o f .shape-from-shading.
Previously performance has been shown to be better when laser heads are 
shown in profile than in three-quarter view on a matching task, but a non-significant 
trend for a three-quarter advantage when the ta.sk was recognition (Bruce et al, li>91). 
As was the ca.se with the bottom lit advantage already di.scu.s.sed, this apparently 
anomalous result was not replicated in the current experiment. In this experiment 
there was an advantage for three-quarter and full-face views over profile views in line 
with previous findings using photographs (eg Bruce et al. 1987), There appears to 
be information u.scful for recognition available from full-face or three-quarter views 
of la.scr heads absent from profiles, at lea.st when top lit. Profiles only show half the
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face but the advantage for top lighting again suggests that shape-from-shading may be 
important.
The next experiment reported further investigated the effects o f lighting and 
viewpoint on the recognition o f laser heads but using a slightly different task. The 
effects o f photographic negation was also investigated as this is also thought to be 




This experiment has two main aims; to replicate the effects o f light and view 
found in experiment 5 and also to investigate any effects o f photographic negation on 
the recognition o f laser heads. A  familiarity decision task was used instead o f 
naming, with subjects being presented with familiar and unfamiliar faces. Heads 
were again presented in full-face, three-quarter or profile view and top or bottom lit. 
However, faces in this experiment were also presented as photographic positives and 
negatives for the reason discussed in the general inu-oduction (see figures 3.2 and 
3.5). Only male heads were used as stimuli becau.se o f the apparent difficulties with 
the laser heads o f females (Bruce, Healey, Burton, Doyle, Coombes & Linney, 1991; 
see also experiment 5).
The positive stimuli provided a direct replication o f experiment 5 although the 
task was different and the addition o f negatives could affect overall performance (cf. 
Johnston et al, 1992). However, top lighting should still favour the processing of 
full-face and three-quarter views, with less o f a difference expected on profiles.
As explained in the introduction to this chapter, negation is thought to affect 
the interpretation o f shading and shadow information (Phillips, 1972), although its 
primary eflect may be on information about pigment differences available in 
photographs but not laser heads. There should be effects o f negation on the 
recognition of la.ser heads, even despite the absence o f information about 
pigmentation, if it affects shading information important for recognition. Effects of 
negation on the perception o f laser heads have been previously shown using a sex 
judgement task consistent with shading being important (Bruce, Burton, Hanna, 
Healey, Mason, Coombes, Fright &  Linney, 1993).
The effects o f polarity on shading may not be independent o f the effects of 
lighting (Johnston et al, 1993; see al.so the introduction to this chapter). While both 
negation and bottom lighting reverse the polarity o f some areas, the precise nature o f
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the relationship is not clear as the two manipulations have different effects on other 
areas. Areas slanted with zero tilt with respect to the light source, for example the 
centre o f the forehead, change in luminance when lighting changes from top to 
bottom but surfaces like the sides o f the head do not (see figure 3.2 a &  d). For the 
latter areas their luminance is affected by negation (see figure 3.5 a) but not by a 
change in lighting direction. The relationship between light and polarity is further 
complicated because the orientation o f surfaces relative to the light source, which 
determines the effect o f a change in lighting, will also be dependent on  viewpoint. 
However, it was expected that bottom lit negatives would produce better performance 
than top lit negatives, more similar to top lit positives in some respects for the reason 
outlined in the introduction (see figure 3.5 d, e 0-
Experiment 5 showed that the effects o f lighting and viewpoint are not 
independent, perhaps because diflerent sources o f information are important for the 
perception o f different views; the shape o f the occluding contour being more useful 
for profile views but shading information being useful for less angled views. I f  this 
is the case the effects o f all three factors used in this experiment, lighting, viewpoint 
and polarity, might be expected to interact. For example, negation, like lighting, 
would not be expected to affect the perception o f profile views as much as that o f less 
angled views as it does not affect the shape o f the occluding contour.
Therefore an effect o f negation was expected along with a replication o f the 
effects o f lighting and view reported in experiment 5. The three effects were expected 
to interact, with the effects o f lighting and polarity being complimentary in some 




Sixteen subjects recruited from the same department as the people whose 
heads were used as stimuli took part in the experiment A ll had normal or corrected 
to normal eyesight
Materials.
The laser heads were produced in the same manner as described previously. 
Laser heads o f people from University College Hospital were used as distractors. all 
o f whom were assumed to be unfamiliar to the subjects. Negative images were 
obtained using an image processing package on the Macintosh computer which 
reverses grey level intensities around the middle value; 0<->255, l<->254, 2<->253 
etc. There was an additional stage in the processing o f the laser heads for this 
experiment in that black and white slides o f the stimuli were taken from the screen to 
allow slide presentation using a Rockwell Aim computer. This controlled recording 
o f respon.ses, latencies and also controlled pre.sentation durations and intervals. 
Responses were made using a box with two buttons labelled "familiar" and 
"unfamiliar". Slides were projected at a viewing distance o f  approximately 350 cms 
and a size o f seventy x forty centimetres, subtending a visual angle o f 12° x 7°.
This extra stage o f  processing necessarily degraded the stimuli introducing 
additional non-linearities to grey level reproduction and noise which may have 
affected the generalizability of the results. However, at the time this was the only 




The design o f the experiment was a 3(View) x 2(Light) x 2(Polarity) within 
subjects design. The levels o f view were full-face, three-quarter and profile, o f light 
top and bottom, and o f polarity positive and negative. Ten heads were used as 
stimuli, six targets and four distractors. There were therefore 1 0 x 3 x 2 x 2 = 1 2 0  
trials for each subject Two random orders were produced with the restriction that no 
two consecutive trials showed the same person and there were no more than four 
"familiar" or "unfamiliar" trials in a row. Each pseudo random order was used for 
eight subjects and the slides were further split into two blocks o f sixty, the order o f 
the blocks being alternated between subjects. The order o f slides within each block 
was also reversed after every four subjects, meaning that only two subjects had any 
one order.
Hits and fal.se positives were recorded, together with reaction times though 
the.se were not subsequently analysed due to high error rates.
Procedure.
Testing took place in a dimly lit large windowless room. Stimuli were 
pre.senied on a blank wall approximately three and a half metres from the subject. 
Subjects were told that they would be shown 120 head models some o f which would 
be ol lamiliar members of the department and some o f which would be o f unfamiliar 
strangers. They were told that their task was to decide for each one which o f these 
categories it belonged to and respond familiar or unfamiliar with the buttons 
provided. Subjects were asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. 
The actual experiment was preceded by ten practice üials involving stimuli o f people 
not used in the actual experiment to familiarise the subjects with the stimuli and task.
Slides were pre.sented for 4 seconds each, separated by a gap o f  1 second. 
Each slide was preceded by a short tone half a second before presentation.
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RESULTS 
Treatment o f Results
In order to accurately reflect sensitivity to different viewing conditions it is 
necessary to combine measures o f the numbers o f both hits and false positives. A', a 
non parametric equivalent to d', was used for this purpose in this experiment 
(McNicol, 1972; Rae, 1976; Valentine & Bruce, 1986). A ' allows sensitivity to be 
calculated from a single pair o f hit and false alarm rates using a graphical method to 
approximate the area under the ROC curve. An A ’ o f 0.5 represents chance 
performance and an A ' o f 1 perfect performance. A ' tends to be right skewed and is 
therefore transformed using 2arcsinV(A’) prior to analysis o f variance (McNicol, 
1972). While respon.se latencies were recorded, they are not reported as the large 
number o f errors meant that there were not enough correct responses to give 
meaningful averages.
Results
The mean A ’ s for conditions of lighting and polarity for different levels o f 
viewpoint are shown in figure .1.6. As can be seen from the graphs the effecu o f 
lighting and polarity were found to be different at different levels o f  view. For full- 
face views there was a clear interaction between polarity and lighting, with 
performance best with top lit positives or bottom lit negatives. For three-quarter 
views there does not appear to be much effect o f either variable, although recognition 
rates were fairly high overall. For profiles there appears to be an effect o f lighting, 
with performance better with bottom lit stimuli, but not o f polarity.
Analysis o f  variance was carried out on transformed A 's  which gave a three- 
way interaction o f View  x Lighting x Polarity (F2.3o= «  9. p «0 .0 5 ). Analysis o f 
.simple interactions gave a polarity x lighting simple interaction for full-face views 
(F i .45= .^0.7, p « ( ) . i )5 )  but not for three-quarters or profiles (p's >0 .1 ). Further 
analysis o f the effects for full-face views .showed simple simple main effects o f
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lighting for positive full-face vie>vs (Fi.9o= 23.2. p «0 .0 5 ), with top lighting better 
than bottom, and for negative full-face views (Fi,9o= 4.5. p<0.05). bottom better 
than top. The simple simple main effect o f negation did not quite reach significance 
for top lit full-face views (F ,.90= 3 .6 . p=0.061) but did for bottom lit full-faces 
(F i ,90= 24.0. p «0 .0 5 ).  The only other significant difference was a simple simple 
main effect o f  lighting for negative profile views (Fi.9o= 8.0. p «0 .0 5 ). with bottom 
lighting better than top.
F ig . 3 .6  a ) :  A '  F o r  F u ll-F a c e  V ie w  S tim u li, E xp e rim en t 6.
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The effects o f lighting, polarity and negation were all found to interact. For 
full-face views the effects of lighting and polarity were as expected, with both bottom 
lighting or negation reducing performance alone but cancelling each other out when 
applied together. The lack of effects o f either manipulation on three-quarter views 
was surprising as was the effect o f lighting on profiles. Possible explanations of this 
pattern o f data will be discussed first followed by some general conclusions the 
results suggest.
For full-face views the effects o f view and lighting interacted. Bottom lit 
positives were particularly difficult to recognise (c f Johnston et al, 1992; experiment 
5). The effect of negating top lit stimuli did not quite reach significance. It appears 
bottom lighting disrupts recognition more than does negation for laser heads. This 
may in part reflect the lack o f information about pigmentation which would have been 
affected by negation but not by lighting. There was a clear effect o f negation for 
bottom lit stimuli, with negatives better recognised than positives. This effect was 
consistent with negation and bottom lighting being complimentary functions. The 
effect al.so .shows that negation does affect information other than pigment 
differences. Negation appears to offset many o f the problems associated with bottom 
lighting, perhaps because bottom lit stimuli do appear to be lit from above (see figure 
3.5). It appears that information is not "lost" when faces are bottom lit (as 
sub.sequent negation improves performance) but perhaps is not recovered because a 
light-from-above a.ssumption is not satisfied. This would also be true if figurally 
inverting bottom lit stimuli improved performance (cf. Johnston et al, 1992).
The lack o f effects o f lighting and polarity on the three-quarter view was 
surprising, and in the ca.se o f lighting seems inconsistent with the results o f 
experiment 5. The explanation for this is not clear but may have in part reflected 
changes introduced by the extra stage o f processing neces.sary to produce slides 
which may have resulted in a loss o f grey level information. It is also possible that
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three-quarter views contain local information useful for recognition not affected by 
lighting or inversion that the other views do not contain. Information from the shape 
o f internal contours is one possibility.
For profiles there was an effect o f lighting when stimuli were presented in the 
negative, with bottom lighting better than top lighting. As with the full-face view 
negatives o f bottom lit faces were well recognised. Polarity was not expected to 
affect profiles as it does not change the occluding contours specifying the shape o f the 
internal features. However, when stimuli are bottom lit negation appears to allow the 
recovery o f useful information. There was no effect o f  lighting when profiles were 
presented as positives, consistent with the finding reported in experiment 5. The 
effect o f lighting on negative profiles may again be because bottom lit negatives 
appear top lit. In addition the internal features in the profile are highlighted in the 
bottom lit negative but not the po.sitive and this area may provide useful information 
for recognition.
In general the results for stimuli presented as positives in experiment 6 were 
consistent with the results o f experiment 5, an exception being the results for three- 
quarter views. The inclusion o f negative stimuli is likely to have made the task harder 
and may have suppressed some effects. For full-face and profile views the patterns 
were much as expected and can be explained in terms o f shape-from-shading being 
more imporunt for less angled views and perhaps being facilitated by lighting from 
above. Lighting independent contour information is more important for profiles, and 
the result o f expicriment 6 show that this information is not affected by negation. 
Negation does allect apparent lighting direction and appears often to facilitate 
performance with bottom lit stimuli. However po.ssible loss o f shading information 
through slide bu.sed pre.sentation and the absence o f pigment information from laser 
heads have served to reduce the detrimental effects o f negation (cf. Phillips, 1972).
In general la.ser heads are not that well recognised although performance is 
above chance. Subjects al.so appeared to adopt fairly strict criteria forjudging laser 
heads to be familiar and were more likely to re.spond "unfamiliar". In experiment 6
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they made fairly few false positives but hits were correspondingly depressed. This is 
perhaps not surprising given that they lack many sources of information including 
hair, pigment differences, texture and eyes all o f which may be important for 
everyday face recognition and be part o f our memories o f familiar faces (Shepherd et 
al, 1981). That they can be recognised at all suggests that information about the 
shape o f  the surface from contours and shading is important, and sometimes 
sufficient, for recognition even when rendered using a fairly simple shading 
algorithm. The effects o f lighting suggest that it is shading and shadow information 
is important and not just the two-dimensional metric properties that laser heads also 
provide. However lighting direction may also serve to highlight different features in 
the same way as different views reveal different surfaces and part o f the explanation 
o f its effect may be in terms of feature saliency.
The main problem found with these studies on the recognition o f laser heads 
is that recognition rates are low, especially when the heads are presented under non 
ideal viewing conditions. Another problem with recognition studies is that they 
require that subjects are familiar with the people used as stimuli and there was only a 
limited pool o f such people available. To circumvent these problems a matching task 
was used for the exp>eriments reported in the next chapter. Matching requires the 
visual proce.ssing o f the images presented and measure.s their discriminability under 
different viewing conditions, both essential components o f recognition and other 
proces.ses. Thus the effects o f lighting and viewpoint and their relationship could be 




In earlier chapters effects o f lighting have been reported on the general task of 
seeing a face as a face and on the more specific task o f recognising individual faces. 
In this chapter an essential component o f the recognition process, the ability to 
di.stinguish between faces despite changes in viewing conditions, was tested using a 
face identity matching task. Laser heads were again used, as it was the perception o f 
shape that was o f interest, and lighting and viewpoint were again varied. This 
introduction will outline the matching task used and predictions o f matching 
performance derived from the alternative theories o f object constancy described in 
Chapter 1 and from previous experimental evidence.
In all the experimenus reported subjects were presented with pairs o f faces and 
asked to decide whether they were o f the same or different people. As well as 
varying identity, the members o f each pair could be shown under the same or 
different viewing conditions (see figure 4.1 and Table 4.1; see also figure 3.2 b, c, e 
& 0- Three-quarter and profile views were used for all experiments and lighting was 
from above or below. Specific details for each experiments will be given in the 
appropriate introductions and the general methods .section gives full details o f the 
materials and design.
Matching tasks may seem remote from the normal demands o f face processing 
and there is evidence that the matching o f unfamiliar faces may be dissociable from 
the recognition o f familiar faces (reviewed Young & Bruce, 1991). However, 
matching tasks have been successfully used to show effects o f different 
manipulations on face processing (eg. Young, Hay, McWeeny, Flude & Ellis, 1985; 
Bruce, Valentine & Baddeley, 1987; Kemp, McManus & Pigott, 1990) and have also 
been u.sed in a clinical context to as.sess patients' abilities to integrate and discriminate 




It should first be noted that most accounts o f object recognition are accounts 
o f between category decisions and it is not always clear how they would support the 
within category decisions characteristic o f faces and required for the matching task 
used here. For example instance based models are models o f how new stimuli access 
long term memory and might not be appropriate for explaining the matching of 
unfamiliar faces. One scheme based directly on raw image properties is the eigen- 
face approach (Turk &  Pentland, 1991). Once faces have been learnt via a process 
akin to principal components analysis o f instances o f each face they can be recognised 
despite changes in, for example, lighting. However, it is not clear what predictions 
to make from this about the matching o f unfamiliar faces though the inputs for this 
particular scheme have to be standardised for view suggesting that the effects o f 
variable viewpoint may present particular problems.
The implications o f invariant features recognition schemes for matching are 
clearer in that if such features are sufficient for recognition they should also be 
sufficient to support matching. For example the occluding contour projected by a 
face seen in a particular view will be invariant acro.ss changes in lighting and may be 
sufficient to support matching when both faces are shown in the same view. It was 
suggested in the last chapter that such occluding contours might be more salient for 
pnrfiles than le.ss angled views, explaining the lack o f an effect o f lighting on their 
recognition (.see experiment 5, figure 3.2), and any such difference might transfer to 
matching.
Many o f the object decomposition schemes described in Chapter 1 are based 
on information about edges including occluding contours (eg. Biederman, 1987) and 
this has implications for expected matching performance. For example the problem 
o f variable illumination is normally considered a problem for edge detection, edges 
which would then support recognition or matching (Poggio & Edelman, 19SH)). 
However, changes in view  have more profound effects on edge information, 
including changing the occluding contours, and thus would he expected to affect 
matching performance. Viewpoint invariant properties o f edges (Lowe. 1985; see
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also Chapter 1, section 1.5) can be used to overcome this problem or different 
combinations o f edges can be used to access common parts which themselves are 
viewpoint invariant (Biederman. 1987; see also chapter 1). In general changes in 
viewpoint would be expected to have greater effects on matching than changes in 
illumination according to edge based schemes.
Alignment approaches to object recognition take explicit account o f viewing 
conditions in order to align a stored description to the input image (Ullman, 1989) but 
if no stored description was available it is not clear how matching would be 
accomplished. 2-D alignment schemes might allow the images to be matched to be 
aligned with each other using linear interpolation between views (eg. Poggio & 
Edelman, 1990) and a general object model might support 3-D alignment i f  it were the 
input images which were U-ansformed when no stored description was available.
Many alignment approaches make use o f contour information and so, like object 
decomposition methods, might be expected to be more sensitive to changes in 
viewpoint than changes in illumination.
Experimentally, effects o f viewpoint on matching performance have been 
shown belore (eg. Bruce et al, 1987) and this taken together with the relative neglect 
o f lighting in the object recognition literature led to the expectation of greater effects 
o f viewpoint than lighung on matching performance. Other evidence consistent with 
this comes Irom the physiological work which suggests a pattem of responses o f 
single cells .selective for laces that is independent of lighting, size and retinal position 
but modulated by view (Perrett, Rolls & Caan, 1982; Perrett, Hietanen, Oram &  
Ben.son, 1992; Hietanen, Perrett, Oram, Benson & Dittrich, 1992). However, 
effects o f light on face perception were reported in the previous two chapters and 
thc.se may transfer to matching. For example, i f  shape-from-shading is important and 
does incorporate a light-from-above assumption at least a difference between 
matching top and bottom lit stimuli might he expected.
Experiments 7 to 10 investigated the effects o f lighting and viewpoint on 
matching and predictions specific to particular experiments will be discussed in the
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relevant introductions. The general methods common to all the matching experiments 
will be described next.
4.2 GENERAL METHOH«;
SuhiecLs
Subjects were recruited by advertisement from the University o f Nottingham 
(experiments 7.9-12, 14 & 15) and the University o f Stirling (experiments 8, 13) 
and were paid at the rate o f £3 an hour for their participation. A ll subjects used had 
normal or corrected to normal eyesight. All subjects were unfamiliar with the laser 
head format.
Materials.
The laser scans u.sed in this experiment were in the same format as for the 
expenmenLs involving recognition and presentation was screen based as it was for 
experiment 5. The laser heads of eight people were u.sed in each experiment, two for 
the practice .se.ssion and six for each actual experiment (.see Appendix B). The views 
u.sed were three-quarter and profile views, that is from viewing directions -C, 0, -C 
and -C. 0. 0 respectively. C. a constant, was again chosen so that the images used 
were o f approximately uniform size.
For each experiment two lighting directions were u.scd. levels varying for 
different experiments. Specification was in the same manner as for experiments 5 
and 6. The directions topi and bottom 1 itsed in those experiments were again used, 
which had light .source coordinates (0.1. -1) and (0, -1. -1) respectively.
Pre.scntation o f stimuli and recording o f responses was controlled by the 
Macintosh computer u.sing a prtigram written for the purpo.se in Hypercard. The 
program presented separately framed faces side-by-side in pairs. The frames were 
randomly sized u> avoid the u.se o f framing cues by the subjects. Examples o f the
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stimuli which were presented in pairs can be seen in figure 4.1. Each image 
measured 9 cm x 9 cm and was viewed from a distance o f approximately Im thus 
subtending a visual angle o f approximately 5° x 5°.
Stimuli remained on the screen until subjects made a response which was 
followed by a gap o f approximately one second before the next pair. Responses were 
made using the ".shift" key on the right o f the keyboard and the "apple'V'command" 
key on the left.
Design.
The core design for all experiments except one was a 2(View) x 2(Light) 
within subjects design, with the levels o f each factor being "same" or "different".
The levels of view and light refer to properties o f each pair, as defined by the 
correspondence o f their individual viewing conditions. Half the trials were "Same" 
trials, in the .sen.se o f being compo.sed o f two images of the same person, and half 
were "Different" trials, being compo.sed o f images o f different people. Capital letters 
will be used for Same and Different when referring to identity and response and 
lower ca.se letters when referring to viewing conditions. For each subject there were 
144 trials in an order randomi.sed with the restrictions that no two consecutive "Same" 
tnals were of the .same person and that there were no more than three "Same" or 
Different trials in a row. Both hits and fal.se alarms were recorded; that is "Same" 
responses to Same" pairs and "Same" respon.ses to "Different" pairs. The 
"Different" trials used the same set o f faces as were u.sed for the "Same" trials, paired 
in a pseudo-balanced way to avoid any bia.ses due to effects o f different degrees o f 
similarity between different faces.
Combinauons o f three-quarter and profile views were used for all experiments 
but the lighting directions iLsed varied between experiments. Which were used wiU 
be specified in individual method .sections. Both same view and same light 
conditions could be further subdivided. For example for .same view pairs both faces 
could be pre.sented as profiles or both as three-quarter views. In order to investigate
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if there were important differences between these alternatives a 3(View) x 3(Light) 
analysis was planned with three-levels o f both light and view variables. The levels o f 
view for this analysis were profile/profile. three-quarter/three-quarter and 
profile/three-quarter. The levels o f light were Lightl/Lightl. Light2/Light2 and 
Light 1/Light2 or Light2/Light 1 with the directions used for Light 1 and Light2 
differing between experiments. The full design is show in table 4.1.
There were twice as many same view as different view trials but equal 
numbers o f same light and different light trials. This ensured that all combinations of 
view and light were balanced while keeping the number o f trials per subject as low as 
possible. More different light than different view trials were used because the effects 
o f changing view have already been more widely investigated than the effects of 
changing light.
T aW c 4 1 : T h e  lah le  4 k >w s  the w ith in  M ibjects design fo r  the m atching exp e r im en u  w ith  the
v iew p o in u  w ere  uxed fo r  a ll exp erim en u , P R F -
ProTile and T jQ  - Three-quarter. Tbeae w ere com bined  to g iv e  "xam e v ie w "  and ’ d ifferen t v ie w "  trialx
w e i^ i ’Z ! !  i ^ n  “ It  ‘ * i * T ‘*‘ * l* f ° ^  ligh ting uxed varied betw een  exp erim en u  but fo r  each  there 
I l a b c l l^  L ig h t l and L igh t2 . T h ese  w ere a im b in ed  to  g iv e  "sam e ligh t" and "d iffe ren t
W ith in  each  c e ll there were tw e lve  trials, s ix  sh ow in g  the sam e 
individual (T h e  Sam e In a ls ) and s ix  show ing d ifferent individuals (T h e  "D i f fe ie n i"  tr ia ls )
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Procedure.
The experiment took place in a small windowless room lit by a single 
Huorescent light. Subjects were told that they would be presented with pairs o f head 
models and that their task was to decide i f  both images were o f the same or different 
people. It was stressed that the "Same" representations would not necessarily be 
identical but might vary in lighting and/or viewpoint but that "Different" trials would 
show different people. The keys with which the responses were made were the 
"Apple" key on the left o f the keyboard and the "Shift" key on the right o f the 
keyboard. Subjects chose which key to use for which responses.
Ten practice trials preceded each experiment, with the same combinations o f 
stimuli as the subsequent experiment but using different individual faces. These were 
to familianze subjects with the nature o f the stimuli and the task. Images during both 
the practice ,ses.sion and the experiment remained on the screen until a response was 
made, although subjects were encouraged to respond as quickly and as accurately as 
po.ssible and were told that their response latencies would be recorded. The inter 
stimulus interval averaged one second, although it varied slightly preventing subjects 
from anticipating their responses. In both practice and experimental sessions a single 
buffer trial, to which subjects responded as normal, marked the beginning o f testing. 
Subjects were informed that they could have a break during testing by holding down 
the key that they had just pressed.
t r e a t m e n t  o f  RF<;t II
For all experiments hits and false alarms were combined into a single measure 
of performance. A ' (Norman. 1964; McNicol, 1972). the same measure o f  sensitivity 
as was used in experiment 6. All the effects reported were present when hits were 
analysed separately but the use o f A', a criterion free measure o f sensitivity (Rac, 
1976). took account o f the possibility o f a response bias.
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A ' was again transformed using 2arcsinV(A') prior to analysis o f variance. 
Both 2(View) X 2(Light) and 3(View) x 3(Light) A N O V A ’s. with levels as described 
in the design secuon, were carried out. Planned pairwise comparisons were used to 
test for differences between the additional levels included in the 3(View) x 3(Light) 
analysis. Pairwise comparisons were carried out on the means from these analyses to 
see if there were important differences between top and bottom lighting and between 
three-quarter and profile views. Planned t-tests were used for this puipose with the 
significance levels divided by the number o f comparisons in each case.
Graphs will be presented o f raw A* s to show the pattern o f performance, 
together with tables o f transformed data for more formal comparisons.
Response latencies were recorded but are not reported. "Same" response 
latencies were analy.sed for some experiments and showed that subjects were slow 
the .same conditions as they made most errors, suggesting that the results shown 







In this experiment subjects' abilities to match across changes in light and 
were investigated. Profile and three-quarter views were used along with top and 
bottom lighting (see figures 4.1 and 3.2 b. c. e & Q. Different effects o f lighting and 
viewpoint were expected as explained in the general introduction. Two groups o f 
subjects were run, the members o f one o f which were familiar with the people used 
as stimuli. The lighting and viewpoint manipulaUons will be discussed first followed 
by the between groups factor.
Diflerences between top and bottom lighting have already been reported on 
tasks including seeing a face as a face (Chapter 2) and recognising individual faces 
(Chapter 3). I f  the explanation offered in terms o f shape-from-shading being 
important and incorporating a light-from-above assumption is correct then this 
difference may transfer to the matching task. In particular i f  bottom lighting interferes 
with the encoding o f the three-dimensional shape o f the face and this is necessary for 
matching between views a difference between top and bottom lighting would be 
expected in the different view condition. However, if  bottom lighting merely 
highlighLs less .salient features then there might be no difference on a matching task
where salience would presumably only be determined by the features visible in the 
other image.
As already di.scu.ssed, effects o f changing viewpoint on matching were 
expected. As changing viewpoint within a uniform light field entails a change in 
lighting relative to the object and effects o f viewpoint and lighting would not be 
expected to be independent, the cffecLs o f lighting and viewpoint might also be 
expected to interact as they did in the recognition experiments reported in the last 
chapter. In particular lighUng might have less o f an effect on profile views than on 
three-quarter views as was found in experiment 5. reflecting the relative salience o f 
occluding contour information.
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Two groups o f subjects were run to investigate if prior knowledge affected 
performance. Subjects familiar with the people used as stimuli might be able to match 
the faces by recognising both, a dual recognition strategy not available to the 
members o f the unfamiliar group. Such alternative strategies might affect relative 
sensiUvity to changes in viewpoint and lighUng. In general famUiar faces are known 
to be processed differently in some ways from unfamiliar faces with, for example, 
internal features being more salient for familiar faces (Ellis. Shepherd & Davies,
1979). Any differences in the effects o f lighting and viewpoint on the perception o f 
familiar and unfamiliar faces should be shown by a difference between the groups.
METHOD
Subjects & Materials
Two groups of subjects took part in the experiment, a "familiar" group and 
"unfamiliar" group. All members o f the "familiar" group were from the same 
department as the people used as stimuli. The two levels o f lighting used were topi 
and bottom 1 which are described, along with all other details o f subjects and 
materials, in the general methods section.
an
Design and Pmcedntv
The basic design reported in the general methods section was used with an 
additional between subjects factor o f  Familiarity with the people used as stimuU. 
Thus the experiment was a 2(Familiarity) x 2(View) x 2(Light) mixed factorial 
design. The levels o f Familiarity were familiar/unfamiliar and the levels o f lighting 
top/bottom. All other details o f the design and details o f the procedure were as given 
in the general methods section.
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differed significanUy from performance matching between views. There was a 
difference between top and bottom lighting in that different view pairs were matched 
significantly more accurately when both faces were lit from above than when both 
were lit from below.
Fig. 4.2: M ean  A ’ s F o r  Experim ent 7




The results o f the experiment show that there were effects o f lighting, 
viewpoint and familiarity on matching performance. Subjects familiar with the people 
used as stimuli performed better overall, but their knowledge did not affect their 
relative sensitivity to changes in viewpoint and lighting. Identical images were 
matched best, as would be expected, with changes in either light or view reducing 
performance. Changing both light and view did not produce an additional effect 
compared to changing either variable alone.
No effects o f changing lighting were expected on the basis o f evidence from 
physiology and edge based object recognition schemes cited in the introduction. 
However it seems that, for a task that requires human observers to distinguish people 
on the basis o f information derived from the three-dimensional shape o f their faces, 
lighting is an important variable. Even when viewpoint remained the same, making 
available lighting invariant occluding contour information for matching, there was an 
effect o f changing lighting on matching performance. The effect o f lighung on pairs 
o f profile views was particularly surprising (given the lack o f an effect o f lighting on 
profiles in experiment 5) and suggests that lighting is important for the perception of 
profiles and occluding contour information not always sufficient When lighting was 
changed there was no additional effect o f changing viewpoint, again highlighting the 
importance o f lighting dependent information over occluding contours affected by 
view but not lighting. The.se results .suggest that the level of description being used 
for matching is affected by lighting and that lighting invariant information, like the 
shape o f occluding contours, is not sufficient for this task.
As suggested in the introduction bottom lighting may present particular 
problems for deriving information about three-dimensional shape. When view and 
light were the same there was no difference between top and bottom lighting, but 
under the.se conditions pictorial codes would he sufficient for matching and derived 
descriptions would not be required. However, when subjects had to match between 
views performance was better i f  both faces were lit from above than i f  both faces
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were lit from below although the change in view was no different Matching between 
views requires the derivation o f structural codes, and the results suggest that this may 
be affected by whether lighting is from above or below. The advantage for top 
lighting is consistent with the use o f shape-from-shading information as this is 
thought to incorporate a light-from-above assumption. It was suggested that bottom 
lit faces may be more poorly recognised because this direction o f lighting highlights 
less salient features. However, this seems unlikely to account for difficulties 
matching between views as the same features would be highlighted in both images, 
those facing downwards, and thus be salient. Differences between top and bottom 
lighting are further investigated in experiments 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Effects o f changes in viewpoint on matching performance were expected.
Most three-dimensional objects project a very different retinal image depending on the 
angle from which it is viewed and different faces viewed from the same viewpoint 
will look more similar in many respects than the same face viewed from different 
viewpoints. What the results show is that the effects o f viewpoint do not appear to be 
independent o f the effects o f lighting. This is perhaps not surprising as the viewpoint 
changes used were rotations within a uniform light field, and so the direction of 
lighting was in effect varying with respect to the face. However, that there was no 
additional effect o f changing viewpoint when lighting was different was unexpected 
as changing viewpoint undoubtedly affects information, such as occluding contours, 
which changing lighting alone leaves unchanged. This, together with the effect of 
lighting even when viewpoint was unchanged, suggests that occluding contour or 
silhouette information is not sufficient for discriminating between individuals. This 
must be reconciled with the absence o f an effect o f lighting on the recognition of 
profiles (experiment 5).
Lastly with regards view, previous research has suggested that some tasks 
involving face processing might .show an advantage for three-quarter views as these 
might serve as canonical repre.scniauons (Bruce et al, 1987). This experiment 
sugge,sted that pairs o f three-quarter views may be marginally better matched than
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pairs o f profiles when lighting is from above. However, any three-quarter view 
advantage did not generalize to when lighting was from below or different suggesting 
that the difference between views is not that great. Profiles would have been 
expected to contain more salient information about the shape o f the face in their 
occluding contours but were found to be as much affected by changes in lighting 
direction as pairs o f  three-quarters.
Individuals familiar with the people used as stimuli performed better overall 
showing that prior knowledge facilitated the task. There are many possible 
explanations for this, including dual recognition as discussed in the introduction. 
However, both familiar and unfamiliar faces appeared to be affected by changes in 
viewpoint and lighting in much the same way. This could be because the processes 
o f visual encoding are largely the same but with familiarity making the matching 
process more reliable becau.se o f the availability o f additional knowledge.
The matching o f loser heads wa.s found to be sensitive to lighting and 
viewpoint whether or not the stimuli u.sed are familiar to the subjects. The effects o f 
changes in lighting direction seem inconsistent with edge based accounts o f object 
recognition which might be applied to matching. It may be that matching is image 
ba.sed, with any changes in the image disrupting performance. However, absolute 
grey level diflerences do not easily account for differences between, for example, top 
and bottom lighting when matching across the same change in view. These effects 
Seem more consistent with an explanation in terms o f more abstract visual codes 
derived from the image perhaps involving shape-from-shading.
In the next experiment reported the same stimuli were presented inverted, a 
manipuIaUon which would not affect grey levels differences between images but 
which would affect the derivation o f shape-from-shading as top lighting becomes 
bottom lighting and vice versa (Johnston, Hill &  Carman, 1992). Inversion is also 
thought to disrupt the derivation o f conngural information (Young, Hellawell & Hay, 
1987; Valentine, 1988; see also Chapter 1) and the next experiment served os a test o f 
whether the ta.sk was reflecting properties o f face processing or general pattern
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matching. The effect o f familiarity was not investigated further as it had not been 
found to affect relative sensitivity to lighting and view changes, but also because there 
was only a limited pool o f subjects familiar with the people used as stimuli available.
4.4 EXPERIM ENTS
INTRODUCTION
In the last experiment effects o f both lighting and viewpoint on matching 
performance were reported. This experiment was intended as a test o f whether these 
results rellected general properties of pattern matching or aspects o f face processing 
in particular. To this end this experiment was a repeat o f experiment 7 but with all the 
stimuli inverted, a common control condition for experiments concerning face 
processing (eg. Yin. 1969; Diamond & Carey. 1986; Young et al. 1987; Johnston et 
al. 1992; see also experiments 1-4. chapter 2).
The stimuli u.sed in this experiment were exactly the same ones as used in 
experiment 7. the only difference between the two experiments being the orientation 
in which they were pre.sented. Thus any differences found in the effects o f lighting 
and viewpoint cannot be attributed to differences in grey level descriptions, as these 
would have been unaffected by the change in orientation. General knowledge about 
three-dimensional surfaces and objects would also not explain any such differences as 
inverted faces are al.so three-dimensional. If. for example, "allowable” 
transformations .specify po.ssible image variations that can result from changes in 
viewing conditions rather than differences in structure these would be equally 
applicable to inverted faces. Alternatively, if  invariant features are used to match 
between viewing conditions these loo should be recoverable independently o f 
orienution and suppon matching even when the images are inverted. A  study using 
Identikit faces concluded that both upright and inverted faces could be matched using 
a  serial self-terminating comparison o f facial features (Bradshaw & Wallace. 1971)
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but the effects o f inversion on matching between views or lighting conditions have 
not been assessed. Only i f performance on this matching task requires knowledge o f 
upright faces and/or configurai information (cf. Diamond &  Carey, 1986) would a 
different pattern of effects would be expected in this experiment compared to the 
results o f experiment 7. There are many ways in which knowledge o f upright faces 
may support matching performance. For example, it is possible that matching faces 
across viewing conditions is dependent on accessing a stored object model which is 
aligned to the input image (Ullman, 1989) and that this process might break down for 
inverted faces. A  clear difference in the pattern of effects between this experiment 
and the last would imply that the matching task was reflecting aspects o f face 
processing, and not just general pattern matching, and may provide clues as to the 
nature or access o f the information required.
The views used in these experiments differed by 45° in both upright and 
inverted orientations and an effect on performance of pre.scnting the faces in different 
views would again be expected. It the ability to match between views is dependent 
on knowledge o f upright faces, in the ways suggested for any changes in viewing 
conditions above, then subjects may be less able to match between views when the 
stimuli are presented inverted. This would suggest that performance on matching 
between views is not just determined by the magnitude and type o f resulting image 
changes but is also determined by knowledge o f upright faces.
In experiment 7 lighting was also found to have an effect on the matching o f 
upright faces. I f  this was the result o f the grey level changes that lighting changes 
intnxJuce to the image an equivalent effect would he expected with inverted stimuli, 
as such differences will be as great with inverted images. Also, if  the effect of 
lighting is becau.se different lighting directions highlight different feature.s then the 
effect would al.so be expected to transfer to inverted images. Only if matching acro,ss 
lighting conditioas in some way requires knowledge o f upright faces would different 
and more extreme effects o f changing lighting condition be expected. In chapter 2 the 
effects o f lighting and inversion on perception o f the hollow face illusion were found
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to be additive, but this was on a very different task involving perception o f the face as 
a face and not requiring discrimination between faces. However, inversion may 
affect the ability to integrate information about the face and see it as a whole, a gestalt, 
and this may be necessary for matching between lighting conditions. Evidence from 
patients with right hemisphere damage suggests that this may be necessary (Benton & 
Van Allen, 1968).
As well as testing whether the effects o f lighting on inverted faces were 
different, the experiment was designed as a test o f the relationship between top and 
bottom lighting. The results o f experiment 7 suggested a difference between top and 
bottom lighting especially for matching between views and this may reflect a role for 
shape-from-shading and/or a light-from-above assumption. Figurai inversion entails 
a reversal o f apparent lighting direction relative to the viewer, top becomes bottom 
and vice versa, and so "bottom" lighting would satisfy the light-from-above 
assumption in the inverted orientation (cf. Johnston et al, 1992). This might be 
reflected in an advantage of bottom lighting over top lighting in this experiment 
In experiment 7 three-quarter views were found to be better matched than 
profile views when stimuli were top lit. Differences in the information that is 
important for the perception o f different views were also suggested by experiments 5 
& 6, with shading information likely to be more important for three-quarter views and 
contour information for profiles. Some o f these differences may hold when stimuli 
are inverted, the contours o f profiles remaining more salient for example, and so the 
effects o f  light may be different for pairs o f profiles or pairs o f three-quarters.
m e t h o d .
'A ll details o f the methods u,sed for this experiment were the same as for 
experiment 7 except that all stimuli were presented upside-down and only twelve 
subjects were run, recruited from the University o f Stirling, all o f whom were 
unfamiliar with the people used as stimuli.
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RESULTS.
The treatment o f results was the same as for experiment 7. Mean A 's  for the 
2 x 2  analysis are presented graphically in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.3 shows the A ’ s for 
the full 3 x 3  analysis. These values were transformed before analysis o f variance. 
As can be seen from Fig. 4.3 inverting the stimuli appears to have caused an overall 
drop in performance, overall mean A ' 0.71, compared to the unfamiliar group in 
experiment 7, mean 0.82. The effects o f changing light and particularly view appear 
more pronounced, with changes in view reducing performance to near chance.
Analysis of variance on u-ansformed data confirmed this pattern o f results. In 
the 2(View) x 2(Light) analysis the interaction just missed significance (F, n=  4.3, 
p=0.06) but there were main effects o f light (F, ,i=  5.9, p<0.05) and view (F, ,,=  
43.2, p « ().()5 ). In the 3(view) x 3(light) A N O V A  on the transformed dau presented 
in Table 4.3 below the view x light interaction was significant (F 4 44= 3 .4 , p<0.05). 
Analysis o f simple main effects showed effects o f light when both views were 
profiles (F2 6(j= 3.4, p<0.05) and when both views were three-quarters (F2 6g=6.9, 
p<0.05) but no additional effect o f light when view was different (F2 55= 1.2 1 , ns). 
There were simple main effects o f view at all levels o f light; for "top" lit (from below 
relative to the subjects) pairs (F2.55=2 2 .3 , p «0 .0 5 ), for "bottom" lit (from above 
relative to the subjects) pairs (F2.55= 8.2, p « ( ) .5 )  and for differently lit pairs (F2,55= 
5.3, p « ( ) .0 5 ).
Planned comparisons on the means in table 4.3 did not show any direct 
differences between the pairs o f profiles and pairs o f three-quarters or between top lit 
pairs and bottom lit pairs. There was a slight advantage for "bottom" lighting for 
matching between views as expected but this did not reach significance. The only 
evidence for an advantage for "bottom" lighting was for pairs o f three-quarter views, 
when only this same light condition was significantly better than the different light 
condition. In the different light condition only pairs o f profile were matched better 








Fig. 4.3: M ean  A 's  Experim ent 8
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Prf/Prf 2.57 2.25 2.23
T-cyr-Q 2.39 2.48 1.98
Prf7T-Q 1.71 1.93 1.79
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DISCUSSION.
The results o f this experiment show that inverting the stimuli did affect 
subjects' abilities to match across changes in viewing condition. Changes in view 
reduced performance almost to chance but there was also a clear effect o f changing 
light alone. Comparison with experiment 7 shows that performance was lower 
overall and more mistakes were made even when the pictures were presented under 
identical viewing conditions (the raw data showed that this was due to a number of 
false positives in this condition). The main conclusion was that matching 
performance is affected by knowledge o f upright faces or configurai information and 
cannot be explained simply in terms o f changes in raw grey level information.
There was a clear identical picture advantage showing that pictorial codes are 
sufficient to distinguish faces presented inverted so long as viewing conditions are the 
same. The fact that some errors were made even in this condition suggests that laser 
heads may be confused when presented inverted, perhaps more so than more natural 
images as they can vary in fewer ways. Inversion must have disrupted the derivation 
o f information that allows the laser heads ot different people to be distinguished, 
suggesting that configurai information may be important for this purpose.
Inversion also affected subjecLs’ abilities to match between viewing 
conditions. Matching between views appeared particularly affected. The difference 
between the two views, 45°, was no greater when stimuli were inverted than when 
they were upright. Differences between grey level descriptions would also be no 
greater when stimuli were inverted suggesting that the ability to match between views 
does not have a simple explanation at this level. Instead it seems likely that the 
problem is with deriving view insensitive descriptions, and the effect o f inversion 
again suggests that configurai information may have a role in this. Configurai 
information itself may he largely independent o f view.
As with upright stimuli there was a clear effect o f changing lighting when 
view was unchanged. Again lighting independent occluding contours do not appear 
to he sufficient to distinguish between faces. An informal comparison with
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experiment 7 shows that performance in this condition was worse when stimuli were 
inverted (0.74 vs 0.81) and also that the drop in performance caused by changing 
lighting alone was greater (-0.13 vs -0.09). This suggests that matching across 
changes in lighting may be facilitated by knowledge about upright faces. However, 
inversion affected the ability to match across changes in view more suggesting that 
there is useful lighting but not view invariant information available when stimuli are 
presented upside-down. A  possible candidate is occluding contour information 
perhaps sufficient to distinguish between at least some pairs o f faces. Consistent 
with this there appears to be a trend for pairs o f profiles to be least affected by 
lighting condition. In this experiment there was no effect o f light when view was 
different but this probably reflected a floor effect. This may also have been the 
rea.son for the lack o f the expected advantage o f "bottom" lighting for matching 
between views when the stimuli were inverted although the m:nd was in the right 
direction.
In summary, matching performance was found to be much poorer when 
stimuli were inverted, suggesting that performance with upright stimuli does reflect 
aspects o f face processing. Matching between viewpoints seemed particularly 
impaired by inversion suggesting that face specific knowledge may be particularly 
important for this task. Performance was above chance for matching between 
lighting conditions when view was not changed, probably achieved because o f 
lighting independent features including occluding contours are useful even when 
inverted. Matching performance was best for matching inverted profiles across 
lighting conditions, consistent with this view providing most useful contour 
information. Evidence for the importance o f shading information, particularly for 
three-quarter views, was more equivocal probably because the difficulty o f the task 




Experiment 7 showed large effects of changing lighting direction when it was 
changed from above to below the face, top to bottom. The same change has been 
shown to have an effect on the perception of the hollow face illusion (see Chapter 2) 
and on the recognition o f laser heads (see Chapter 3) and photographs (Rock, 1973; 
Johnston et al, 1992). The aim of the next two experiments reported was to test 
whether these effects were the result o f violating a light-from-above assumption used 
in the interpretation of shape-from-shading (Ramachandran. 1988a &  1988b) or 
whether they are a function of the image changes resulting from any change in 
lighting direction.
This experiment investigated the effects o f changing between two different 
directions o f top lighting (see figure 4.4). Any effect o f this change cannot be the 
result o f a light-from-above assumption as this was satisfied by both levels of 
lighting. A  change between directions o f top lighting does still result in changes to 
the image which might still produce an effect on matching performance. In order to 
equal the magnitude of the change in lighting direction the two directions of top 
lighting should have been 9()° apart from each other as the levels o f top and bottom 
lighting u.sed for previous experiments had been. For profiles a 90° rotation in 
lighting in the same direction as rotation of the head resulted in the face being lit from 
the direction in which it was looking. This meant that the image produced was 
different from when lighting was from the original direction, as intended, but that the 
face still received direct illumination. However, for three-quarter views a light source 
in the same position would result in surfaces not visible to the viewer being 
highlighted, increasing the chance o f an effect o f lighting. As a result it was decided 
to also light three-quarter views from the direction in which they were facing, a 
difference from the original direction o f  lighting o f only 45° hut one which ensured 
that visible surfaces were highlighted. The image projected was still different from
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when a three-quarter view was lit from the original direction o f top lighting and so if 
image changes are the cause o f the effect of lighting they will again apply here. The 
new direction o f lighting for both three-quarter and profile views is fully described in 
the methods section.
The new lighting direction also provided a test o f the relationship between 
lighting and viewpoint Under the original directions o f lighting a change in view 
entailed a change in lighting with respect to the face. The pattern o f shading and 
shadows on the surface o f a three-quarter and a profile view lit from the original 
direction o f lighting would be different However, when both three-quarter and 
profile views were lit from the direction in which they were facing the pattern o f 
shading and shadows should remain constant between views. I f it is the effect on 
shading and shadows that is the cause o f the effect o f view then there should be less 
o f an effect o f changing view when both heads are lit from the new direction o f light.
This experiment also provided a test o f the effect o f lighting condition on 
matching between views reported in experiment 7. There matching across views was 
better when light was from above than when it was from below. A ll light was from 
above in this experiment and so matching between views would be expected to be 




The method for experiment 9 was the same as for experiment 7 except for the 
following points. Only twelve subjects were tested, all unfamiliar with the people 
used as stimuli and the laser head format The design o f the experiment was the same 
except that there was no between subjects familiarity factor and the levels o f the 
lighting factor were different reflecting the new direction o f lighting used. All 
conditions involving bottom 1 lighting in experiment 7  were replaced by top2  lighting 
in experiment 9. The new direction o f lighting was from 45° above or below the 
direction in which the face was looking, that is 45° above a vector normal to the plane 
o f the face (see figure 4.4). For profile views the light source coordinates were (-1,
1. 0) for top2 lighting and for three-quarter views (-1, 1, - 1). With the model o f 
lighting used there is no difference in intensity for lighting sources that are at a 
di.stance greater than 1, and therefore no difference between the two used here.
RESULTS.
Treatment o f data was the same as for experiment 7. Raw A ’ s for the 
2(View) X 2(Light) analysis are presented graphically in Figure 4.5 and table 4 .4  
gives the transformed means for the full 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis. Performance 
was better in this experiment than for the equivalent, unfamiliar, group in experiment 
7 (Average A  0.89 for experiment 9 and 0.82 for unfamiliar group in experiment 7), 
probably because all stimuli were top lit.
Th<i 2(View) x 2(Light) analysis o f variance gave a main effect o f view 
(Pi.tt= 1-^ -3. p «0 .0 5 ) but no other effects (all p's >0.1 ). In the 3(V iew) x 
3(Light) analysis o f variance the view x light interaction just reached significance 
(F4 44= 2.8. p<0.05). Analysis o f simple main effects showed effects o f light for 
pr/pr pairs (F j ^*=8.7, p < 0.05) but not, quite, for t-q/t-q pairs (F j 2.4, 
p=0.099) or for different view pairs (p > 0 .1 ). There were effects o f view when 
lighting was from the same direction for both faces, both topi lit (F2.6«5» 3 .3 , p<0.05) 
or both top2 lit (F2,*^=12.0, p «0 .( )5 ) but not when lighting was different (F<1).
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Table 4.4: Means o f Transformed A 's  for the i(v iew ) x 3flighrt Analv«i«





Prf/Prf 2.66 2.92 2.48
T-Q/T-Q 2.74 2.68 2.52
T-Q/Prf 2.49 2.43 2.39
DISCUSSION.
There was again a clear ellect of changing view in this experiment but the 
effect o f changing lighting direction was reduced or absent when the change was 
between two levels o f top lighting. In particular there was no difference between 
levels o f lighting when view was different, unlike experiment 7. Overall levels o f 
performance were higher in this experiment compared to the equivalent, unfamiliar, 
group in experiment 7 - mean total A 's  0.89 and 0.82 respectively ( 2 x 2  analysis). 
The lack of effects o f light and the higher overall performance are both consistent 
with an advantage for top lighting.
The pattern o f data revealed by analysis o f variance was also different from 
experiment 7. There was no main effect o f light in the 2 (V iew ) x 2(Light) analysis or 
any interaction suggesdng that the effect o f light found on experiment 7 was largely a 
result o f violation o f a light-from-above a.ssumption. In this experiment there was 
only an effect o f light for pr/pr pairs and this seems to have resulted from an 
advantage for profiles when lit from the new direcuon o f light. The new level o f 
lighting highlighted the 'face' in the profile view, rather than the sides o f the face, and
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the relatively high level o f performance in this condition suggests that this provides 
useful information for matching.
This advantage did not transfer to three-quarter views. Indeed there was no 
significant effect o f light for this view although this might be explained by the smaller 
change in light, 45° not 90°. Even so, the lack o f an effect showed that not all image 
changes introduced by changes in lighting affect matching performance. There were 
also two results inconsistent with the change in angle determining performance; firstly 
there was no difference matching across changes in lighting for pairs o f three-quarters 
or pairs o f  profiles although the difference in directions was greater for profiles and 
secondly there was no difference between topl/topl lit pairs and differently lit pairs 
of profiles although the change between the lighting directions was 90°. Instead, the 
effect o f lighting in the 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis reflects a particular advantage for 
profiles lit from the new direction which highlights their internal features rather than 
the sides o f  the face.
There was no ditlerence between levels o f light for matches between views.
In experiment 7 there was a clear advantage for top lighting but when all lighting was 
from above it did not matter whether lighting was the same or different. Again this 
suggests that the results cannot be explained in terms o f image differences - changing 
lighting would have increa.sed these and there might have been differences between 
lopl and top2 lighting. The results are consistent with top lighting facilitating 
matching between views. The effect o f changing view was at least as great when 
light was from the new direction although this did not involve a change in the 
direction o f  light relative to the face. This may be because we are more used to 
changes in view within a uniform light field or because the gross effects o f view in 
determining which surface and contours were visible masked any effects o f 
equivalences in surface brightness.
It appears from this experiment that performance was better and that changes 
in lighting are reduced or absent so long as all lighting is from above. Matching 
between views also appears better when light is from above, but an effect o f
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viewpoint is not dependent on a rotation with respect to lighting direction To further 
test differences between top and bottom lighting and to control for the effects o f 
different magnitudes o f lighting differences this experiment was repeated inverted and 
with two equivalent levels o f bottom lighting.
4.6 EXPERIMENT 10 
INTRODUCTION.
This experiment used the same stimuli as experiment 9 but, like experiment 8, 
all were presented inverted. It was expected that this would again reduce matching - 
performance across changes in viewing condition, especially viewpoint It was not 
known what the effects of changing between the two directions o f lighting would be 
when the stimuli were inverted. In experiment 9 this change was found to produce 
less effect than changing between top and bottom lighting and this would transfer to 
inverted stimuli if the change produces less effect on the image. However, when 
inverted all the stimuli used were lit from below relative to the observer, and violation 
of a light-from-above assumption may effect matching between lighting directions. 
Bottom lighting does app>ear to disrupt matching between viewpoints (see experiment 
7) and this is another reason for expecting different view matches to be poor in this 
experiment.
m e t h o d .
The method for this experiment was the same as for experiment 9 except that 
all stimuli were pre.scnted inverted.
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RESULTS.
Mean A ’ s for the 2(Light) x 2(View) analysis are presented in figure 4.6 and 
means o f transformed A 's  for the 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis are shown in Table 
4.5. As can be seen from figure 4.6 changing either light or view reduced matching 
performance to near chance when top lit stimuli were inverted.
A  2(View) X 2(Light) analysis o f variance gave a View x Light interaction 
(Fi,ii = 15.9, p «0 .0 5 ). Changing either view or light reduced performance but 
changing both produced no additional effect. Analysis o f simple main effects 
confirmed this pattern o f data with simple main effects o f view when light was the 
same (F 1.22 = 32.7, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  but not when light was different (p > 0.1) and simple 
main effects o f light when view was the same (F 1.22 =  35.8, p «0 .0 5 ) but not when 
view was different (p >0.1).
The 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis o f variance also gave an interaction between 
the effects o f view and light ( F 4  4 4  = 4.6, p<().()5). Analysis o f simple main effects 
showed effects o f light for pairs o f profiles (F2.66 = 8.0, p «0 .0 5 ) and for pairs o f 
three-quarters (F 2.66 = 15.9, p «0 .0 5 ) but not for different view pairs (p >0.1). 
There were al.so simple main effects o f view when both faces were lit from direction 
topi (F2.66 = 18.2, p «0 .0 5 ) or both from direction top2 (F2.66 = 11-0, p «0 .0 5 ) 
but not. quite, when the faces were differently lit (F 2.66 = 2.6, p=0.08).
Planned comparisons did not show any significant differences between the 
same view or the .same light conditions.
Fig. 4.6: M ean  A 's  F o r  Experim ent 10.
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------- n C H T -----------
Top2/Top2 Topl/Top2
Prf/Prf 2.56 2.68 2.18
T-Q/T-Q 2.53 2.51 1.87
T-Q/Prf 1.78 2.07 1.92
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DISCUSSION.
Inverting the stimuli reduced subjects' ability to match between faces under 
different condiüons o f view or light. As with experiments 7 and 8. exacUy the same 
stimuli are matched more poorly when presented inverted, although image differences 
are no greater. Again it seems likely that inversion is disrupting the derivaüon o f 
some sources o f information from the image perhaps especially configurai 
information. These effects may have been exaggerated in this experiment because all 
lighting was from below.
It was expected that matches across changes in viewpoint would be disrupted 
by inversion (see experiment 8) but subjects also appeared to be worse at matching 
across the change in lighting when stimuli were presented inverted (see fìgures 4.5 & 
4.6). This suggests that the effects o f  lighting changes are not determined by the 
magnitude o f the image changes they introduce. In this experiment all stimuli were lit 
from below relative to the observer and this may be the cause o f the low level o f 
matching across changes in lighüng, rather than the fact that the sdmuli were inverted. 
This was tested in the next two experiments reported where faces lit from below 
presented upright and inverted.
were
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4.7 EXPERIMENT 11 
INTRODUCTION.
The design was the same as for experiment 9 except that all lighting was from 
below the head rather than above (see figure 4.7). The differences in angle between 
the directions o f lighting used were the same and any difference between the pattern 
o f results for the two experiments would have to be explained in terms o f a difference 
between top and bottom lighting.
The results o f experiment 7 suggested that matching between views is poorer 
when stimuli are lit from below. I f this is so all different view matches should be 
especially poor in this experiment. Matches between lighting conditions were also 
examined. The differences between directions was no greater than for experiment 9 
but, as was suggested in the discussion to the last experiment, matching between 
lighting conditions may also be dependent on a light-from-above assumption. I f  this 
is so a su-ong effect o f lighting direction would also be expected in this exjieriment.
METHQD.S
The methods for experiment 10 were the same as for experiment 9 except that 
two levels o f bottom lighting were used instead of two levels o f top lighting. The 
bottom lit direction from experiment 7 was used along with a new direction o f bottom 
lighting, from 45° below the direction in which the face was looking. The new 
direction o f lighting will he referred to as bottom2 lighting. For profile views the 
coordinates o f the light source were ( - 1. - 1, ()) and for three-quarter views.




Treatment o f data was the same as for experiment 9. Mean A ’ s for the 
2 (V iew ) X 2(Light) analysis are shown in figure 4.8 and the means o f transformed 
data for the full 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis appear in Table 4.6. As can be seen 
from figure 4.8 any change in viewing conditions disrupted performance when 
stimuli were lit from below. Overall performance was lower when all stimuli were 
presented lit from below, mean A ’ 0.81 compared to 0.89 for experiment 9.
A  2(View) X 2(Light) analysis o f variance showed a view x light interaction
= 27.4. p «0 .0 5 ). Analysis o f simple main effects showed effects o f light 
when view was the same (F j_22 ~ 26.1. p «0 .0 5 ) and when view was different 
(F , 2 2 = 11.3. p «0 .0 5 ). The effect o f light when view was different was the 
opposite to what would have been expected, with performance better when light was 
different than when it remained the same. A  possible explanation that can be offered 
for this is a switch in subject strategy when stimuli are different in conditions o f  both 
view and light, perhaps to looking for evidence o f similarity rather than difference. 
There was a simple main effect o f view when light was the same (F, 22 = 60.4, 
p « ( ) . ( )5 ) but not when light was different (F<1).
The lull 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis on the data shown in table 4.6 below 
al.so .showed a view x light interaction (F4 44 = 11.0. p «0 .0 5 ). Analysis o f simple 
main effects showed effects o f light when both faces were in profile (F2 66=15.0. 
p « ().0 5 ). when both faces were presented in three-quarter view (F2 66=12.2. 
p « ( ) .0 5 ) and when the faces presented were seen from different views (F 2 66=^-4. 
P«).05). There were simple main effects o f view when light remained constant, both 
lit from direction bottom 1 (F2,66=27.2. p «0 .0 5 ) or from direction bottom2 
^^2.66=25.1. p «0 .0 5 ) but not when the faces in a pair were lit from different 
directions (F<1. ns).
Planned comparisons showed no differeiKes between same light or same 
view conditions; bottom 1 lit pairs did not differ from bottom2 lit pairs and three- 
quarter pairs did not differ from profile pairs. Different view pairs were worse
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matched than same view pairs so long as light remained the same and different light 
pairs were worse matched than same light pairs so long as view remained the same. 
When view was different, different light pairs were, surprisingly, significantly better 
matched than pairs which were both lit from direction bottom 1. When light was 
different there was no difference between conditions o f view.
Fig. 4 .8 : M ean  A '  sExperim ent 11.
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Prf/Prf 2.84 2.80 2.29
T-Q/T-Q 2.78 2.63 2.19
T-Q/Prf 2.04 1.93 2.29
DISCUSSION
In this experiment there were clear effects o f both view and light which 
interacted. Identical picture matching performance was high, as expected, despite all 
stimuli being lit from below. However, changes in either light or view reduced 
performance significantly. These effects were much larger than those experiment 9 , 
although the only difference was that both lighUng directions were from below rather 
than above. This is taken as further evidence for a difference between top and bottom 
lighting as elaborated below.
One difference from experiment 9 was that there was a clear effect o f 
changing lighting direction in both analyses here. The actual change in direcUon in 
this experiment was no greater, the only difference being that both directions were 
from below rather than above the head. When top Ut faces were inverted so that they 
were lit from below relative to the observer (see experiment 1 0 )  there was a simUar 
effect o f changing between UghUng direcUons. Taken together the results suggest that 
a light-from-above assumption may be as important as head orientation 
(upnght/inverted) in determining sensitivity to changes in Ughting. This was further
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explored in experiment 12 when bottom lit heads were presented inverted so that they 
were lit from above relative to the observer.
There were also clear effects o f changing viewpoint on performance in this 
experiment Changing view alone reduced performance almost as much as for 
inverted stimuli but this was confounded by an improvement when light was also 
changed. Taken together it still seems reasonable to conclude that subjects were less 
able to match across changes in view when stimuli were lit from below. This 
conclusion is also consistent with the difference between top and bottom lighting 
when subjects were required to match across changes in view reported in experiment
7. Such a difference is not predicted by the magnitude o f change in direction and 
seems unlikely to be purely explained in terms o f feature salience. Instead the result, 
like the effect o f lighting, may reflect a light-from-above assumption which is 
thought, independently, to be important for shape-from-shading (Ramachandran, 
1988a &  1988b). This possibility will be considered more fully in the general 
discussion. The last experiment reported in this chapter was a repeat o f this 
experiment but with all stimuli presented inverted.
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4.8 EXPERIMENT 12 
INTRODUCTION
In this experiment the same stimuli as were used in experiment 11 were 
presented inverted. Inversion again entailed a rotation o f lighting direction and so all 
the stimuli in this experiment were lit from above relative to the observer. This was 
intended to test whether orientation or a light-from-above assumption was more 
important in determining sensitivity to changes in light and viewpoint The results o f 
experiments 8 and 10  suggest that inverted heads are not matched well across changes 
in either light or view but the fact that all stimuli are lit from above in this experiment 
may offset this. The results o f experiments 9 and 11 suggest that sensitivity to 
changes in light may be particularly affected by a light from above assumption. The 
results o f experiment 8  suggest that inversion reduces matching between views to 
floor which may suppress any advantage associated with lighting appearing to be 
from above.
METHOD
The method for this experiment was the same as for experiment 11 except that 
all stimuli were presented inverted in the same manner as for experiment 8 .
RESULTS
Mean A 's  for the 2(View) x 2(Light) analysis are presented in figure 4.9 and 
Table 4.7 shows means o f transformed data for the full 3 (V iew ) x 3(Light) analysis. 
As can be seen from the graph changes in view again reduced performance to near 
chance for inverted stimuli, but changes in light had less o f an effect probably 
because all light was now from above.
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A  2(View) by 2(Light) analysis o f variance gave a main effect o f view 
(Fi. 11=76.1, p «0 .0 5 ) but no other significant effects, although the main effect o f 
light came close (Fi,u=3.7, p=0.08) (A ll other p's > 0.1).
In the 3(View) x 3(Light) analysis there were significant main effects o f both 
view (F2,22=65.0, p « 0 . 0 5 )  and light (F 2.22=7 .6 , p «0 .0 5 ) and the interaction 
approached significance (F4.44= 2 .3 , p=0.08). Different view and light conditions 
were matched worse than same view and light conditions. The marginal interaction 
probably reflected the lack o f an effect o f light when view was different
There were no significant differences between bottom 1 lit pairs and bottom2 
lit pairs or between profile pairs and three-quarter pairs in this experiment.
Fig. 4.9: M ean  A ' s  Experim ent 12
L IG H T IN G
Q  Same 
□  Diff
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Bott2/Bott2 Bottl/Bott2
Prf/Prf 2 .6 6 2.71 2.25
T-Q/T-Q 2 .6 6 2.59 2.30
T-Q/Prf 1.94 1.74 1.83
DISCUSSION.
In this experiment, which presented inverted stimuli lit from above relative to 
the observer, changing view reduced performance, probably to floor, but changing 
light appeared to have less o f an effect.
It was expected that inversion would again disrupt matching between views, 
although the fact that all light was from above relative to the observer might have 
offset this. Instead it appears that performance is reduced to floor suppressing any 
advantage associated with lighting being from above. It appears that information only 
recoverable from the upright face is critical lor matching between views.
There was some evidence in this experiment that lighting from above 
improved subjects ability to matching between lighting directions. There was no 
significant effect o f lighting in the 2(View) x 2(Light) analysis and the drop in 
performance appears less than when the same stimuli were presented upright (see 
experiment 11 ). When top lit faces were inverted (experiment 10) there was a definite 
increase in the effect o f changing light, suggesting that a light*from-above assumption 
may be critical in determining sensitivity. However, subjects were worse at matching 
across changes in light in this experiment compared to experiment 9  suggesting that 
head orientation Ls also important The results o f all the experiments reported in this 
chapter will be summarised and reported next.
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4.9 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The experiments reported in this chapter have shown effects o f both lighting 
and viewpoint on a simultaneous face matching task. The task required a high degree 
of object constancy as discriminations within the homogeneous class o f faces had to 
be made on the basis o f information derived from shape alone. The problem o f 
variable viewpoint for object constancy has been widely studied (see chapter 1) and 
this manipulation was expected to affect matching performance. However, the 
problem o f variable illumination has received less consideration but the results 
reported here suggest it may be important for faces.
To summarise the results, an effect o f changing between top and bottom 
lighting, which interacted with the effect o f changing between viewpoints, was first 
reported in experiment 7. There was an effect o f changing lighting even when 
viewpoint remained the same, which was unexpected given the availability o f lighting 
invariant occluding contour information in this condition. Further, there was no 
additional effect o f changing viewpoint once lighting had been changed, although this 
would have affected the occluding contour unaffected by lighting. This result 
suggested that information other than occluding contours is critical to matching 
performance. Lighting does change other sources o f contour information, for 
example shadow boundaries, which could provide clues to shape (Cavanagh & 
Leclcrc, 1989) or be the edges used in edge ba.sed theories. However, a difference 
between top and bottom lighting when subjects were required to match between 
views was al.so reported in this experiment. There seems no reason to predict such a 
difference from edge based theories as there is no reason for expecting bottom 
lighting to result in greater changes to any edge information. However, a difference 
between top and bottom lighting would be expected i f  shape-from-shading, which is 
thought to incorporate a light-from-above assumption, is important for matching 
performance. This possibility will be discussed further in the final chapter.
In experiment 8 it was shown that inverting the same stimuli as used in 
experiment 7 reduced performance across changes in light and, especially, across
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changes in view. As the magnitudes o f image differences were no greater it was 
concluded that these differences alone did not predict performance. Instead, 
inversion appears to disrupt the recovery o f information useful for matching, petiiaps 
conflgural information. Subjects also matched poorly across changes in lighting 
when stimuli were inverted suggesting that this too might be dependent on knowledge 
about upright faces.
Experiments 9 - 1 2  further investigated the effects o f  changes in lighting and 
viewpoint with both inverted and upright stimuli. In experiment 9 a lighting change 
was investigated which did not violate any light-from-above assumption as it was 
between two directions o f top lighting. The effects o f this change were found to be 
reduced or absent compared to matching between top and bottom lighting, consistent 
with the importance o f a light-from-above assumption. The only effect o f lighting in 
that experiment seemed to be attributable to an advantage for profiles when they were 
lit from the direction in which the head was facing. There was still an effect o f 
changing view even when all stimuli were lit from above, although an informal 
comparison with the equivalent means for experiment 7 (see Tables 4.4 and 4.2b) 
suggests that the magnitude o f the effect was less than when bottom lit stimuli were 
also included. When these top lit stimuli were inverted (experiment 10), so that they 
were bottom lit relative to the observer, matching across both lighting and view was 
less accurate. This was taken as confirmation that matching across viewpoints was 
substantially allected by inversion, although violation o f the light-from-above 
assumpuon may aKso have been important. Matching between lighting directions was 
also poor when sumuli were inverted although it was not certain i f  this was because 
sUmuli were inverted or because they were lit from below relative to the observer.
In experiment 11 faces were presented upright but Ut from below. Although 
physical differences between lighting and viewing directions were not greater than in 
experiment 9 the pattern o f results between the two experiment was quite different 
When sUmuli were lit from below, subjects were less able to match across changes in 
either UghUng or viewpoint. This emphasised the difference between top and bottom
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lighting and suggested that a light-from-above assumption is important for matching 
across changes in both view and lighting. This difference does not seem consistent 
with edge based or image based theories but has a ready explanation in terms o f a 
light-from-above assumption.
In experiment 12 the same stimuli as were used in experiment 11 were 
presented inverted so that they were lit from above relative to the observer. Inversion 
still reduced subjects' abilities to match across changes in view, probably to floor. 
However, changes in lighting had less effect on performance than when the stimuli 
had been presented upright and much less effect than when "top" lit faces were 
presented inverted. This advantage for "bottom" lit face over "top" lit faces is 
inconsistent with the advantage for top lit stimuli presented upright being due to 
feature salience. Instead, a light-from-above assumption may be critical in 
determining sensitivity at least to changes in light, although comparison between 
experiments 9 and 12 suggests that face orientation may also be important.
In summary the results showed effects o f light, viewpoint and inversion. The 
effects o f light seem inconsistent with edge based explanations o f matching and the 
effects o f inversion with a simple pattern matching account. Differences between top 
and bottom lighting, like those found in Chapters 2  and 3, suggest that shape-from- 
shading may be important for the derivation o f structural codes which allow matching 
across changes in viewing condiüons. The rclaüonship o f the results found using 
matching to those reported in previous chapters will be elaborated in the final chapter 
together with their implications for theories o f visual aspects o f face processing. 
However, in the next chapter experiments are reported which were designed to test 
whether the.se results, particularly the effects o f lighting, were artifacts o f the m«if or 
materials u.sed.
1 3 4
5. CHAPTER 5: CONTROL EXPERIMENTS FOR THE M A TC m K G  TASK 
In the last chapter effects o f both lighting and view on a simultaneous face 
matching task were reported. In this chapter three further matching experiments 
experiments are reported which were intended to test whether the results already 
reported were an artifact o f the task or materials used.
5.1 EXPERIMENT 13 
INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter changing view or light was found to disrupt matching 
performance. It seemed possible that any change from presenting faces under 
identical viewing conditions might disrupt subjects abilities to match faces, especially 
if  subjects were matching largely on the basis o f pictorial codes. This was tested in 
this experiment where size was varied as well as viewpoint
Changing the size o f a face has profound effects on the image and so i f 
performance is simply image based a change in size would be expected to reduce 
matching performance. Size constancy o f objects despite variable image size is 
important in the real world as it is related inversely proportionally to viewing 
distance. The area o f the image o f a face will quarter when viewing distance is 
doubled. However, there are other properties of the image that transformations in 
size leave unchanged, for example proportions and the overall pattern o f shading and 
shadows.
Recent work on the naming o f briefly presented objects has been shown to be 
size invariant, as has an object category decision although "same" responses in an 
episodic memory task were found to be affected by size (Biederman & Cooper,
1992). The conclusion drawn from these experiments was that the recognition o f 
shape was size invariant but that details o f viewing conditions are stored separately.
In this experiment subjects were required to match faces on the basis o f shape and 
specifically insuucted to ignore details of viewing conditions. I f  matching involves 
the recognition o f shape and this is size invariant, then no effect o f changing size
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would be expected on matching performance. Previous physiological work has also 
reported that the responses o f "face-cells" are size invariant, although the same work 
also suggests lighting invariant responses inconsistenUy with the effects on matching 
reported (Perrett and co-workers, 1982, 1984, 1989, 1992).
In summary, i f  any image change affects matching performance effects o f size 
would be expected in this experiment. However, although diffetenUy sized images 
have different image properties, size invariant or derived properties may be sufficient 
to support matching. A  replication o f the effect o f view was expected with equally 
sized and differently sized images.
METHOD.S
The methods for this experiment were the same as for experiment 7 except 
that only subjects unfamiliar with the people used as stimuli were run and the lighting 
vanable was replaced by a size. Size transformed images were produced by halving 
the height and width o f images using an image processing package so that the area o f 
the image was reduced to 25% o f its original size (see figure 5.1). The levels o f the 
size factor which replaced the lighung factor were same or different, with same 
including both large or both small. Subjects were informed that images would vary 
in size but that they were to respond "Same" if they thought they were pictures o f the 
same person regardless o f size. All lighting was from direction topi, that is from 45° 
above the viewers line o f sight.
r e s u l t s
The treatment o f results was the same as was described for experiment 7. 
Figure 5.2 shows A ’ s for the 2(V iew) x 2(Size) analysis and Table 5.1 gives the 
means o f the transformed data used in the full 3 (V iew ) x 3(Size) analysis. As can be 
seen from figure 5.2 there was a clear effect o f changing view, as expected, but no
1 3 7
effect o f changing size. There did not even appear to be an advanuge for identical 
pictures over differently sized pictures.
A  2(View) X 2(Size) analysis of variance confirmed this pattern o f  results with 
a main effect o f view (F j j j=182.4, p «0 .0 5 ) but no effect o f size or any interaction 
(p s > 0.1 ).The full 3(View) x 3(Light) A N O V A  also gave a main effect o f  view
P «0 .0 5 )  with no main effects o f size nor any interaction o f  size with 
view (p >0.1). Planned comparisons showed no differences between pairs o f 
profiles and pairs o f three-quarter views but both same view conditions were matched 







Fig. 5.2; M ean  A ' s  Experim ent 13
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In conclusion, the absence o f an effect o f size on a task which has shown 
effects o f viewpoint and lighting shows that not all manipulations that result in 
changes to the image affect matching performance. The result highlights the apparent 
importance o f lighting and viewpoint for matching the laser head stimuli. In the next 
experiment the hypothesis that the results might reflect the use o f laser heads as 
stimuli was tested by testing the effects o f light and view on digitised photographs.
5.2 EXPERIMENT 14
INTRODUCTION
The results o f experiment 13 showed that not all image changes affect 
matching performance. This suggests that the unexpected effects o f lighting reported 
in Chapter 4 were evidence for the importance o f this variable for the recovery and 
description o f shape not just as a manipulation which affects image properties. 
However, it could still be argued that the apparent importance o f lighting was an 
artifact o f the laser heads used as stimuli which were more than usually lighting 
dependent. In order to test this the core within subjects design o f experiment 7 was 
repeated but using digitised photographs taken under more natural conditions (see 
figure 5.3 and Appendix D).
The pictures were taken with the sitters wearing swimming caps, as they had 
been for laser scanning, as it was thought that hair would provide too obvious a cue 
to identity. Despite this the stimuli used in this experiment contained information 
ab.sent from the laser heads, for example information about pigment and texture 
differences. Some o f this information is lighting invariant, in that it can be recovered 
despite changes in lighting direction, such as which areas o f the face are more daridy 
pigmented and which are hairy. Boundaries between such areas would also produce
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lighting independent edges in the image which might be used for subsequent 
processing.
These additional sources o f information could make matching performance 
less sensitive to the effects o f lighting. Effects o f view have been shown with 
photographs before (eg. Bruce et al, 1987) and were expected again in this 
experiment.
METHODS
The methods for this experiment were the same as for experiment 7 except 
that only one group o f twelve subjects were used, all unfamiliar with the people used 
as stimuli. Images o f eight pwople were frame-grabbed using a video camera 
connected to a Sun workstation, two for the practice session and six for the actual 
experiment. Profile and three-quarter views were used, with both top and bottom 
lighting. The faces were lit using a single 60 Watt bulb mounted in an angle poise 
lamp, 45° above or below the viewer’s line o f sight at a distance o f about Im. The 




The treatment o f results was the same as for previous experiments. Values of 
A ’ for the 2(View) x 2(Light) analysis are presented graphically in figure 5.4 and 
Table 5.2 gives means o f transformed data for the 3(V iew ) x 3(Light) analysis. 
Inspection o f figure 5.4 shows a patterns o f data similar to that for laser scans as 
shown in figure 4.2. Changing either light or view reduced performance at least as 
much as for laser heads but changing both had no additional effect.
A  2(View) X 2(Light) analysis o f variance confirmed this pattern o f data.
There was a significant view x light interaction (Fj n = l 1.1, p «0 .0 5 ). Analysis o f 
simple main effects showed an effect o f  light when view was the same (F, 22=3 3 -1. 
p «0 .0 5 ) but not when view was different (p>0.1). There was a simple main effect 
o f view when light was the same (Fj 22=24.7, p «0 .0 5 ) but not when light was 
different ( p » ( ) . l ) .
The 3(View) x 3(Light) A N O V A  also gave a significant view x light 
interaction (F4 44= 5 .5 , p « ().0 5 ). There were simple main effect o f light for pairs o f 
profiles (F2,66=16.5, 0 «0 .0 5 ),  pairs o f three-quarters (F2,66=13-l. p «0 .0 5 ) and 
for different view pairs (F2,<i(i=6 .5 , p «0 .0 5 ). There were significant simple main 
effects o f view for pairs o f top lit face (F 2 ,¡6=4.3, p<0.05) and for pairs o f bottom lit 
stimuli (F2,66=24.7, p «0 . ( )5 ) but not for differently lit pairs (p<0 .1 ). This was the 
same pattern o f effects as reported in experiment 7 for laser heads. Planned 
compari.sons showed no difference between three-quarter and profile views but top lit 
stimuli were significantly better matched than bottom lit stimuli when view was 
different, as they were in experiment 7 .
Fig. 5.4: M e a n  A* s F rom  Experim ent 14
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Prf/Prf 2.67 2.58 2.08
T-Q/T-Q 2.71 2.81 2.28
T-Q/Prf 2.39 2 .0 1 2 .1 1
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This experiment showed the same pattern o f effects o f light and view as were 
shown in experiment 7 but using digitised photographs instead o f laser heads. 
Performance was at approximately the same level. A ' = 0.81, as for the unfamiliar 
group in experiment 7, A ' = 0.82. There was again an interaction between the effects 
of view and light and the pattern o f simple main effects was the same. This suggests 
that the effects reported on previous experiments, including those o f lighting, do not 
just reflect the use o f laser heads as stimuli.
As with laser heads, changing either lighting or view decreased performance. 
Again there was an effect o f lighting even when view remained the same and no 
additional effect o f view when lighting was different, a result that does not seem to be 
predicted by edge based theories. In this experiment there were edges not present in 
laser heads which would have been changed by changes in view but not changes in 
light but this did not importantly affect the pattern o f results. Possible sources o f 
lighting and viewpoint invariant information in photographs also did not seem to 
facilitate matching significantly. The advantage o f top over bottom lighting for 
matching between views was also replicated. The explanations offered in the 
di.scussion o f experiment 7 seem to also apply here.
The results reported in the previous chapter do not seem to be explained away 
as Just an effect o f image changes nor. as shown by this experiment, as a artifact o f 
the materials u.sed. The next experiment reported tested whether the results were due 
to the simultaneous presentation of stimuli as outlined next.
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5.3 EXPERIMENT 15 
INTRODUCTION.
This experiment was designed to test another reason why effects o f lighting 
might have been found on the experiments reported in the last chapter and also the 
experiment with frame-grabbed stimuli just reported. This is that shape-from shading 
is a global operation which assumes that there is only a single light source 
illuminating the image. This implies that shape cannot be perceived accurately in two 
objects illuminated from different angles presented at the same time (Ramachandran, 
1988a). When laser scans or photographs of faces were presented under different 
lighting conditions this would violate a single light source assumption and this might 
explain the effect of changing light reported. In order to test this stimulus pairs were 
presented .sequentially. As only one image was presented at a time any single light 
source assumption would be satisfied. Sequential matching o f a face is anyway more 
ecologically valid than simultaneous matching o f a single face shown under different 
lighting conditions!
METHODS
All details o f the design and materials were the same as for experiment 7 
except that there was no between subjects familiarity factor and the Supercard 
program used for simultaneous presentation was adapted for sequential matching. 
La.ser heads were again used for this experiment rather than digitised photographs.
Procedure
Subjects were informed that they would be presented with pairs o f images, 
one after the other, and were to decide whether the second image was o f the same 
person as the first or o f someone different. The procedure was changed from 
experiment 7 so that what had been the left hand image was presented first for two 
seconds, then the screen was blank for two seconds, and then there was a beep to cue
14 6
subjects to respond to what would have been the right hand image, which was 
presented second for as long as the subject took to make a response. The duration of 
presentation of the first face was set at two seconds after a pilot study determined that 
this produced performance at about the same level as was obtained with simultaneous 
matching. A ll other aspects o f the procedure were the same as for experiment 7.
RESULTS.
The treatment o f results was the same as for experiment 7. Figure 5.5 shows 
A 's  for the 2(View) x 2(Light) analysis and Table 5.3 shows means o f transformed 
data for the full 3(V iew) x 3(Light) analysis. Inspection o f figure 5.5 shows that 
changing either light or view reduced performance but that changing both had no 
additional effect. There was a clear effect o f light even though stimuli were presented 
.sequentially and so the effect o f lighting reported in previous experiments cannot 
solely be attributed to violation o f a single light source assumption.
A  2(View) X 2(Lighl) analysis o f variance on transformed data gave a view x 
light interaction (F, , ,=11.9, p «0 .0 5 ). Analysis o f simple main effects showed 
effects o f light for same view pairs (Fj 22=2 1 .1, p «0 . ( )5 ) but not for different view 
pairs (p>(). 1 ). There was a simple main effect o f light when view was the same 
(*^1.11=25.5, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  but not when view was different (p>0.1). This was similar 
to the pattern of effects reported for experiment 7 although here the interaction term 
reached significance.
The 3(View) x 3(Light) A N O V A  also gave a view x light interaction 
(F4 44- 5 .7 , p «0 .()5 ). Analysis o f simple main effects showed an effect o f light for 
pairs of profiles (F 2 c,ft=4.6, p<0.05) and for pairs o f  three-quarter views 
(^2.66=14-1. p «0 .0 5 ) but, unlike experiment 7, not for different view pairs 
(p>0.1). There were effects o f view for top lit pairs (F2.<ift=1 0 . 1, p «0 .0 5 ) and 
bottom lit pairs (F2.ftf,= 16.5, p « ( ) . ( )5 )  but not for differently lit pairs (p>0.1). 
Planned compari.son.s showed no significant differences between top/top and
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bottoiii/bottom pairs even for the different view condition, another difference from 
experiment 7 although the difference was in the right direction. Paired three-quarter 
views did not differ significantly from paired profile views under any condition o f 
light. When light was from above, top/top pairs, only three-quarter view pairs were 
matched significantly better than profile view pairs. When light was from below 
different view pairs were matched worse than either level where view remained the 
same. When light was different there were no differences between levels o f view.
Fig. 5.5: M ean  A ' s  F o r  E xper im ent 15
LIG H T
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Prf/Prf 2.57 2.59 2.30
T-Q/T-Q 2.81 2.70 2.27
T-Q/Prf 2.35 2.15 2.29
DISCUSSION.
Overall subjects perf ormed the sequential matching task at about the same 
level as the simultaneous matching task, as intended (mean A ' for this experiment 
0.84 and for the unfamiliar group in experiment 7, 0.82). In this experiment there 
was an effect o f light which could not be an artifact o f simultaneous matching or. in 
particular, violation o f a single light source assumption. The effect o f light again 
interacted with the effect o f  view. In the 2(Light) x 2(View) analysis, changing either 
light or view reduced performance but changing both did not produce any additional 
effect.
There were differences in the 3(Light) x 3(View) analysis although the main 
finding was again the same; interacting effecis o f view and light. However, there 
was no simple main effect o f light when view wa.s different and no significant 
difference between top and bottom lighting in this condition. Many o f the differences 
were in the right direction but did not reach significance, perhaps because the 
sequential matching ta.sk was less sensitive to such differences. There arc many 
reasons why performance on a sequential matching task might be differcnt from that 
on a simultaneous matching ta.sk including the decay o f iconic memory or the effects 
of a short term visual .store (.see Humphrcys &  Bruce. 1989). However, this
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experiment was not designed to test for such effects and served its purpose in 
showing that the effect o f lighting was not solely due to violation o f a single light 
source assumption. From the similarity o f the results reported here it seems likely 
that when the images were presented simultaneously they did not violate a single light 
source assumption because, being individually framed, they were treated as separate. 
Given this, simultaneous matching may be a more useful task as it appears to be more 
sensitive to differences.
In general the experiments reported reported in this chapter have not provided 
evidence that the pattern o f effects reported for experiments 7 - 12  were artifacts o f 
the method or stimuli used. Experiment 11 showed that not all image changes affect 
matching performance; a change in size had no effect. That effects o f lighting have 
been reported but not effects o f size needs to be reconciled with the physiological 
evidence, which suggests a pattern of size and lighting invariance together with 
viewpoint modulation (eg. Perrett et al, 1992). That sensitivity to lighting was not 
solely an effect o f the laser heads used as stimuli was shown by experiment 14, 
where effects o f light were shown when digitised photographs were used as stimuli. 
The similarity in the pattern o f results is consistent with the results derived using laser 
scans being gencralizable to more natural stimuli. Such similarities suggest that laser 
.scans do capture information important for aspects o f face processing, a conclusion 
al.so supported by the clear effect o f inversion on matching laser scans. The last 
experiment reported, experiment 15, showed that the effect o f light reported for both 
laser scans and digitised photographs was not the effect o f violating a single light 
source assumption. In the final chapter these results will be integrated with those 
reported in the previous experimental chapters and their implications assessed for the 
theoretical i.ssues rai.sed in Chapter 1.
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6 . CHAFER 6 : SU M M ARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
Reliable, although unexpected, effects o f lighting direction have been reported 
on a number o f tasks involving face processing. These w ill be summarised in this 
chapter, results from different tasks compared and possible theoretical explanations 
outlined. An account in terms o f the description o f facial surfaces, thought to be the 
simplest explanation o f the results, will be developed. Possible tests o f such a theory 
will be suggested, which would test between it and alternative, particularly image- 
based. explanations. Lastly, the relationship o f such an account to theories o f face 
processing, object recognition and perception in general w ill be considered.
6.1 SU M M ARY OF RESULT.S
Effects o f lighting and its relationship to other variables were investigated 
with three different tasks; perception o f a mask as a face, recognition o f individuals 
and matching for identity. In this section results from all the different tasks will be 
summarised and the relationship between the effects o f lighting reported considered.
In Chapter 2 the effect o f variations in viewing conditions, including top and 
bottom lighting, on the strength o f the hollow face illusion was investigated. 
Perception of the illusion was thought to be related to the basic level object 
categori.sation o f a face as a face, a between category distinction. The experiments 
reported showed an effect o f lighting direction, with the illusion more compelling 
when the convex .solution was consistent with the light appearing to be from above 
relative to the observer (experiment 1 &  2). This effect was independent o f separate 
effects o f orientation (experiments 1 &  2 ) and an effect related to the availability o f 
stereoscopic depth information (experiment 4 ).
The independence of the effect o f light was taken as evidence that its effect is 
on an independent shape-from-shading module (cf. Marr, 1982) providing 
information important for face perception rather than just on image information. The 
difference between top and bottom lighting was thought to reflect a light-from-above 
assumption, thought independently to he used in the recovery o f shape-from-shading.
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The difference transferred to inverted faces showing that the effect was not the result 
of more salient features being highlighted. The mask is less likely to be perceived as 
a face when this would entail it appearing to be lit from below, consistent with a light- 
from-above assumption. I f  this explanation is correct the illusion o f a "hollow 
potato" would be expected to be stronger when it appeared lit from above.
The existence of the hollow potato and inverted face illusions supported the 
notion o f a general bias towards the convex solution. Indeed, when this is in conflict 
with a light-from above assumption it appears a preference for convexity can 'win'. 
Object specific knowledge was also found to be important for generating the illusion, 
although there was still an effect o f lighting even when this was available (cf.
Gregory, 1973). It was argued that object knowledge may act as another independent 
constraint on the interpretation o f shape from different cues. The illusion was also 
found to be stronger when viewed monocularly rather than binocularly and this 
effect, like that o f lighting, was independent o f orientation (experiment 4). This was 
taken as evidence for stereopsis being important for re.solving the illusion at short 
distances. The independence of the effects o f  lighting direction, the number o f eyes 
and the availability o f object knowledge was argued to be consistent with the 
processing of shape information by independent "modules", with object knowledge 
acting as an additional constraint on the eventual interpretation.
In Chapter 3 the difference between top and bottom lighting was found to 
transfer to another ta.sk, the recognition o f pigmentless shaded representations o f 
facial surfaces, "la.ser heads", at least for male faces. This suggested that lighting 
may he important for within as well as between category distinctions, again perhaps 
bccau.se o f its effects on the recovery o f shape-from-shading. There appeared to be 
two possible explanations for this; either top lighting highlights more salient features 
or shape-from-shading information is useful for distinguishing between faces. A  test 
of this would be to invert the faces; if a light-from-above assumption is critical then 
faces lit from below should show less o f an effect o f inversion (Johnston et al.
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1992). However, recognition o f laser heads was far from perfect and might be 
reduced to floor by inversion.
The effect o f lighting was found to be related to the effect o f view with more 
o f an effect for less angled views, especially the full-face. The recognition o f profiles 
was unaffected by lighting and it was argued that this was because occluding contour 
information is more salient in this view. The effect o f lighting was also found to be 
related to the effect o f photographic negation, but that both were dependent on view 
(experiment 6 ). There were effects o f negation on laser heads showing that the 
effects o f this manipulation are not just on pigment information, although this effect 
may be more important when photographs are used. It also appeared that negation 
and bottom lighting may affect image information in complimentary ways, with 
bottom lit negatives being well recognised. These effects were dependent on view 
being most pronounced for the full-face view, where lighting and polarity invariant 
contour information may be least available especially for laser heads.
Due to the relatively poor recognition o f laser heads and the limited pool o f 
subjects familiar with the faces used as stimuli the remaining experiments investigated 
the problem o f object constancy across viewing conditions using a simultaneous 
matching ta.sk rather than recognition. This allowed the effects o f lighting and view 
on the perception o f information about facial shape to be investigated independently 
o f a load on memory. Again effects o f lighting as well as view were found 
suggesting that lighting dependent information is important for distinguishing 
between faces across changes in viewing condition.
In the first experiment a change in either light or view was found to disrupt 
performance but changing both did not produce any additional effect. Thus lighting 
affected performance even when view, and therefore occluding contours, remained 
the same and changing these contours did not produce any additional effect when 
lighting was different This suggested that edges were not sufficient to explain 
performance and was consistent with the importance o f shading information. It was 
also found that subjects were better able to match between views when lighting was
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from above, which did not seem consistent with image or edge based information 
where the magnitudes o f changes would be expected to be the same in either 
condition. Image analysis could be used to confirm this. Instead the result seemed 
consistent with lighting from above facilitating the recovery o f shape-from-shading 
which could be used to support matching across views as discussed more fully in the 
next section. When the stimuli used in the first experiment were presented inverted, 
performance across changes in lighting and especially view was much poorer. This 
was not consistent with a simple pattern matching explanation and suggested that 
information only recoverable from upright faces was important for the task.
In order to investigate i f  the effect o f lighting was due to a difference between 
top and bottom lighting an experiment was reported which required subjects to match 
between directions o f top lighting. The effects o f a change in lighting were found to 
be reduced or absent. This showed that any change in the image did not affect 
matching, a result confirmed sub.sequently when changes in size were found to have 
no effect. The result was consistent with lighting from above facilitating the 
derivation o f information useful for distinguishing between the shape o f  faces. The 
level o f performance matching between views was also relatively high. When these 
stimuli were inverted matching across changes in both lighting and view  were 
di.srupted. This may have been due to the violation o f a light-from-above assumption 
as well as becau.se o f inversion.
When two directions o f bottom lighting were used instead o f two directions o f 
top lighting matching across changes in viewing conditions was much poorer. This 
highlighted the apparent importance o f a light-from-above assumption for matches 
across changes in light as well as view. When these stimuli were inverted matching 
across changes in light was slightly improved though performance across changes in 
view were still at floor.
Two experiments were run which confirmed that the results were not a
t
function o f the materials u.sed or a result o f the simultaneous presentation o f images.
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To conclude, the results appeared to show that lighting was important for the 
overall perception o f face shape, affected the recognition o f familiar in d i v id ual«; and 
the ability to discriminate between faces on the basis of information derived from 
shape. In particular a light-from-above assumption appeared to be important, 
consistent with the importance o f shape-from-shading. The relationship o f these 
effects for theories o f object recognition will be considered next.
6.2 EFFECTS QF LIG H TING  AND THEORIES OF OBJECT C O N .STA N rv
As has been summarised, the experiments reported in this thesis have reported 
effects o f lighting on tasks ranging from the general, seeing a face as a face, to the 
specific, discriminating between faces on the basis o f information about shape. In 
this section these effects w ill be considered within the framework o f  the theories of 
object constancy discu.ssed in Chapter 1.
A  pure instance-based model o f object constancy, along the lines o f instance- 
ba.sed models o f long term memory (eg. Hintzman, 1986), might explain the effects 
o f lighting simply in terms o f  the differences lighting inU'oduces to the image o f the 
face. Seeing a the hollow-face illusion as a face would result because it accessed all 
previous instances of, convex, faces and so it would also be assumed to be convex. 
Such an account might explain the difference between top and bottom lighting, and 
between upright and inverted orientations, in terms o f the number o f  similar instances 
with top lit upright faces eliciting a stronger response.
As regards recognition performance (Chapter 3) the similarity o f top lit faces 
to stored instances might explain their higher recognisability but it is not clear why 
this should not also be une fo r  pronies (experiment 5). For negatives (experiment 6) 
there would be few stored instances and recognition would be expected to be poor,
though the apparent advantage for bottom lit negaüves might be explained in terms o f
»
their similarity to top lit positives. Matching performance would also be explained 
within the context o f similarity though )t was stressed that simple image differences
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did not seem to be good predictors o f performance. In particular the pattern o f effects 
o f top and bottom lighting reported in experiments 9, 10, 11 and 12, where the 
effects o f lighting direction and orientation appeared to interact, would not be 
predicted by an instance based account (Johnston, 1992).
The main problem with current instance-based models is that notions such as 
similarity, or even what constitutes an instance, are not independently defmed. The 
matching experiments reported here could be considered as investigations o f the 
important dimensions o f similarity as well as tests o f  an instance-based theory leading 
to a problem o f circularity. Instance-based models may also allow for some 
processing o f the image before storage and this would also affect expected 
performance and could explain why similarities at the level o f images did not correlate 
with performance. Instance based-models do show how aspects o f viewing 
conditions could be stored (and used to explain context effects) but object constancy 
still achieved.
Other image-based models learn to associate different images o f particular 
faces and can subsequently recognise novel examples o f those faces (eg. Turk &  
Pentland, 1991). Processing is image based but structural properties o f the faces may 
be abstracted implicitly due to statistical properties o f the resulting images. Such 
models can achieve object constancy despite variations in the input images as such 
variation is not stored as it does not signal differences between faces. It is not clear 
what the re.sponse o f such models to different example o f novel faces would be as 
they are models for recognising particular faces. Al.so existing implementations o f 
such models often require input images to be normalised for view (see Chapter 1), 
thus solving many o f the problems of object constancy! Such models are claimed to 
generalize across lighting but this is dependent on their training set and the effects o f 
bottom lighting might be attributed to lack o f prior experience. In general image- 
based theories might be adapted to account for the results reported but this in part
I
reflects their current lack o f explicit spiecification. Possible ways o f testing between
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image-based and other plausible theories will be considered after alternative accounts 
have been considered.
Another class o f solutions to the problem o f object constancy considered in 
the introduction made use o f invariant features or properties. In general such features 
would not predict differences between viewing conditions so long as they were 
visible, they are invariant In the experiments reported even when such features were 
known to be available, for example lighting invariant occluding contours (Chapter 4), 
they did not appear sufficient to support matching. The effect o f orientation on 
matching cannot be explained in terms o f  the use o f local invariant features, which 
would have remained the same and been recoverable despite inversion. In general 
invariant features are rarely found to be sufficient to support object constancy 
(Ullman, 1989), a conclusion supported by the effects o f lighting even when 
invariant contours were available as reported here. When digitised photographs were 
u.sed, providing additional possible sources o f lighting invariant information 
including pigment and texture differences, such features still did not appear sufficient 
to support matching.
The effect o f lighting when much edge based information would have 
remained invariant (ie. when view was the same) does not seem consistent with edge- 
ba.sed theories o f object constancy (eg. Biederman. 1987). Edges, and specifically 
occluding contours (eg. Marr, 1982), are often used to specify the parts in object 
decomposition models. Faces are not divided into regions by edges, unlike many 
man-made objects, and even when the boundaries between areas o f different pigment 
or texture were available (experiment 14) they did not appear to support processing. 
Lighting does affect some edges, for example shadow boundaries and the pattern o f 
isoluminant contours, but the variation in such edges would be as great as the 
changes in occluding contours due to changes in view (shadow boundaries actually 
fall where occluding boundaries would fall if the object were viewed from the 
position o f the light source). I f  such edges were critical, the problems o f variable 
illumination for object constancy would be as great as those o f variable viewpoint.
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Empirically differences between top and bottom lighting, both o f which affect such 
edges, do not seem to be explained even i f  lighting sensitive edges are important. 
Further, negation, which changes only the sign and not the position o f such edges, is 
known to affect performance (eg. Phillips, 1972; Hayes, Morrone &  Burr, 1986).
The apparent inadequacy o f edge-based accounts for explaining the effect o f 
lighting supports the conclusion that edge based parts such as geons and generalized 
cones are not appropriate for faces (Bruce, 1988; see also Chapter 1). Even 
categorisation o f a face as a face, the decision level most object decomposition 
schemes model, was affected by lighting (Chapter 2). However, an object 
decomposition scheme using another possible set o f parts, whose derivation would 
be expected to be affected by lighting, w ill be outlined in the next section.
The last approach to object constancy outlined in Chapter 1 was the alignment 
approach (eg. Ullman, 1989) but this does not seem to explain the effects o f lighting 
reported. In such approaches alignment is thought necessary to overcome the 
problem o f variable viewpoint but in the experiments reported here there were effects 
o f light even when view remained the same. This either suggests that the problem o f 
finding lighting invariant properties for alignment has been underestimated or that 
how object models would appear under different lighting conditions also would have 
to be specified. Neither o f these possibilities seems to explain why the problem 
should be greater for bottom lit face than fo r top lit faces.
To conclude it d(x:s not seem that schemes ba.sed on edges, invariant features 
or that use alignment to overcome the problems of variable view easily explain the 
effects o f lighting reported. Lighting certainly does affect the two-dimensional image 
projection and this may account for its effects on performance. However, image 
ba.sed accounts do not .seem to provide explanations o f differences between upright 
and inverted stimuli or top and bottom lighting except in terms o f familiarity or 
similarity to a greater number o f stored examples. The apparent interaction between 
the effects o f lighting direction and inversion (experiments 9, 10, 11 & 12) would not 
be predicted by an imuge-ba.sed scheme and might provide a clear test In the next
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section an alternative surface-based scheme that seems to account naturally for the 
effects o f lighting reported will be outlined.
6.3 A  SURFACE-BASED ACCOUNT
In this section the essentials o f a surface-based object decomposition scheme 
will be outlined which appears consistent with the pattern o f results reported. The 
limitations and drawbacks o f such a scheme will be considered along with possible 
tests between it and an image-based theory.
Surface-based schemes are characterised by the use o f surface descriptions as 
their building blocks . The parts propo.sed in one scheme are the classical set o f eight 
surface types defined by Gaussian and mean curvature: Peak, ridge, saddle ridge, 
minimal, pit, valley, saddle valley and fiat (Bruce, Coombes & Richards, 1S>93). 
Gau.ssian curvature is the product of the two principal curvatures and mean curvature 
half their sum (Watt, 1991). The principal curvatures are the extreme curvatures at 
any point. Thresholds are used to determine what constitutes zero curvature and 
decreasing thresholds could be used to pick out areas o f maximum curvature first 
followed by less curved areas.
An alternative way o f representing surface curvature is in terms o f the local 
shape index (Koenderink, 1990). In this shape is repre.sented according to the 
po.ssible combinations o f the two principal curvatures normalised by keeping their 
root means square (RM S) constant. The value o f  the RMS is used as a .second 
parameter .sensitive to .scale. In an object recognition .scheme surface patches could be 
characteri.sed asing the shape index, though how objects would be segmented has not 
been specified. It is not known what the "features" for face recognition are but it 
seems intuitively possible that the.se could he characterised by different surface types. 
However it is repre.sented. curvature is a property o f the surface and not the viewing 
conditioas and so if it can he recovered from the image it would be naturally useful 
for reprc.scnting ohjecu independently o f viewing conditions.
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There is evidence that people can recover information about curvature from 
shading information as they can make relative curvature judgements (Johnston, 
Passmore & Morgan, 1991). It also appears that curvature is recovered directly and 
not as the derivative o f orientation, an important consideration for object constancy 
across changes in view (Johnston & Passmore, 1992). It is therefore possible that 
shading information could be used to derive surface parts from the image which could 
then be used to represent objects. Other sources o f information including stereopsis 
and texture might also contribute to this process o f determining surface shape though 
shading may be especially important for faces (see Chapter 1, section 1.7).
I f surface types or parts defined in terms o f curvature can be recovered from 
the image their combination into object descriptions is likely to be important to their 
usefulness. One scheme currently uses the proportion o f surface types at different 
thresholds in different, interactively defined, areas. This has been used to test a 
surface-based account to see if it is consistent with the effects o f distinctiveness and 
the detectability o f surface changes (Bruce et al, 1993). This however fails to capture 
relations between parts thought to be especially important for the perception of faces 
(.see Chapter 1, section 1.4). Surface-based parts could be combined in many o f the 
ways sugge.sted for the combination o f other parts (eg. Biederman, 1987). Also in 
this context .shading information may provide information about ordinal depth 
relations (Reichel & Todd. 1989) which may be important for relations between parts 
as well as relations in the image plane. It also appears from the experiments reported 
in Chapter 2 that lighting and shading may be important for seeing the face as a face, 
a whole which is characteristic o f "configurai processing" (Tanaka &  Farah, 1993).
The u.se o f shap>e-from-shading, thought independently to incoiporate a light- 
from-above assumption, for deriving the parts in a surface-based scheme accounts for 
many o f the effects o f lighting reported. The description in terms o f surface types 
would be lighting, and view, independent once derived but lighting could affect the 
iniüal derivation o f the parts from the image. Bottom lighting, for example, may be 
disrupting face processing because it violates a light-from-above assumpüon used for
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the interpretation o f shape from ambiguous patterns o f shading. The work on the 
hollow face illusion illustrates the ambiguity o f  shape-from-shading and suggests that 
the direction o f lighting may affect categorisation o f the stimulus as a face 
(experiments 1 & 2); the stimulus is more likely to be seen as a face when this is 
consistent with it appearing to be lit from above. This is so even when the stimulus is 
inverted showing that the effect is not just due to top lighting highlighting more 
salient features (different features are highlighting in the inverted and upright face lit 
from above - see figures 2.1 and 2.2). The illusion highlights the importance o f 
shape-from-shading for face perception (Bruce, 1988) even at the most basic level o f 
categorisation as a face and is consistent with shading specifying the surfaces that 
comprise a face. The effect of object knowledge, shown by inversion and 
comparison with a hollow potato (Chapter 2, experiments 1, 2 & 3) suggests that 
lighting may be important for accessing a stored object model, which would be 
expected if such a model is repre.sented in terms o f surface types accessed by shape- 
from-shading. It is also possible that bottom lighting is interfering with the 
characteristic "bar-code" that could be used for categorising faces (Watt & Dakin, 
1993), reversing the pattern of light and dark. This is not necessarily contradictory to 
an explanation in terms o f the perception o f facial shape as dark bars tend to be 
associated with concave areas, for example the eye-scKkets and the area below the 
no.se. and light bars with convex areas such as the forehead, nose and cheeks and the 
chin.
The advantage o f top lighting for recognising faces (experiments 5 &  6), at 
least in less angled views, also could be explained in terms o f a surface-based theory 
if information about surface shape can be u.sed to distinguish between faces and is 
stored for familiar faces. Bottom lighting might prevent the recovery o f such 
information or increase its associated uncertainty because it affects the interpretation 
of overall surface shape. Negating bottom lit stimuli so that they appear lit from 
above (see Chapter 3, experiment 6, figure 3.5) offsets the effects o f bottom lighting. 
This effect might al.so be explained in terms o f a "bar-code" i f  both negation and
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bottom lighting reverse the polarity o f the bars. In general the effect o f negation is 
consistent with an account in terms o f shading rather than edges, although the 
primary effects o f negation on recognition are probably because o f its effects on 
pigment information. The effect o f negation is also consistent with the use o f shape 
derived from shading rather than just its two dimensional properties as many o f these 
would be unaffected by negation.
The effects o f lighting on matching could also be explained if shape-from- 
shading is used to derive surface-based descriptions. If bottom lighting interferes 
with or prevents the encoding of surface descriptions this would explain difficulties 
matching between top and bottom lit faces. It also appears that top lighting facilitates 
matching between views (experiments 7,9 & 11), consistent with surface 
descriptions in terms o f  curvature being u.seful for matching across changes in view. 
Subjects were also better able to match between directions o f top lighting than o f 
bottom lighting, consistent with surface descriptions also being used to match across 
changes in lighting direction. When top lit faces were inverted subjects were worse at 
matching between lighting directions (experiment 9 &  10) but when bottom lit stimuli 
were inverted subjects were better (experiments 11 & 12) suggesting that a light- 
from-above assumption was important possibly becau.se it allows derivation o f 
lighting invariant .surface type descriptions even for inverted faces and possibly for 
unfamiliar objecLs. A  direct test using different levels o f both top and bottom lighting 
with upright and inverted faces might strengthen these conclusion made on the basis 
o f informal between experiment comparisons. Similar tests could also be done using 
unfamiliar objects with negation u.sed as a control for its effects on image properties.
There was one significant effect o f matching between lop lit directions, that 
for profiles (experiment 9). This was explained in terms o f one o f the directions o f 
lighting highlighting the internal features of the face in this view. This suggests that 
lighting direction may be important in determining which surfaces arc encoded just as 
view would he expected to be - different surfaces will be visible in different views.
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Surface shape is not a function o f size and a surface-based scheme is 
consistent with the lack o f an effect o f size on matching (experiment 13). The 
transfer o f the effects o f light to photographic stimuli, including the differences 
between top and bottom lighting, is consistent a surface-based scheme being useful 
for real faces. The surface-types as outlined do not contain information about 
pigment, reflectance, or texture but it is possible that such properties could be added 
to the underlying description o f shape, though shape itself would remain an important 
dimension o f variation.
In general a surface-based theory seems consistent with the effects o f lighting 
reported. The effect o f lighting is explained in terms o f its effect on shape-from- 
shading which is u.sed to derive explicit surface-based descriptions from the image. 
How surface types are combined into complete object descriptions is not known but 
the interpretation o f three-dimensional shape-from-shading does appear important for 
f)crception o f the face as a whole. This may affect the recovery o f the configural 
information known to be important for faces and shading may also be important for 
providing information about the depth relations between features. The experiments 
reported here have been concerned with between and within category decisions 
involving faces but surface-based descriptions o f parts or the whole o f the face might 
also be useful for expression perception. Expressions often involve characteristic 
changes in the shape o f the face and these could be recovered from a surface-based 
repre.sentation. Some possible tests o f a surface-based theory will be considered 
next, particularly tests o f whether surface shape is coded in terms o f an explicit 
structural description or whether it is encoded implicitly from the statistical properties 
of images.
If bottom lighting does interfere with the ability to derive surface-based 
repre.sentations then differently shaped surfaces should be more difficult to 
discriminate when lit from below. It is possible to make changes to the surface o f 
laser heads using computer aided design techniques (Bruce et al, 1993) and the just 
noticeable difference.s for such changes could be invesUgated under condiUon o f top
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and bottom lighting. The noticeability o f such changes when they are in areas 
receiving direct illumination compared to when they are in shadow could also be 
tested.
As already mentioned an image-based theory would not predict an interaction 
between the effects o f lighting and orientation - there would be no reason for 
expecting an advantage to be associated with inverting bottom lit stimuli. The pattern 
of data in experiments 9, 10, 11 and 12 together with a reduction o f the effect of 
inversion for bottom lit heads shown in previous research (Johnston et al, 1992) 
favours an interpretation in terms o f a light-from-above assumption. The 
discriminability o f surface types in upright and inverted top and bottom lit faces could 
be used to test this as could a matching experiment which included different levels o f 
top and bottom lighting.
A  .surface-based scheme may be especially important for faces but the 
differences between top and bottom lighting for inverted faces suggests that the 
scheme might be generalizable for other smooth surfaces. An effect o f lighting on the 
hollow potato illusion would suggest that a light-from-above assumption generally 
affects the perception o f surface shape. It is not clear why an image-based theory, 
which encoded shape only implicitly because o f its effects on image intensities, 
would predict an advantage for top lighting except in terms o f familiarity.
Photographic negation may also provide a useful way o f testing whether 
subjects are recovering shape explicitly or using implicit information about shape 
contained in two-dimensional properties o f the image. Negation is thought to affect 
the recovery o f shape-from-shading but if image properties can be used directly 
polarity might be arbitrary.
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS
Effects o f  lighting have been reported on a number o f tasks involving the 
perception o f facial surfaces. These effects were not consistent with purely edge- 
based theories and were taken as evidence for the importance o f shading information 
for the perception o f facial surfaces. Differences between top and bottom lighting, 
consistent with a light-from-above assumption, in particular seem to favour a surface- 
based rather than an image-based explanation. An account was developed using 
surface-based primitives derived from shape-from-shading and combined into object 
descriptions with explicit three-dimensional relational information.
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